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Abstract

In this paper, we propose analytical models to capture the statistical behavior of real traces
of MPEG-4 encoded variable bit rate (VBR) video data in a video server. We study the
scattered disk storage of video frames and periodic scheduling policies and we calculate the
user disk service rate, buffer size, and the maximum number of simultaneous subscribers by
using the Chernoff bound asymptotic technique. We have included a self-similar Gamma
model, which according to our simulations, seems to be very close to the actual data
behavior.
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Chapter 1

Overview

1.1 Introduction

The technological developments that our society is currently experiencing are simply
extraordinary. Prom the use of synthetic means to substitute for the loss or failure
of human organs, to space technology, human progress and ingenuity seem to know
no limits. Two of the areas that very well represent these breath taking achievements
are those of information and telecommunications technologies. Recently, it has been
reported in several news media as well in specialized publications a growing trend to
unite these technologies with entertainment oriented technologies. This would mean
that in the near future, instead of having a TV set, a DVD player, a computer, and
a computer network, one could be able to achieve all the tasks intended with these
devices with a single multipurpose device. This serves to illustrate the impact that
computer multimedia technologies have on the development of other computer and
telecommunications technologies, and the economic importance that computer mul-
timedia can have. Already, entertainment industry originated funds and policies are
having a large impact on the development of those technologies. For example, in the
development of techniques for low storage, low bandwidth audio and video encoding,
encryption techniques for copyright protection, and many others.

In this dissertation we specifically focus on a multimedia technology: Digital Video.
Not withstanding the certain development of the necessary technologies to achieve the
above mentioned integration, what is a fact is that information and telecommunications
technologies are creating new areas of opportunity for the entertainment industries and
network service providers. Those new business opportunities range from interactive
television, digital radio and television, remote shopping, building and factory automa-
tion, household electronic devices, and many more. Those applications share several
characteristics: the need of a high speed residential data connection, the Internet and
its protocols as a data transport mean, and an effective economic model.

11
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Additionally to these needs, the development of an on-demand digital video server
on a healthy economic environment would be very useful, not only for the entertain-
ment industry, but also for remote education and corporate training. With some mod-
ifications, other applications can be found, like real-time digital video capture, video
broadcast of movies and TV programming, video-phone, real-time video broadcast of
important or interesting events, specialized remote consulting, video conferencing, etc.

Our main effort will be the design of an on-demand digital video service (DVSS).
Such service would function much like a neighborhood video rental store. Videos
are digitized and stored in permanent media, typically high performance hard disks
(and sometimes even computer memory). Whenever a user wishes to view a specific
video, she connects to the server, sends a request, the system reserves all the necessary
resources (memory, storage server, control information, accounting information, and
bandwidth) and the video is sent to the client through a high speed network.

The advantages of such system would be plenty. The first one, of course, would be
that clients would not have to physically travel to the shop to get a copy of the video.
The second one is that only one digitized copy of the video needs to be stored, and
if other copies should be stored for reliability or availability reasons, the cost would
only be the storage space (about US$1 per gigabyte). This one copy could potentially
be sent to all the clients that request it. Clients would be spared the frustration of
not finding a copy of the video they desire. Also, video stores could achieve important
savings, both on storage space and copy-right costs. Another advantage is that the
digitized and stored videos do not deteriorate with time, and the physical deterioration
of the playback equipment is much less as compared to traditional media, like video
tapes.

Other advantages include the possibility of previewing using a movie trailer and the
possibility of suspending video reproduction and switching the video, perhaps without
charge if it is done before certain time passes.

The technological challenges for this type of video system are plenty. It is necessary
to establish domestic data links with sufficient bandwidth in order to achieve video
reproduction with VHS, DVD or even HDTV quality. Currently, there are several
technologies that address this issue. These technologies range from fiber optic, to
copper, to wireless media.

A second challenge is to overcome network related problems, from flow control to
network congestion, in order to achieve a high network quality of service. By quality
of service we mean guarantees on end-to-end bandwidth, delay, jitter and reliability.
This means that data link access procedures, packet routing, and transport protocols
must be developed or fine tuned to achieve those guarantees.

Another challenge is to develop high-performance storage mechanism that will allow
the video server to service the maximum possible number of subscribers in a fair and
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efficient way at minimum cost. Fairness means that all stored videos have the same
possibility of achieving a certain data fetch rate while efficiency means that storage
waste derived from fair location of videos within the disk structure is null or negligi-
ble, and thus, the maximum amount possible of videos are stored. Besides this, the
video server must be designed to use efficient and effective algorithms for user servic-
ing, and with minimal hardware requirements as to maximize concurrent clients while
minimizing cost in order to make the system economically viable.

A fourth challenge is that a server architecture must be devised that will allow
the real-time delivery and fair service for the maximum number of concurrent clients.
This architecture follows several well established models of job switching, non work-
conserving servers.

The final challenge is the development of video coding techniques that will allow the
efficient use of available bandwidth and other resources, which will facilitate delivery of
movies with similar or above quality to that with which users have grown accustomed.
Also, those coding formats must facilitate coordination between different media streams
(at least audio and video) and allow VCR like operations like fast forward and rewind.
Also, the behavior of such coded video traffic must be understood, in order to be able
to develop mechanism for resource reservation and management, admission control,
user request management, and data delivery that will allow the maximum number of
subscriber to use the server and thus, to improve its economic feasibility.

1.2 Motivation

There is a lot of bibliography on the subject of digital video and multimedia servers
generally, and digital video servers specifically. Some of this bibliography report im-
plementations and simulations based on mathematical models that assume a basically
uniform behavior of video frame size. Statistical analysis reveals that this is not true,
and thus those models default to only consider mean values for operational parameter
computation, which will lead to lower quality of service than expected by the users,
over significant periods of time since digitized video (like MPEG-1 and MPEG-2) has
the characteristic that for long periods of time, video frame size deviates from its av-
erage statistics. Other bibliography assumes that the sequence of video frame sizes
is a stochastic process with Markov characteristics. Those models, while taking into
account variations in the video data statistics, have the disadvantage that video infor-
mation does not have Markov properties (e.g.. independence of video size from frame
to frame, periodicity and stationarity). On the other hand, video information has been
found to be self-similar in nature (or fractal), which mainly means that the statistics do
not smooth by aggregation, an indispensable characteristic needed to compute buffers
and other server and network resources using traditional theories. Lately, there has
been a wide body of published bibliography that concerns itself with the treatment
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of video data as self-similar. Those self-similar models, while achieving a better un-
derstanding of video data behavior, try to determine server and network operational
parameters using probability distributions like Gaussian or Pareto. The first one does
not conform to statistical observations of video data, whose histogram is almost never
symmetric, and the second one, while very good at estimating video traffic tail prob-
abilities (i.e., extreme guarantees on quality of service), is not able to model all the
behavior of video traffic, like short and long range dependencies and correlations, and
all the range of video frame size behavior.

We can thus see that there still is an area of opportunity in digital video broad-
cast research on the development of better models, that taking into account the real
behavior of video data will allow the design of digital video servers whose operational
parameters would be determined through easy-to-compute formulas derived from those
new models.

1.3 Multimedia Networking

The first challenge is the establishment of data links, protocols and mechanisms for
congestion and flow control, efficient transport of data and control information, and
mechanisms to achieve adequate quality of service.

User data links can be established using optic fiber, high performance copper or
wireless data links. It is perceived that the most difficult of the three, but the most
desirable one also for interference and reliability reasons, is the fiber optic media.
Therefore it is not without cause that many of the new telecommunications services
carriers have opted for wireless loops. This includes private TV broadcast, telephony
and Internet services. Those companies that did not choose to go wireless have had
to pay the cost of using a signal distribution network that they do not own, or to
develop their own wire-based distribution network, which is more expensive to install
and maintain than a wireless one.

There are of course, companies that do lay fiber optic runs at metropolitan or even
national level. As a matter of fact, there is even an over supply of optic fiber capacity
in the world [26]. But the cost of last-mile connectivity tends to be rather high thus the
cost of use is also high [26]. Therefore, only medium to large companies can make use
of it. Nevertheless, developed countries have made great efforts to achieve the greatest
coverage possible. In the developed world. France. U.S.A and Finland are the ones
that have achieved the greatest fiber optic coverage, while South Korea, Canada and
Sweden have the largest per capita deployment [56]. But, even with the large reduction
in optical and electronic equipment costs that has happened in recent years, to have
fiber optic links in every household is still more expensive than using other options.
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Metropolitan wireless technologies offer another alternative. Recently, the 28 GHz
frequency has been opened to the telecommunications industry [46]. The bandwidth
on this frequency is similar to the one achieved using optic fiber. The difference is
that wireless technologies are much more prone to noise and interference than fiber
optics proper. Nevertheless, wireless technologies present the best hope for a household
installed base of high-speed networks.

Another option is to make the optic fiber links (or high speed wireless links) reach
points as close as possible to the client home, and from those points use a traditional
copper-based network that will reach the client end point. With short enough distances,
it is possible to reach bandwidths in the tenths of megabytes per second, such as those
achieved by DSL technologies. Eventually, an increase in the bandwidth of data links to
homesteads and the increase of video compression technology will converge and make
the delivery of high quality video (even in real-time) not only possible, but economical.
Other data link technologies worth mentioning as having vast potential to achieve such
goal are Fiber to The Curb (FTTC), Fiber to The Home (FTTH) and Hybrid Fiber
Coaxial (HFC).

To ensure quality of service in video and other multimedia services, other technolo-
gies have been developed. Specially, integrated and differentiated services are on the
front lines of quality of service assurance technologies. Those technologies build on
previous knowledge acquired by developing high speed local networks, like Ethernet
Virtual Networks and local area broadcast networks. From those technologies, proto-
cols like the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) and Multiprotocol Label Switching
(MPLS) technique have been developed. Those techniques and the generalization of
the IETF MBone (Internet Engineering Task Force Multicast Backbone) will allow the
delivery of multimedia data across metropolitan and wide area networks with quality of
service assurances. The delivery of satisfactory video services with TV or even HDTV
quality, performance and reliability is indispensable for the economic feasibility of a
DVSS.

On the other hand, clients of a DVSS will expect to be able to access and manipu-
late their movie viewing sessions with the same ease with which they have grown to be
accustomed using traditional video services. They will expect to be able to easily start
a session, initiate the reproduction of a video, pause it, resume it, forward it and cancel
it whenever they wish. For that manner, a series of protocols have been developed like
the Real-Time Protocol (RTP), its quality of service guardian the Real-Time Control
Protocol (RTCP), the Session Announcement Protocol (SAP), the Session Description
Protocol (SDP), the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), and the Real-Time Streaming
Protocol (RTSP). Those protocols will enable users to discover, join, initiate and ad-
minister video and other multimedia services from the comfort of their homes.
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1.4 Video Storage and File Systems

Another challenge is the development of storage mechanisms and techniques that will
be able to service the maximum number of clients in a fair and efficient way. The former
means that all clients will always receive their video information with the quality of
service that they are paying for and the latter means that the storage mechanisms
does not hamper those quality of service guarantees while at the same time storing the
maximum amount of videos and movies. The storage subsystem must also be flexible
for it is predicted that constant updating due to viewer preferences will be needed.

The quality of service requirement means that the storage subsystem cannot just
be any Linux or Windows server, since quality of service means strong deadlines for
the delivery of user data. This is usually referred to as Real-Time. Since the disk
storage subsystem is really nothing more than a disk oriented operating system, al-
ready developed real-time operating systems can be used. Those operating systems
use complicated algorithms to ensure that all process manipulation and disk data de-
livery are done within established deadlines. It is important to note, that real-time
does not mean "really fast", but rather that service deadlines (and thus, service quality
of service guarantees) are always met. One important advantage of a DVS is that it
can tolerate some relaxation on its real-time deadlines, contrary to traditional real-time
systems that control, for example, planes or nuclear plants. If some part of a video
frame does not arrive on time, this is not a severe event, since users are accustomed
to seeing a little noise on their screens. Still, wide failure to meet quality of service
requirements will be viewed by clients as substandard and thus, they will not be willing
to pay for such services.

To avoid this, techniques like the Earliest Deadline First (EDF), the Rate Monotonic
Algorithm (RMA), Hybrid Rate Monotonic Policy (HRM), Hierarchical Scheduling
(HS), and Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) have been developed. Those techniques are
based on analyzing task deadlines, assigning priorities, and assigning CPU resources
accordingly. WFQ allows for real-time tasks to have different classes with different
real-time requirements, while HS allows mixing real-time tasks with traditional tasks,
each one having different scheduling policies.

On the other hand, efficient storage is a big challenge for the storage subsystem.
This is because first, digitized movies use several orders of magnitude more space that
regular files. A normal uncompressed movie uses 100 GB of space every minute. Even
an MPEG-2 compressed 90 min movie uses 4 to 5 GB of space. We can easily see that
in order to have several thousands of MPEG-2 compressed movies, like normal video
rental stores do, would require terabytes of storage space.

Not only that, but the placement of the data fragments of those video files on
disk has direct implications on the performance of the video server, and thus, in its
ability to serve many clients. It is a well know fact, that not all disk sectors are equal,
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and thus, if files are not carefully placed on disk, some movies would render a non-
satisfactory quality of service and would not contribute to the economic feasibility of
the DVS just because their sectors are placed in disadvantaged areas on disk. They
would just occupy expensive disk space. For this matter, techniques and algorithms for
video segment placement on disk have been devised, like constrained placement, which
is more effective for read-oriented file systems, like video servers, and log-structure
placement, which is better suited for write-oriented servers, like a distributed video
editing and postproduction server.

Since in a given DVS there are bound to be a considerable amount of disk I/O
request operations, derived if the DVSS is successful, on the service of many concurrent
clients, access to disk blocks also needs to take into consideration real-time constraints.
Algorithms for real-time disk access can be divided in round-based and fixed block-
based. Round-based algorithms use a policy of servicing only one user request in a
certain period of time called round. A round consists of the time it takes the server
to attend an I/O request for each active client once. This is based on the premise
that video data requests are by nature periodic. On the other hand, compressed video
results in a variable amount of disk requests per unit time, often called variable bit rate
(VBR). Fixed block-based algorithms assign a fixed amount of information to serve to
each client without waiting for user I/O request. Examples of round-based policies
are Round Robin (RR) and Group Sweeping Scheduling (GSS). An example of fixed
block-based algorithms is SCAN Earliest Deadline First (SCAN-EDF).

1.5 Digital Video

Without doubt, one of the most important enabling technologies to achieve a DVS is
video compression. The compression mechanisms, like those found on the MPEG fam-
ily of standards, exploit the biology of the human eye; like its sensitivity to light and
sensitivity to color changes in order achieve high rates of compression without visible
loss of picture quality. This is done by two convenient facts: first and surprisingly, the
human eye is much more sensitive to brightness than to color. This means that color
information does not have to be as complete as brightness information, with subse-
quent reduction on required bandwidth. Secondly, when transformed to the frequency
domain, it turns out that the human eye is sensitive to a narrow band of low frequency
components (as they carry most of the color and brightness information). Therefore,
it is possible to eliminate frequency components that the human eye does not detect,
which also allows bandwidth reduction. Further bandwidth saving are achieved by
using common data compression mechanisms, which most computer users are familiar
with, much similar to ZIP compression.

One of the first developments on digital video compression was realized by IETF
Motion Picture Expert Group in 1991, which resulted in the widely known MPEG-1
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standard. MPEG-1 can achieve compression rates up to 300 to 1 (300:1), although 40:1
is more common. There are other similar technologies which are also very well known
by most computer users, like Microsoft Advanced Video Interface (AVI), Windows
Media File (MWF), another development by Microsoft, Quick Time (QT) by Apple,
and others. They are usually referred to by video coders. A video coder takes as
input a sequence of digitized video frames, which are a bi-dimensional array of video
samples, called picture elements or just pixels or pels. Each pixel contains information
representing the color of a dot displayed on the screen. Important parameters for
the video coder are the number of frames per second to be displayed, the number of
lines, the number of samples per line (i.e. pixels), and the number of bytes which
are needed to code each pixel color. The color information is usually transformed
into luminance (brightness), and chrominance (color information with a narrower light
spectrum) information.

An MPEG-1 encoded video can hold around 20 min of a motion picture on a
700 MB CD-ROM. Neither the media nor the compression rates are adequate for
broadcast quality. This is because MPEG-1 was developed for low resolution (352 by
240 pixels) computer video. A second development by the same expert group called
MPEG-2 (1994) was designed for broadcast quality regarding its pixel resolution and
compression rate. MPEG-2 supports from computer video resolution (352 x 240 pixels)
to HDTV (1920 x 1080 pixels). Its compression ratio allows MPEG-2 to fit a complete
90 min full motion picture on a new optical media called DVD. Another improvement
of MPEG-2 is its ability to escalate the video signal. This means that low resolution
display clients can use only a portion of the signal, thereby conserving bandwidth,
while high resolution display clients can request several enhancement layers that create
a better definition image.

MPEG-4 is another important development in video compression. Originally, it
was designed for very low bandwidth utilization, like the one available for wireless
mobile devices at 176 x 144 resolution. However, this format has evolved considerably
and has been extended, due to its superior compression rates, to cover broadcast TV
quality and even HDTV. Software coders have been developed that can achieve quality
similar to that of MPEG-2 but with lower bandwidth consumption (and lower storage
requirements). One of the most popular is DIVX, a commercial product. This coder
can fit a full 60 min motion picture in a 700 MB CD-ROM. In fact, new consumer
products are just now appearing in electronics stores that use MPEG-4 compression,
like the Waitec DVD-X4 [52]. This product looks and functions like normal DVD
players.

In Table 1.1 we list the video trace sequences used in this study. Each video file
was recorded at a frame rate of 25 frames/sec, with a luminance resolution of 176 x 144
pels and 4:1:1 chrominance subsampling at a color depth of 8 bits. The encoding was
done without rate control, so they are Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traces. The entire
video stream is one VO and there is only one layer. The Group of Pictures (GOP)
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pattern was set to IBBPBBPBBPBB. The quantization parameters were fixed at 4 for
/, B and P frames. There are roughly 90,000 frames per trace (see [[10]] for a more
detailed description of the video traces).

Jurassic Park
Mr. Bean
The Firm
Formula 1 car race

Silence of the Lambs
Star Trek: First Contact
Die Hard III
Alpine Ski

Star Wars IV
From Dusk Till Dawn
Starship Troopers
Soccer European Champi-
onship 1996

Table 1.1: Encoded video sequences

1.6 System Architecture

Figure 1.1: Digital Video Server Storage and Transfer of Video Frames

Once we have understood the challenges posed by a DVSS, it is now possible to
describe its components. Those on the server side are (see Fig. 1.1):

• An storage subsystem

• An operating and control subsystem

• A network subsystem

The storage subsystem is responsible for the efficient storage of videos and the
fetching of video information from the stored files. The operating and control system
is responsible for the admission of clients, the reservation of client resources, and the
service of client requests. The network subsystem is responsible for the packaging and
delivery of data information to the client software and for transporting user control
commands. This brings one additional component of the DVSS: the client. For now
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on we will refer to the client as a software part of the DVSS, while the user is a human
being which pays and views the video information, although most of the time there
will be one client per user. The client is responsible for coordinating different data
streams, that in the case of a DVSS would consists at most of audio and video, but
that in other systems could be text, graphics, and pictures as well. The client is also
responsible for the timely display of video frames and the coordinated reproduction of
its accompanying audio. In this dissertation we will concentrate on the server part of
the DVSS.

The operation of the DVSS is as follows:

1. The client identifies the service and subscribes. It is assumed that it is connected
to the DVSS using a data link with sufficient capacity and a minimum level of
service agreement with the data link provider.

2. The client initiates a session.

3. The client requests a video and possibly establishes a desired quality of service
if this is negotiable (for example if movies with varying resolution, playback rate
and bandwidth consumption are supported, with possibly different price).

4. The server computes the required system resources taking into account the quality
of service that has been established for the client, and that of all other clients, and
either admits or rejects the request. If varying qualities of service are available,
the server may enter a phase of quality of service negotiation (in networking, the
result of such negotiation is called a level of service agreement, but we will not
use this designation for video quality of service).

5. If the request is allowed, the server allocates required resources to the new client
and may possibly reconfigure the resources for other clients

6. The server schedules periodic servicing of the user buffer and also schedules pe-
riodic transportation of data in user buffer to the client through the data link

7. The client receives the video data and also stores it on another buffer on the client
computer. It also captures, through a user interface, user control commands.

8. The server "listens" to user control commands using perhaps and out of band
channel.

9. When the video is finished, the server reconfigures the system to take into account
that one client has terminated its video. The session may or may not be closed
as the client may request another video.

The resources that must be allocated to a client are:
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• An account for money transactions.

• A profile of user identification and other data, preferred movie and program
gender, security options, quality of service preferences (preferred video display
rate, pixel resolution, color depth and bandwidth), etc.

• Record keeping information, for example what video is the user currently view-
ing?, how many frames from the current video has she consumed?, when is the
next deadline due?, what scheduling algorithm is being used (if there are sev-
eral available)?, has she scheduled the reproduction of another video?, how many
and which videos has she accessed?, how many times did she view videos until
completion?, etc.

• Information about video-related pending requests, for example, has she requested
a video to pause?, has she aborted the reproduction of a video?, is she requesting
to jump to a named segment of the video or a certain amount of seconds?, etc.
This information is very important because the user expects to have these requests
fulfilled as soon as possible and the server, busy as it is servicing reproduction
related requests, may delay these extraordinary requests resulting in low user
satisfaction.

• A disk interface. The video may be stored on a RAID interface with striping (that
is, spread in several disks) or it may be that several copies are stored in different
disks. In the latter case, the server must choose a disk with load balancing in
mind.

• Video and audio data buffers.

Of those, the data buffers are the most important since it is under strict real-time
constraints and has the most direct impact on quality of service. For example, if a data
buffer starves of video frames, the user may experience a decrement of picture quality
or even a complete loss of video frames, or a loss of audio, etc. If the data buffer is
too large, accepted users will have a very pleasant experience, but not as many clients
would be admitted. Or perhaps, the buffer level would be too high, wasting memory
and making the entire system more expensive than it should be. If the buffer is not
big enough, the playback rate may drain it at some periods of time before the server
has time to return to replenish it, then buffer starvation occurs, even if the server has
enough capacity to service all buffers.

Other system wide operational parameters that the server must know are:

Where are individual movies stored? (the options are memory and several alter-
nate locations of disk and DVD, if replication is supported)

What are the bandwidth and playback rate for each movie?
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• Under the current operational conditions, how many concurrent users can be
serviced?

• What is the current order of user request service?

• How many disk blocks should deposited on user buffer for each client?

The most important performance measures that will be considered are:

1. User buffer size. This parameter determines economical feasibility, since the
smaller the buffer is, the more economical the server becomes. But also, smaller
buffers mean that more clients can be serviced, and thus, more income can be
expected. Nevertheless, if the buffers are too small, service quality will degrade.
Another consideration is that, if the buffers are large enough, the scheduling
policy can be simplified, since large enough buffers would smooth jitter in frame
consumption and thus relax real-time restrictions.

2. User service-rate. Service-rate must be carefully balanced to achieve the maxi-
mum number of subscribers in heavy load situations. If service-rate is not cor-
rectly computed, some users may benefit from too much attention from the sys-
tem, while other will suffer buffer starvation. Consequently, incorrect service
rates will cause a decrease in the maximum number of concurrent clients that
can be serviced, decreasing economic feasibility.

3. Maximum number of concurrent clients. As has already been mentioned, a large
number of maximum concurrent subscribers (with appropriate quality of ser-
vice) means that, the maximum possible income can be achieved. This directly
helps to determine economic feasibility of the DVSS. However, it is important to
note that of course, this maximum number of users does not depend exclusively
on server performance, but rather also on popularity. Popularity can only be
achieved by a correct combination of advertising, choice of available videos, and
user satisfaction.

4. Saturation probability. The disk subsystem becomes saturated if it is not able
to prevent buffer starvation on all buffers (that is, disk bandwidth is saturated
by data link frame withdrawal). Thus, a low statistic on buffer starvation un-
der heavy load indicates that the operational parameters of the DVS have been
correctly estimated.

1.7 Self-Similarity in Video Traffic

To be able to correctly determine operational parameters, a theory of video data be-
havior must be developed. Particularly, one must be able to determine the validity of
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statistical data gathered from video streams. This is important to determine buffer
allocation for video streams. For example, there are several works that report that
video data is self-similar. In non self-similar data, the average of a series of samples
approaches the population mean as the number of samples increases [21]. That is:
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This means that deviations of the sample mean with respect to the population mean
decay proportionally to the size of the sample. That implies that in order to determine
the size of a buffer destined to hold 20 seconds of video, we have only to multiply the
population mean by the number of video frames to hold (20 x playback-rate). However,
in self-similar data we find that [2]

Var

where (3 = 1(H — 1) and H is called the Hurst parameter (which will be explained in
section 8.3). The last equation means that the sample mean converges much slower
to the population mean in self-similar data. This implies that, with non-negligible
probability, the size of a video sample can be much larger or much smaller than a video
buffer computed using population mean.

The cause of such behavior can be found in a class of mathematical objects called
fractals, which is often used as a synonym of self-similar data, although the former is a
mathematical deterministic definition, while the latter is rather a statistical definition.
Fractals are geometric forms which are self-similar in nature. Self-similarity means
that an object looks and behaves similarly at any time or space scale [25] [30]. For
example, imagine a computer generated mountain like the one found in science fiction
movies. Imagine now a computer camera approaching the mountain. As we approach,
the contour or profile starts to show that it is constructed by straight lines that are
the result of constructing the mountain using polygons. This does not happen with
a real mountain. We can be sure that as we approach a real mountain, the profile
of the mountain looks with the same variability at any distance, up the point when
we can see the individual grains of soil. That is to say that it looks similar at any
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distance. Other examples are tree growth, clouds and coast contours. Fractals and
their characteristics were discovered by Benoit Mandelbrot and have been used to
study and model a diversity of phenomena, from organic, to physical, to financial, etc.
As has been mentioned, fractals have been also used to study the behavior of network
traffic and multimedia data, especially video [2] [12].

Other important characteristics of self-similarity in video traffic are long-range de-
pendence and a heavy-tailed probability distribution. A heavy-tailed probability dis-
tribution is one in which the tail, that is the last 5% of the data, does not fall as fast
as normal probability distribution. For example, if the mean of a random variable is
one, we would expect that the probability that the variable reaches 100 is near zero.
A heavy-tail implies that with non-negligible probability, rare events can occur. That
means that if we take a collection of samples, even a very large collection, it is always
possible that a very large value, several orders of magnitude from the mean, can ap-
pear on the sample making the average of the sample to be far from the population
mean. Some models of video data go as far as to assume that video data does not have
computable higher order statistics (like variance) [12].

Long-range dependence is also derived from heavy-tailness, although it is sometimes
hard to see. Long-range dependence means that present events will influence future
events. This is important as many models, notably Markov models, assume that the
values that a random variable takes are independent of each other. This is the so
called memoryless property. If we measure a random variable to have a value of X, in
short-range dependant models, is it assumed that the same variable can have the value
of Y independently of any previous value, including X. If this is not so, then the model
most determine how a recent value influences the probability of future values, which
usually makes the model much more complicated. Long-range dependence means that
if a large deviation from the mean has been detected, other large deviations from the
mean are likely to present themselves over long periods of time, which means that the
current large value is not just some temporary spur, but a rather an evil behavior of
video data. For it not only makes it very difficult to determine limiting behavior and
appropriate buffer level, but also that values that will make the buffer starve on one
occasion, which in itself is not really that bad, can repeat themselves constantly, which
would be a disaster.

Self-similarity theory can help to understand video data behavior and thus enable
the development of more accurate estimations for user buffers and bandwidth con-
sumption.

To deal with such problems, we apply large deviations theory to self-similarity in
video data. It will help us to determine maximum probabilities of behavior widely
variant form the mean, and thus establish starvation probabilities as a function of
video buffer size.
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1.8 Research Goals

In the context of a networked delivered video-on-demand service, characterize the sys-
tem and construct a frame-work that is able:

To determine important performance parameters that will help in the design of
a Digital Video Service System (DVSS).

To develop a mathematical framework for the DVS operation and video data
behavior models that will allow determining those operational parameters in an
easy-to-compute manner and that will also allow the video server to adapt to
different operational conditions of video characteristics and user load.

Specifically, we will develop stochastic models that will incorporate the fractal
characteristics of video data using the Gamma probability distribution to com-
pute service-rate, maximum number of subscribers, and user buffer size.

1.9 Structure of the Dissertation

In chapter 2, we review multimedia systems. We will define the concept of multimedia
and try to understand the different areas of human endeavor that can apply multime-
dia technology. We will also review different multimedia applications that have been
conceived and developed. Additionally, we will review the process of converting the
natural analog state of multimedia information into digital information, and finally
we will review the data compression techniques that enable the distribution of video
and other multimedia data over data links. Of the applications reviewed, we will be
concerned mostly with the video on demand application and the use of Huffman, dif-
ferential and motion compensation data compression techniques applied to MPEG-4
encoded video streams.

In chapter 3, we will review the concept of quality of service. We will also review the
technologies and network protocols that enable the transmission of multimedia data
over data networks, from the physical layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
model to the application layer, including the network, transport and session layers. We
will understand why it is so important to use video buffers to reduce frame delivery
jitter and will understand how a user can initiate sessions, receive video data and send
control commands over data links.

In chapter 4, we will review the concept of real-time, which is fundamental to
understanding the demands that video data-delivery place over a server. We will
also review several real-time scheduling algorithms. The use of buffering reduces the
complexity of delivering video data in real-time, but those reviewed algorithms form
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the basis for future research that can be driven to reduce memory consumption by user
buffers.

In chapter 5, we will review the storage subsystem. We will study the different
possibilities of storage media. Of those, price and performance considerations compel
us to determine that hard disks are the best choice. Also, we will review an architecture
that will allow the usage of different storage media. We will also study the placement
of video file segments on disk, and determine that a constraint placement is the best
for our purposes. We will delay the impact on performance of such placement of disk
segments until chapter 7. We will also study several disk scheduling algorithm and
conclude that for our purposes, simple round robin will suffice.

In chapter 6, we will review digital video. We will start by reviewing analog video
technology, including several international standards, then we will review digital TV
international standards and finally we will review the MPEG family of standards. We
will justify the usage of MPEG-4 encoded video traces, but we will delay the discussion
of the impact of statistical characteristics of such video traces on server performance
until chapter 8.

In chapter 7, we will study the model for the DVS that will be used throughout
this dissertation. We will formalize the scheduling policies, determine important per-
formance measures and operational parameters. We also will develop and prove several
propositions that will help us to determine operational parameters, establish mean val-
ues for those parameters, and define the impact of the placement policy of video file
fragments on disk over server performance.

In chapter 8, we shall develop on the Chernoff bound and formalize the concept of
self-similarity and develop on the theory. The Chernoff bound will allow us to compute
inverse probability distributions in order to determine resource levels given certain QoS
requirement. Under different assumptions, we will develop several stochastic models
derived from the Gamma probability distribution.

In chapter 9, we proceed to establish the mathematical frame work for the devel-
opment of stochastic models making different assumptions about video data behavior,
and show that the Gamma probability distribution renders a good prediction over video
data behavior under certain conditions of QoS and user load.

In chapter 10, we develop the Gamma Fractal Noise model, which is self similar
and also based on the Gamma probability distribution. This model seems to render
the closest prediction of video data of all the models developed so far as compared
to simulation results. We also explore in depth the mathematical characteristics of
this models. For example we prove that it is self-similar and study its long-range
dependence through its autocovariance characteristics.

Finally, in chapter 11 we establish our conclusions and give guidelines for further
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work.



Chapter 2

Multimedia Systems

2.1 Introduction

Often times, a computer system supporting text and graphics is described as a mul-
timedia system. However, since such systems already existed before the multimedia
terminology was used in computer environments, we must establish a definition of mul-
timedia that encompasses new notions and qualities in computer environments. For
this reason, we turn to Steinmetz definition of multimedia [45, pp. 17]:

"A multimedia system is characterized by computer-controlled, integrated produc-
tion, manipulation, presentation, storage, and communication of independent informa-
tion, which is encoded at least through a continuous (time-dependent) and a discreet
(time-independent) medium."

It is clear from this definition that a multimedia environment requires the presence
of continuous media, be it audio, or as in our case, video.

Multimedia systems are important for three reasons. The first one is their potential
impact on our society. From young school children to adult professionals, multimedia
offers vast possibilities of instant entertainment and education. Other activities that are
bound to be affected by multimedia technologies are health care, marketing, shopping,
engineering, and many more.

The second reason why multimedia is important, is that at present, multimedia
technologies are constantly evolving. From VRML, to digital video, to stereoscopic
television, to video conferencing, to Internet telephony; compression techniques, net-
working technology, transport protocols, and display hardware are at present, rich and
alive areas of research and development whose derived technologies will affect not only
our lives in a multimedia kind of way, but in many other ways through the presence

28
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of higher bandwidth home networks, better television, speedier health services, and
lower manufacturing production costs. Multimedia technology requirements are so de-
manding, that even before they are designed, we can predict the capabilities of future
hardware and other enabling technologies and its uses. For example, distributed mul-
timedia requires very high speed networks. So when those are bound to come, the
prospect of hundreds of thousands of people using them for entertainment guarantees
marketing success and precludes the destiny of many other fine technologies: obliv-
ion. In the mean time, those high speed networks can be used for integrating industry
supply chains, value adding production, costumer relationships, team design, ware-
house control and e-commerce, which allows costumers to purchase low cost goods and
services, speedy support and fast shopping.

The third reason is economics. Multimedia technology and its association to enter-
tainment and telecommunications industries enable the creation of new markets and
new business opportunities. In effect, we can predict that video- and audio-on-demand
will reduce the cost of movies and songs while producing a new thriving multimedia
industry, composed not of a few large content marketing corporations, but thousands
of small delivery local servers set up by young people and small companies. People
will be able to record content and pass it to any one willing to host it, instead of going
through the gauntlet of current media consortium individual competition, which while
ensuring very high income to content producers, virtually closes opportunities to only
a small fraction of all talented people.

To name but a few, we can examine how multimedia can affect the following human
activities [53]:

Entertainment

This is clearly seen by the fact that computer systems developers like Microsoft,
content producers like Time Warner, and telecommunications providers like AT&T,
are joining hands through billion-dollar mergers and joint ventures. The aim being
to tap on the enormous potential that network delivered entertainment has to offer.
Those corporations offer services like video-on-demand, audio-on-demand, interactive
games, interactive program guides, interactive television, multimedia banking, news
on demand, sports-on-demand, tourist guides, home shopping, music downloading,
live interactive event broadcast, high-speed Internet access and telephony.

Education

One of the newest trends in education is distance learning. By itself, distance
learning does not necessitate the usage of multimedia, since advanced pedagogical
techniques, such as problem based learning [36] even discourage the use of structured
materials for undergraduate studies and encourage the use of self-driven investigation.
However, since distance learning is highly based on self-guided, self-paced education,
many theories on education do encourage the use of a rich multimedia environment.
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On the other hand, professional skills training do not carry the bag of values, attitudes
and other humanity based skills that higher education does. Professionals want a quick
way to learn skills that will allow them to find a better job or do a new task. Step-by-
step videos are a good way to achieve just that, and the Internet and other networks
are good means to deliver such training. In fact, personal video editing training, for
example for Adobe Premier or Ulead Media Studio have, since the beginning, been done
through videos (many of them freely available on the Internet). Furthermore, highly
professional enterprize software development has also used this video-based scheme to
enhance software development skills. Also, student counselling and consulting has been
done through video conferencing, as well as text based Internet forums. Peer-to-peer
voice conferencing has also been used.

Industry/Business

Multimedia technologies have been employed in many industrial and business ap-
plications such as banking, sales, customer services, investment, real state and others.
The applications have not only saved the industry a significant amount of money, but
they have provided customers with better services and products.

For example, the automotive industry uses multimedia technology for design, man-
ufacturing and sales. A team of engineers working in widely distributed premises can
analyze an MPEG compressed video from CAE simulators stored on a video server.
Hard-to-describe mechanical problems can be visually demonstrated, and leading ex-
perts may be brought into a discussion at momentary notice. Using this approach,
manufacturing problems can be resolved in a short time and expensive delays in manu-
facturing can be avoided. In addition, videoconferencing is used to keep the automotive
manufacturing managers, located at multiple manufacturing sites, in touch with enter-
prize wide production areas on as-needed basis.

On the other hand, marketing has since long been done through video. Prospective
customers can view the inside and outside of a car, watch in run, try with different colors
or see how devices, doors and gadgets operate. Real-state uses the same techniques.
A buyer can have a virtual walk though a house she means to buy, see every room and
watch the surroundings.

Similarly, architects have used CAE generated videos to show future owners of
a house how it will look from different angles, different wall designs, different room
layouts, etc. If the construction is large enough, different teams in different cities
may be working in different areas of the design, for example air conditioning, interior
design, exterior design, plumbing, etc. All these teams may collaborate by sharing
their CAD/CAE generated videos evaluating how one feature of the design affects the
other.

Medicine/Science
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Advances in multimedia network technology have also enabled a number of im-
portant medical applications, such as the handling of high-quality images and video
as well as the advent of telemedicine. Some hospitals have implemented a variety of
high resolution video/imaging applications in real-time. X-ray. CAT scans, ultrasound
and MRI video/images generated from all over their facilities are transmitted to the
hospital diagnostic center. Doctors at the diagnostic center use graphical worksta-
tions to view and manipulate three-dimensional images on screen, to control image
contrast, resolution, and positioning, which significantly speeds up the diagnostic pro-
cess and avoids time-consuming video/image retakes. Telemedicine another important
application, employs videoconferencing, which permits specialists at remote sites to
collaborate on a diagnosis. High-quality video conferencing can also provide live and
interactive distance learning at multiple locations. These lessons would be given by
highly skilled surgeons and physicians while performing on-site procedures.

In the same manner, digital video and video conferencing can have a significant
impact on science, from molecule structure, to quantum mechanics, to space science.
High-quality video conferencing can be used to discuss, using scientific visualization
images, the meaning and structure of the information displayed. Video on demand can
provide a repository of experimental results and simulations. On-line video broadcast
can do the same in real-time

2.2 Multimedia Applications

Multimedia applications are sometimes derived from already established applications
that have been enhanced by digital media, for example extending telephony using video,
or newly created ones, like virtual-environment collaborative communities [43]. In the
next section we describe several multimedia applications.

2.2.1 Digital Video Broadcast

All multimedia servers must have the ability to store and play back video. Therefore,
the simplest type of application is one where a server is used to play back video streams,
i.e.. Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) [43]. Such an application is already very popular
in the Internet. For example, several TV-signal broadcast sites, with their specially
designated DNS domain, ".tv" (one of them being http://www.canall2.tv), have been
set up to directly broadcast TV programming over the Internet. In such applications,
the video server is being used simply as a substitute of a bank of VCRs or video
channels.

It is interesting that even in such a simple application, multimedia servers pos-
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sess advantages over traditional tape-recording. DVSs, using error correction, do not
have the greater mechanical wear and tear of VCR technology, which makes tradi-
tional systems more expensive to maintain, with lesser reliability. Also, tape derived
programming, even if broadcast through the Internet, must have a larger delay in pro-
gram updating, since it implies the recording of a continuous session lasting several
hours. In a DVSS, the changes in programming can be done without delay. Finally, a
DVS makes production easier, even by a large staff, since it would be very simple to
review videos just by requesting them to the server. In contrast, with a tape system,
it is necessary to circulate multiple copies to a new tape.

2.2.2 Video-on-Demand

Video-on-Demand (VOD) is a slightly more complex application than digital video
broadcast [47]. In VOD, there may be potentially a large number of clients viewing
video over large, geographically-dispersed area. The main difference between DVB and
VOD systems is the ability on the latter for VCR like controls, e.g., pause, play, rewind
and forward. Just like DVB, VOD could broadcast to several clients requesting the
same movie if the requests are made within a short enough period of time. The necessity
to support non-broadcast based delivery of video information makes the design of such
systems a challenge, since data link bandwidth must be optimized in order to support
the maximum number of simultaneous transmissions of varied characteristics. Also,
unlike in DVB, VCR controls are very important for users. They also expect to be
able to interrupt the transmission of one movie and quickly start the transmission of
another. All these operations present both design challenges and complex optimization
problems. In [43, pp. 6], a commercial trial by Bell Atlantic is described. In it, we
see that new releases account for 57% of all requests for video playback. This is a fact
that will be helpful in the design of DVSS and which we will explore further in section
5.4. This paper also reports that VCR controls were very important for users. Also
in [43, pp. 7], an education implementation is described. This report also shows that
VCR controls are very important, which is not surprising since the application was
not entertainment focused but rather research oriented. But more importantly, the
report also shows that increased user control over navigation, for example the ability
to search and retrieve a segment, would have been a very useful enhancement. This
can be achieved by hypermedia, which will described further bellow.

2.2.3 Multimedia Databases

A collection of multimedia documents with searchable content is commonly referred to
as a multimedia database [31]. Multimedia database systems deal with creation, mainte-
nance, manipulation, and retrieval of multimedia information. In general, the database
can be at several sites and will be connected to a number of workstations through a
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communications network. Multiple servers such as video servers, voice servers, and
data servers can be realized in a single physical machine as well. The query generated
by one of the clients will be internally translated into one or more queries to different
servers. The responses that are received from the individual servers are pieced together
into one composite response to the workstation. The database may store information
as video, voice, data, image, graphics (vector), or a combination of these. Designing
a multimedia database system poses a number of challenges. The sheer volume of
data to be handled, structuring the data from different sources such as video and au-
dio appropriately, and maintaining the synchronization information are all vital tasks.
Once these problems are solved and the database is created, providing a proper query
language that can be context sensitive, media sensitive, and at the same time lead
naturally to efficient searching will be necessary.

2.2.4 Hypermedia and Multimedia Presentation Systems

A multimedia presentation system deals primarily with the problem of retrieving the
multimedia information from a database for presentation on demand by a user [31].
The database of presentation material is created separately and stored as in the case of
multimedia database systems. But the retrieval is under user control. Because of user
participation, the information accesses may vary dynamically both in the type of media
objects requested and the subset of objects within a class. In addition to the challenges
to be faced by other multimedia applications, handling the user interactions to control
the sequence of presentations will be an additional problem. The interactions effectively
amount to VCR operations over several media simultaneously. For example, in a
swimming competition, clicking on a swimmer may bring up a video showing a close-up
of the swimmer from a different angle. That means that this type of application, besides
the usual VCR operations, has the added complexity that the user has the ability to
start and stop multiple multimedia streams, each with varying characteristics. Another
way that this type of applications differs from simpler broadcast or video-on-demand
is that users expect to be able to request context sensitive searches on the multimedia
database (which is perhaps distributed).

A VOD application allows a user limited navigational ability within a single video.
Greater navigational facility can be provided by this type of system that presents
multimedia documents with embedded links to other documents. Such a document,
which may contain multiple images, videos, and graphics, is referred to as a composite
multimedia document. The links in a multimedia document may be explicit or implicit.
Explicit links are links between documents that are created by the author. Collections
of multimedia documents with explicit links are referred to as hypermedia. In contrast,
implicit links between documents are not created, but exist because the documents
have common content. The contents of the documents can either be extracted by
analysis of the document or by human annotation, called metadata.
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Hypermedia documents on the Web can be specified using the Structured Multime-
dia Interchange Language (SMIL) of the WWW Consortium (W3C). The components
of the multimedia documents are specified using URLs. SMIL is media neutral; that is,
just like HTML, is does not specify the type of documents that comprise the document.
To support the requirements of hypermedia, SMIL contains tags to specify the order
and synchrony, among various media objects. Typical applications that can use SMIL
are on-line shopping catalogs enhanced with video and audio.

2.2.5 Multimedia Conferencing Systems

A multimedia conferencing system is an on-line system where the multimedia informa-
tion is generated, transmitted, and presented in real-time. Optionally, such systems
may have a storage facility for later playback. As the number of participants and
locations of the conference increase, the resource demands will also increase. Such a
system primarily deals with creating digitized video, digitized voice, data, images, and
graphics and transmitting such information across communication networks so that it
reaches the destinations in real-time. The important point to be noted in this context is
that, unlike the other multimedia systems we have reviewed, the system deals primarily
with non-persistent multimedia information. Besides, the design challenges identified
earlier, dealing with large quantities of non-persistent information in real-time (using
appropriate buffering techniques) is an additional challenge.

2.3 Multimedia Technologies

Multimedia technologies make use of different types of resources, like text subtitles,
multiple language dubbing, musical scores, presentation graphics, continuous-presentation
video pictures, etc. Audio and video signals are analog in nature and require large stor-
age spaces. In order to enable digital processing and storage, continuous-time signals
must be digitized and compressed. In order to gain further understanding of multime-
dia technology, we will review digitalization and compression in this section.

2.3.1 Digitalization

All multimedia technologies that we will consider on this dissertation are digital. That
means that the needed information is stored as a series of bits and bytes. The coding
format though (that is, the meaning of those bits and bytes), will be vastly different
for each technology.

Although it is common to generate multimedia content digitally from origin, for
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example computer animations and synthetic music, it is also very common to take
an analog source, for example a video tape or a microphone capturing a concert, and
digitize it.

In the analog world, the bandwidth of the original signal is very important, as it
determines the requirements of its digitation. For example, the human ear can hear
sound with frequencies in the range from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. That means that audio
has a bandwidth of about 20,000 Hz. On the other hand, each television channel
that is broadcast on regular commercial television programs has a bandwidth of about
6,000,000 Hz. Full motion pictures and high definition television (if it ever were to be
analog, which is not) need even higher bandwidths if they are to transmitted as analog
signals, while voice signals use a bandwidth of only 3,300 Hz.

Telephone quality analog signals are converted into digital signals using a Digital
to Analog Converter (ADC) which follows a three step process [22]:

1. Sampling

2. Quantization

3. Coding

In the sampling phase, the amplitude voltage of a signal (from a microphone or
a video camera) is recorded every AT seconds (see Fig. 2.1). The frequency of the
sampling process is determined by the Nyquist theorem, which estates that in order to
capture all the information contained in a signal, it is only necessary to sample it using
a frequency that is double the highest frequency component in the signal. For example,
to sample audio one must do it at least at 40,000 times a second. For TV quality video,
it would be at 12 MHz. In the quantization phase, each recorded amplitude value
Vm is rounded of to the nearest quantization step value V^ (see Fig. 2.2). Quantization
step values are determined by the amount of bits that will be used to code each sample.
For example, if we were to use 8 bits for each audio sample (common for voice signals),
we would only have 255 different quantization steps. If the amplitude output of a
microphone is from -10 to 10 volts, with 8 bits samples we would have 255 valid values
separated by steps of 0.078431: -10, -9.921568, -9.843137,.... 9.921568, 10. Of course
most of the samples will be a little off the quantization marks, so some information
is lost. This is called quantization noise or quantization loss (see Fig. 2.3). If we
don't use the right amount of bits to represent the amplitude of the signal it will be
detected by listeners. In audio, this is detected because the sound is garbled, like
hearing a guitar with not enough strings. In video, the images have bands of color, like
a water painting. While if we do not sample at the frequency required, audio sounds
robotic, and images look blurred. The last step is coding. This is very simple, as each
quantization value already has a bit pattern associated, usually its sequential number,
as shown in table 2.1.
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Quantized
Value

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Binary
Code

000
001
010
Oil
100
101
110
111

Table 2.1: Signal coding

2.3.2 Data Compression

Transmission of multimedia information demands every last bit of bandwidth from
communication networks and from the storage subsystem. Images have considerable
higher requirements that text, while audio has even more with video requirements
being the greatest [45].

A single uncompressed image of say, 800 pixels width by 600 pixels height would
require 32 bits of information to achieve true color, yielding a storage space of 1,920,000
bytes. Over a high speed EO at 2,048,000 Mbps, it would take almost 8 seconds to
transmit a single image. For a modern full display 1,600 by 1,400 pixels true color
image, which is common in Geographical Information Systems and Medical Image
Diagnosis, the requirements would be almost 9 Mbytes for storage and 35 seconds for
transmission time.

An uncompressed audio signal of telephone quality is sampled at 8 kHz and quan-
tized with 8 bits per sample. This leads to a bandwidth requirement of 64 kbits/sec
and a storage requirement of 64 kbits to store one second of playback.

An uncompressed stereo signal of CD quality is sampled at a rate of 44.1 kHz and
is quantized with 16 bits per sample: hence, the storage requirement is (44.1 kHz x 16
bits)=705.6 kbits to store one second of play back and the bandwidth requirement is
705.6 kbits/second (1411.2 kbps for stereo). Thus a normal pop song lasting 4.5 mins
would require 23.793,750 bytes of storage, while Beethoven Symphony No. 9 (about
71 mins), would require 373,086,000 bytes of storage.

According to the European PAL standard, video is denned by 625 lines and 25
frames per second. The luminance and color difference signals (explained in section
6.2.1) are encoded separately. A sampling rate of 13.5 MHz is used for luminance (Y).
The sampling rate for chrominance (R-Y, B-Y) is 6.75 MHz (a format called 4:2:2, see
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section 6.3). If the result is an uniform 8 bit coding of each sample, the bandwidth
requirement is (13.5 MHz + 6.75 MHz + 6.75 MHz) x 8 bits=216,000,000 bits per
second. HDTV doubles the number of lines and uses a wider screen with respect
to the height, which increases bandwidth by a factor of 5.33 compared to today's
TV data-rate. Storage requirement can be computed as follows: assume an image
resolution of 640 x 480 pixels (TV quality) and 3 bytes/pixel to encode the luminance
and chrominance components. Hence, the storage requirement for one image (called
frame) is (640 x 480 x 3)=921,000 bytes or 7,372,800 bits per frame. PAL uses 25
frames per second so it is necessary to store 23.040,000 bytes per second of playback. A
motion picture with one and a half our duration would require the staggering amount of
124,416,000,000 or 124.4 Gbytes of space. All those bandwidth (storage requirements)
are summarized in table 2.2 and compared to digitized and compressed alternatives.

Media Type
(specifications)

Voice quality audio
(1 channel, 8 bit samples at 8 kHz)
CD quality audio
(2 channels, 16 bit samples at 44.1 kHz)
MPEG L3 encoded audio
(CD quality)
NTSC quality video
(640 x 480 pixels, 24 bits samples)
HDTV quality video
(1280 x 720 pixels, 24 bit samples)
MPEG-2 encoded video
(NTSC quality)

Data Rate

64 kbits/sec

1.4 Mbits/sec

384 Kbits/sec

27 Mbytes/sec

81 Mbytes/sec

0.42 Mbytes/sec

Table 2.2: Bandwidth and storage requirements for different media, (taken from [13])

It is not surprising that a large part of research and development on streaming
multimedia has focused on reducing bandwidth requirements. This is achieved by
using data compression techniques. These techniques will reduce data redundancy and
even apply psycho-physical models of human vision and hearing in order to eliminate as
much unneeded data as possible. We will review first lossless compression techniques,
called entropy coding and then lossy compression techniques, called source coding [45].
Other means of achieving even further reductions on transported data will be covered
as we review each multimedia technology, since those techniques are very specific to
the kind of data they are applied.
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Entropy Coding

39

Entropy coding is used regardless of the media specific characteristics. The data stream
to be compressed is considered to be a simple digital sequence and the semantics of
the data are ignored. Entropy encoding is called lossless as the decompression process
regenerates the data completely. Huffman. Run-length, Arithmetic and Lempel-Ziv
coding are examples of entropy encoding that are used mainly for data compression in
file systems.

(a) Building the tree code by Huffman algorithm
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Figure 2.4: A tree code for the Huffman algorithm, (taken from [22])

Huffman Encoding

The widely known Morse code is based on an efficient representation of information:
more frequently appearing symbols have shorter code words, while less frequent symbols
have longer. In 1954 Huffman invented an algorithm to design an optimum code that
minimizes bit/symbol size. The algorithm segments a binary sequence in fixed length
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blocks. Each block is assigned a variable-length binary sequence called code-word. The
code-words form the leaves of a tree that is constructed according to the frequency of
each symbol in the binary stream.

To design a Huffman code, it is necessary to know a priory the appearance proba-
bility of every symbol. If those probabilities can be known, then no more information
is needed except the input binary stream. If those probabilities are not known, the
probability table must be embedded in the output stream. Another possibility is to
use adaptive algorithms like the Lemple-Ziv.

The algorithm is actually very simple [22]. It starts by identifying the symbols with
the smallest probability. Both symbols are combined in a new symbol with a probability
equal to that of the addition of the previous symbols probabilities. For example, if an
alphabet consists of symbols {a, b, c, d, e} with probabilities {0.50, 0.20, 0.15, 0.10,
0.05}, after the first step the new alphabet is {a, b, c, (de)} with probabilities {0.50,
0.20, 0.15, 0.15}. The process is repeated until only one symbol remains. The last
symbol is (a(b(c(de)))). Notice though, that this new symbol possesses an embedded
tree structure (see Fig. 2.4). Every time we go left on the tree to find an input symbol,
we add a 0 to the output symbol. Every time we go right we add a 1. Thus the output
symbol for "a" is 0, while the output symbol for "d" is 1110 and the output symbol for
"e" is 111, resulting in a variable size output symbol table. The mean symbols size is
1(0.5)+2(0.20)+3(0.15)+4(0.10)+4(0.05)=1.95 bits/symbol. For a 5 symbol alphabet,
one would need al least 3 bits/symbol using a normal coding scheme.

Run-Length Encoding

In some applications, for example in text transfers, digital pictures with large single-
color backgrounds, facsimile scans or computer generated images, some symbols appear
with much higher frequency than others. Some times, these repeating symbols appear
in consecutive repetitions, called bursts, separated by other non-repeating symbols [22].
Run-length encoding is an effective way to encode such streams without loss of data.
The scheme is very simple, each burst of repeating symbols is associated a code word in
a binary string that specifies the bust length followed by a bit sequence that identifies
the repeating symbol. For example the sequence: ABCCCCCCCCDEFGGG could be
coded as follows: ABC!8DEF!3G. If the symbol "!" does appear in the sequence, it
is byte stuffed using "!!". This scheme by itself can achieve compression ratios, that
depending on the nature of the data can be as high as 3:1. We can also use variable
length symbol encoding, where the most frequent patterns (including the repeating
symbols) would be assigned shorter length binary codes, in a fashion similar to Huffman
encoding. Using this procedure, the encoding technique can achieve compression factors
higher than 4:1.
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Pattern Substitution

Pattern substitution is a form of a statistical coding method. The idea here is
to substitute an oft-repeated pattern by a code [31]. For example, if we are trying
to compress the book "Hound of Baskervilles", the name "Sherlock Homes" can be
substituted by "S*", the name "Watson" by "W*", and the expression "Elementary my
dear Watson" by "E*". Frequent patterns will use shorter codes for better compression.

For example consider the text: "This dissertation is an exemplary example of a
dissertation on multimedia and networking. Nowhere else will you find this kind of
coverage and completeness. This is truly a one-stop-shop for all that you want to know
about multimedia and networking." If we substitute the words a, about, all, an, and,
for, is, of, on, that, this, to, and will by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, +, &, =, and #, and if
we substitute multimedia by m* and networking by n*, we get the following result:

&dissertation74exemplary example81dissertation9m*5n*.
Nowhere else#you find&kind8coverage5completeness.
&7trulylon e-stop-shop63+you want=know2m*n* .

This achieves a 33.16% compression.

Source encoding

Source encoding is based on knowledge of the content of the original signal and hence
it is rightly termed as semantic-based coding. The compression that can be achieved
using source coding may be very high, when compared to strict entropy coding. At
the same time, it should be noted that the degree of compression is highly dependent
on the data semantic. In general, source encoding may operate either in a lossless or
lossy mode.

Source encoding techniques can be classified into three basic types: transform en-
coding, differential encoding, and vector quantization. Each one of these methods are
effective for a signal (or raw data) with certain characteristics. The methods and where
they are applicable are explained next.

Transform encoding

In transform encoding, the raw data undergoes a mathematical transformation from
the original form in spatial or temporal domain into an abstract domain, which is more
suitable for compression [44]. The transform process is a reversible process and the
original signal can be obtained by applying the inverse transform. Fourier transform
and Cosine transform are two popular examples. They transform the signal from the
space or time domain to frequency domain.
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The important point to note here is that the choice of the type of transformation
depends on the type of the data. For instance, in the case of images, transforming
the signal from the initial time domain to the frequency domain has advantages. The
reason is that the spectral representation of images captures the changes in color or
luminance rapidly. When an image signal f ( x ) (in spatial domain) is transformed
to F(u) in (frequency domain), the direct current component and the low frequency
components carry most of the information contained in the original signal f ( x ) . Even
though the signal is an infinite series in the transformed domain, the most significant
coefficients are only in the first few terms. The other terms are normally dropped
in the quantization stage. Because image signals are always even and thus the odd
coefficients are not needed, the cosine transform is able to reproduce a signal with
fewer coefficients and thus, it is favored for image and video compression.

Differential Encoding

In differential encoding, only the difference between the actual value of a sample and
a prediction of that value is encoded. Because of this approach, differential encoding
is also known as predictive encoding [31]. Techniques such as differential pulse code
modulation, delta modulation, and adaptive pulse code modulation belong to this class
of differential encoding techniques. All these methods essentially differ in the prediction
part.

The differential encoding technique is well suited to signals in which successive
samples do not differ much from each other, but they should be significantly different
from zero values. These techniques naturally apply to motion video (where one can
transmit the difference in images across successive frames) and audio signals.

Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM)

In DPCM, the prediction function is simply the following:

fpredicted(ti) — factual(ti-l) + A/(ij)

So what needs to be encoded at every sampling instant is:

^i) J predicted (.^i) J actual \^i—1J

If the successive sample values are close to each other, then only the first sample
needs a larger number of bits to encode and the rest can be encoded with a relatively
shorter number of bits. This coding method is mostly used in audio transmission.

Delta Modulation

Delta modulation is a special case of DPCM. The prediction function is the same
as DPCM. The difference is in coding the error (difference between the predicted and
the actual values). Delta modulation codes the error as a single bit or digit. It simply
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indicates that the current sample is to be increased by a step or decreased by a step.
Delta modulation is more suited to the coding of signals that do not change too rapidly
with the sampling rate. For example headroom shots, like interviews, or constant
background shots, like video conferences between several audiences.

Adaptive DPCM

ADPCM is the sophisticated version of DPCM. The predicted value is extrapolated
from a series of values of preceding samples using a time-varying function. That means,
that instead of using a constant prediction function, the estimation is made variable to
be in line with the characteristics of the sampled signal. Like in DPCM, differences are
encoded using a small number of bits (e.g., 4 bits). Therefore, either rough transitions
are coded correctly (these bits represent bits with higher significance) or small changes
are coded correctly (the DPCM-encoded values are the less-significant bits). In the
first case, the resolution of low audio signals would not be sufficient, and in the second
case, a loss of high frequencies would occur. ADPCM adapts to this "significance"
for a particular data stream as follows: the coder divides the value of DPCM samples
by a suitable coefficient and the decoder multiplies the compressed data by the same
coefficient, i.e., the step size in the signal changes.

The value of the coefficient is adapted to the DPCM encoded signal by the coder. In
the case of a high-frequency signal, very high DPCM coefficient values occur. The coder
determines a high value for the coefficient. The result is a very rough quantization of the
DPCM signal in passages with steep edges. Low-frequency portions of such passages
are hardly considered at all. For a signal with permanently relatively low DPCM
values, i.e., with few portions of high frequencies, the coder will determine a small
coefficient. Hereby, a good resolution of the dominant low frequency signal portions
is guaranteed. If the high-frequency portions of the signal suddenly occur in such a
passage, a signal distortion in the form of a slope-overload arises (that is, the decoded
signal will lag behind the actual value). Considering the presently defined step size,
the greatest possible change using the existing number of bits will not be large enough
to represent the DPCM values with an ADPCM value. The transition of the DPCM
signal will be faded.

It is possible to explicitly change the coefficient that is adaptively adjusted to the
data during compression. Alternatively, the decoder is able to calculate the coefficients
itself from an ADPCM-encoded stream. An audio signal with frequently changing
portions of the extreme high or low frequencies turns out not to be very suitable for
such an ADPCM encoding.

Vector Quantization

In vector quantization, the given data stream is divided into blocks called vectors.
These blocks can be one- or two-dimensional [31]. Typically, when we deal with images,
the blocks are usually square arrays of pixels. Often, the vectors are of the same size.
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Consider the images presented in Fig. 2.5 and its digital representation with a resolution
of 8 x 8 image. In the figure, there are 2 x 2 blocks that together make up the 8 x
8. Each one of the 2 x 2 blocks, will have a pattern between all Os and all Is, both
inclusive. A table called code book is used to find a match for each one of the 2 x
2 blocks, which will correspond to some or all the patterns. Each entry in the code
book (basically, it is a table of entries shown in Fig. 2.5) is a 2 x 2 pattern of Os and Is
written in a linear form by stacking the rows of the 2 x 2 matrix one after another. This
is indicated as position index in the figure. The code book itself may be predefined or
dynamically constructed.

Using the code book, each vector in the image is coded using the best match
available. As the code book is present, both at the coding and the decoding ends,
only the reference to the entry is actually transferred. When there is no exact match
available in the code book, the vector of the image is coded with reference to the nearest
pattern and will appear as distortion in the decoded picture.

Vector quantization is useful in coding (or compressing) a source whose character-
istics are particularly well known. Moreover, it should be possible to construct the
book that can approximate a wide range of actual image vectors. Vector quantization
is generally found to be useful in coding speech.

Huffman encoding can be used to assign fewer bits to the more frequent patterns
reducing even farther the information sent over the network.

Motion Compensation

Adaptive coding can be used on video using Motion Compensation. Blocks of 8 x 8
or 16 x 16 pixels in subsequent pictures are compared. For example, let us consider a
car moving from left to right. An area further left in a previous picture would be very
similar to the same area of the current picture. This "motion'' can be identified as a
motion vector. This motion vector is the only value that needs to be transmitted. The
blocks are usually identified using the same technique as vector quantization in such
a way that the block identification is sent along with its motion vector allowing large
bandwidth savings.

2.4 Conclusions

As we have seen, there are wide possibilities for multimedia applications. Undoubtedly,
one of the most demanding is video on demand, although conceptually, it may seem
at first one of the simplest. The reason of this is that continuous video reproduction,
even at low resolution, demands high consumption of resource, from CPU for decom-
pression, to bandwidth for data delivery. In contrast, video telephony may use very
low refresh rates, as low a 1 frame per second, and broadcast TV, under some circum-
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stances may use multicast transmission that allows large reductions on bandwidth. As
a manner of fact, video on demand implementations are almost all yet on the prototype
stage, while video conferencing and telephony have for some time now had commercial
implementations. We will assume that the aim of our study of video on demand is
geared towards the entertainment industry, although as already mentioned, education
applications can be implemented with little modifications.

As for data compression, we will assume that the video data we are using is com-
pressed using vector quantization, motion compensation, and Huffman encoding as
specified by the MPEG-4 standard.



Chapter 3

Multimedia Networking

3.1 Introduction

As was shown in the previous chapter, multimedia information, and especially video, re-
quires large bandwidth availability. Also, multimedia real-time synchronization needs,
between video, image and audio streams, and between multimedia information units
within a single stream, place very strict limits on network operational-parameters vari-
ation [31]. For example, audio and video streams must be synchronized, as human
beings are very sensitive to variations in lip and voice synchronization (although it
may some times be expected, for example in multiple-language dubbed movies). Be-
sides this, it is common to have playback rates of 30 frames per second, (or even more
for HDTV quality video). Naturally, delays for such video stream cannot be bigger
that 1/30 of a second between frames, and this limit must be enforced considering that
it is common to have adjacent video frames that vary widely in size (for example I, B
and P frames for MPEG video; see chapter 6).

Since modern networks are packet-oriented, and not circuit-oriented, means most
be found in order that sufficient data channel, buffer space, and other network re-
sources that affect transmission delay should be allocated to multimedia streams in
order have as little variation on the video data delay. As multimedia traffic must share
communication medium with other types of traffic (for example Web page traffic, or
e-mail traffic), means must be found in order to allow multimedia traffic the especial
priority that its real-time constraints require.

Also, multimedia streams that are distributed in nature have to be synchronized
and operated. For example, audio and images have to be coordinated in time for on-
line video presentations, while some on-demand video users will expect to be able to
start, stop, rewind and fast-forward on-line video streams like in VCRs.

47
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The Internet was not designed with real-time traffic in mind. Therefore, many
strategies, recommendations, and protocols have been developed to provide these fea-
tures. While delivering real-time data over packet-switched networks is inefficient as
compared to circuit-based networks, the trade-off in convenience and cost makes valu-
able the extra effort. The Internet is pervasive and supports a true distributed com-
puting model. Long-distance Internet telephone calls are essentially free. And while
generalized Internet based video services are still somewhat ahead in the future, once
the Internet is able to deliver those, it will revolutionize the way the entertainment and
education industries work, as well as our daily lives.

3.2 Quality of Service

Usually, one would expect that allocating certain mean bandwidth to a data transmis-
sion would not be a problem. That it is only a matter of paying for the bandwidth.
But that is not the complete story. The flow of information itself may not be uniform.
That is usually caused as much by the communication network as by the nature of
multimedia information itself, which is usually regarded as Variable Bit Rate (VBR)
information. By normal operation, the network introduces a degree of asynchrony that
disturbs the essential synchronization of multimedia information. Some part of the
synchrony is handled by additional information (such as markers), which is needed in
transfer-store-play. But there is additional need when storage is eliminated or reduced,
which is necessary for real-time streaming multimedia.

To ensure strict adherence to synchronization, we need to ensure that sufficient
guaranteed bandwidth is always available from the source to the destination. Since
most multimedia information is busty in nature (i.e., the relation between maximum
required bandwidth and minimum required bandwidth is large), dedicating a large
(peak) bandwidth for every flow will most often result in significant (and avoidable)
waist of resources. The use of end-system buffering can significantly lower the necessary
peak bandwidth to allocate for multimedia data transmission, but the extent to which
such disturbances to synchronization can be compensated is ultimately limited by
human perceptual tolerance.

Because of the highly dynamic nature of modern communications network, the delay
that causes the disturbances in synchronization for a given stream may not be constant.
That means that, the receiver will experience not only a delay but also jitter in the
delay. Mathematically speaking, not only the expected delay value is important, but
also its variance. In a multimedia system, delay and jitter should be kept within limits,
as both affect synchronization and playback requirements. Furthermore, the system
should ensure that loss of packets is minimized, if not completely eliminated. Again,
human perception can tolerate small amounts of lost information, which varies from
application to application. For example, human tolerance for lost video information is
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rather high (as anyone who has tried to get an aerial antenna in an isolated area to
work correctly knows), but very low for audio. Usually we can be perfectly content to
listen to a radio transmission, but we become very unhappy when we watch a video
transmission without audio. Requirements such as delay, jitter, percentage loss of
packets, etc., are together referred to as the Quality of Service (QoS) expected of a
communication network by a multimedia application [31].

Quality of Service is not a single value, but rather a series of compromises that vary
form application to application. Each application negotiates with the communications
subsystem several parameters, which are specified as preferred and acceptable. Pre-
ferred parameters correspond to ideal conditions under which the application would
like to run. The acceptable QoS parameters correspond to a minimum, bellow which,
it does not make sense to run the application. If the application is to be run, the
communication subsystem will allocate enough resources to ensure operational condi-
tions between the acceptable and preferred levels. This is called a Level of Service
Agreement (LSA).

The QoS offered by the network to a multimedia application can be characterized
by the values of the following performance parameters [47].

Traffic throughput. This QoS parameter is related to the amount of data that
will be sent through the network per unit time, specifying the communication needs in
terms of the bandwidth required.

Transmission delay. This parameter specifies the delay that a transmitted data
unit can suffer through the network. This parameter may be expressed either in terms
of an absolute or probabilistic bound, and is very closely related to the amount of time
that the information spends waiting in outbound link queues.

Delay jitter. In addition to delay, a bound on the delay variation called delay
jitter can also be specified. This jitter is also caused by the outbound link waiting
queues. Both jitter and transmission delay can be overcome by buffering, although
establishing the optimal size for such a buffer, as we will see later, is not an easy task.

Transmission reliability. This parameter is primarily related to the buffer ad-
ministration mechanisms involved in data transmission along the network. Because of
the limited size of these buffers, some packets might be dropped due to buffer over-
flow derived by traffic congestion. A probabilistic bound on such losses influence the
amount of resources required for the establishment of a connection.

Synchronization. Another consideration for multimedia applications is that a
number of channels are simultaneously required for transferring different media ob-
jects. In some cases, inter-channel synchronization has to be provided when separate
channels are used for transferring media like audio and video. A channel group is de-
scribed by a set of member channels along with the relationship that relates them. A
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channel is defined as a simplex end-to-end connection with traffic characterization and
performance guarantees. Relationship among the channels can be specified in terms of
inter-channel bounds on QoS parameters (bound on delay jitter, in the case of audio
and video channels) or multicast relationship.

Table 3.1 shows what quality of service requirements have several types of traffic.

Application
E-mail
File transfer
Web access
Audio on demand
Video on demand
Telephony
Videoconferencing

Reliability

High
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Low

Delay
Low
Low

Medium
Low
Low
High
High

Jitter

Low
Low
Low
High
High
High
High

Bandwidth
Low

Medium
Medium
Medium

High
Low
High

Table 3.1: Quality of Service requirements for different types of applications (taken
from [47])

In order to correctly analyze the networking needs of multimedia information, we
will follow the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model of the International Stan-
dards Organization (ISO). This model is divided in seven layers: physical layer, link
access layer, network layer, transport layer, presentation layer, session layer and ap-
plication layer. We will review the physical and access layers, then the network layer,
then the transport layer, then the session layer, and finally the application layer. The
presentation layers functions, like compression and encryption, are usually taken over
by the application layers or are not necessary at all.

3.3 Physical and Data Link Layers : The distribu-
tion Network for Home Multimedia

The distribution network is the set of switches and lines that provide the data link the
source and destination [47]. It consists of a backbone, connected to a local distribution
network. Usually, the backbone is switched and the local distribution is not.

The main requirement imposed on the backbone is high bandwidth. It used to be
that low jitter was also a requirement, but with the smallest PC now able to buffer 10
sec of high-quality MPEG-2 video, low jitter is not a requirement anymore.

Local distribution is evolving, with different companies trying out different tech-
nologies in different regions. Telephone companies, cable TV companies, and new
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entrants, such as rail road, power, gas and even sewer companies, are all convinced of
the business opportunities that multimedia home distribution has to offer and thus,
compete fiercely. Consequently, there is a proliferation of technologies being installed.
The four main local distribution schemes for video on demand go by the acronyms
ADSL, FTTC, FTTH, and HFC.

ADSL is the first telephone industry's entrant in the local distribution trend. A
detail study of DSL technology is outside the scope of this work and will not be dis-
cussed here. Nevertheless, we will review some consideration regarding multimedia,
especially video, home distribution, using ADSL. The motivation is that virtually ev-
ery house, except in very poor countries, already has a copper twisted pair going into
it (for analog telephone service). If these wires could be used for video on demand
and other multimedia technologies, the telephone companies could participate in the
emerging home multimedia market.

The problem is that these wires cannot support even low quality digital video, even
highly compressed, over their typical 10-km length, let alone high quality, like TV or
HDTV. High-resolution, full-color, full-motion video needs 4-8 Mbps, depending on the
quality desired. ADSL is not really fast enough except for very short local loops.

The second telephone company design is FTTC (Fiber to the Curb). In FTTC,
the telephone company runs optical fiber from the end office into each residential
neighborhood, terminating in a device called an ONU (Optical Network Unit). Up to 16
copper local loops (that is to the home) can terminate in an ONU. These loops are now
so short it is possible to run full-duplex Tl (1.544 Mbps) or T2 (6.132 Mbps) over them,
allowing CD quality and TV quality videos respectively. In addition, videoconferencing
for home workers and small businesses is now possible because FTTC is symmetric (that
is, that unlike the mainly browser oriented sDSL, the link out-bound to the home has
the same bandwidth than the in-bound link; in aDSL the in-bound link has higher
bandwidth).

The third telephone company solution is to run fiber to everyone's house. It is
called FTTH (Fiber to the Home). In this scheme, everyone can have an OC-1, OC-3,
or even higher carrier if that is required. FTTH is very expensive and will not happen
for years, but clearly will open a vast range of new possibilities when it finally happens.
This technology even promises to change the way our society communicates, because
it could mean that every house could have a radio or television broadcasting studio,
producing independent content and doing away with the almost Mafia like corporate
entertainment industry.

A different approach is HFC (Hybrid Fiber Coax), which is the preferred solution
currently being installed by cable TV providers. The current 300- to 450-MHz coaxial
cables are being replaced by 750-Mhz cables, upgrading the capacity from 50 to 75
6-MHz channels or to 125 6-MHz channels. Seventy-five of the 125 channels will be
used for transmitting analog television.
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The 50 new channels will each be modulated using QAM-256, which provides about
30 Mbps per channel, giving a total of 2 Gbps of new bandwidth. The headends
will be moved deeper into the neighborhoods so that each cable runs past only 500
houses. Simple division shows that each house can then be allocated a dedicated 4--
Mbps channel, which can handle medium to medium-high quality video.

Both FTTC and HFC require a complete substitution of the distribution network.
Both require optic fiber runs that terminate in optoelectrical converters. Then, the fi-
nal segment in FTTC is a point-to-point twisted-pair local loop, while in HFC the final
segment is a shared coaxial cable. The difference is that HFC uses a shared medium
without switching, which at first sight seems a good thing. Except that if the video sig-
nal is sold on a pay-per-view basis, HFC will have to encrypt the video streams adding
complexity and reducing efficiency, in such a way that the added complexity of FTTC
local-loop switching will actually mean a reduction on operational costs compared to
HFC.

3.4 Network Layer

The network layer is responsible for delivery of single messages over multiple data
links in a network [47]. Hence, the network layer must include functions for uniquely
naming the source and destination of every message and for selecting a route between
the source and the destination. The main network protocol is IP, which is a general-
purpose protocol and thus we will not describe in this document.

3.4.1 Integrated Services

Between 1995 and 1997, IETF put a lot of effort into devising an architecture for
streaming multimedia. This work resulted in over two dozen RFCs, starting with
RFCs 2205-2210. The generic name for this work is flow-based algorithms or integrated
services [47]. It was aimed at both unicast and multicast applications. An example
of the former is a single user streaming a video clip from a news site. An example of
the latter is a collection of digital television stations broadcasting their programs as
streams of IP packets to many receivers at various locations. We will concentrate in
multicast applications.

Resource Reservation Protocol

The main IETF protocol for the integrated services architecture is the Resource Reser-
vation Protocol (RSVP) [22] [47] [43] [44]. It is described in RFC 2205 and others. This
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protocol is used for making the reservations; other protocols are used for sending data.
RSVP allows multiple senders to transmit to multiple groups of receivers, permits in-
dividual receivers to switch channels freely, and optimizes bandwidth use while at the
same time eliminating congestion.

In its simplest form, the protocol uses multicast routing by spanning trees. Each
group is assigned a group address. To send to a group, a sender puts the group address
in its packets. The standard multicast routing algorithm then builds a spanning tree
covering all group members. The routing is a little extra information that is multicast
to the group periodically to tell the routers along the tree to maintain certain data
structures in their memories.

To get better reception and eliminate congestion, any of the receivers in a group
can send a reservation message up the tree to the sender. The message is propagated
using the reverse path-forwarding algorithm in which the receiver verifies in its routing
tables that the message arrived through the network interface which it would use to
send information to the sender. This confirms that the message followed the best
rout and that it is not simply a lost multicast copy. At each hop, the router notes the
reservation and reserves the necessary bandwidth. If insufficient bandwidth is available,
it reports back a failure. By the time the message gets back to the source, bandwidth
has been reserved all the way from the sender to the receiver making the reservation
request along the spanning tree.

When making a reservation, a receiver can (optionally) specify one or more sources
that it wants to receive from. It can also specify whether these choices are fixed for
the duration of the reservation or whether the receiver wants to keep open the option
of changing sources later. The routers use this information to optimize bandwidth
planning. In particular, two receivers are only set up to share a path if they both agree
not to change sources later on.

The reason for this strategy in the fully dynamic case is that reserved bandwidth
is decoupled from the choice of source. Once a receiver has reserved bandwidth, it can
switch to another source and keep that portion of the existing path that is valid for
the new source.

3.4.2 Differentiated Services

Flow-based algorithms have the potential to offer good quality of service to one or more
flows because they reserve whatever resources are needed along the route. However,
they also have a downside. They require an advance setup to establish each flow,
something that does not scale well when there are thousands or millions of flows. Also,
they maintain internal per-flow state in the routers, making them vulnerable to router
crashes. Finally, the changes required to the router code are substantial and involve
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complex router-to-router exchanges for setting up the flow. As a consequence, few
implementations of RSVP or anything like it exist yet [47].

For these reasons, IETF has also devised a simpler approach to quality of service,
one that can be largely implemented locally in each router without advance setup and
without having the entire path involved. This approach is known as class-based (as
opposed to flow-based) quality of service [47]. IETF has a standardized architecture for
it, called differentiated services, which is described in RFCs 2474, 2475, and numerous
others.

Differentiated services (DS) can be offered by a set of routers forming an admin-
istrative domain (i.e., an ISP or a telco). The administration defines a set of service
classes with corresponding forwarding rules. If a customer signs up for DS, customer
packets entering the domain may carry a Type of Service field in them, with better
service provided to some classes (i.e., premium service) than to others. Traffic within
a class may be required to conform to some specific shape, such as leaky bucket with
some specified drain rate. Note that this scheme requires no advance setup, no resource
reservation, and no time-consuming end-to-end negotiation for each flow, as is the case
with integrated services. This makes DS relatively easy to implement. For packets,
the class may differ in terms of delay, jitter, and probability of being discarded in the
event of congestion, among other possibilities.

With a flow-based scheme, each flow gets its own resources and guarantees. With
a class-based scheme, all the class flows, say digital video, together get the resources
reserved for the class. These resources cannot be taken away by packets from other
classes, such as file transfer or Internet telephony, but no video streams gets any private
resources reserved for it alone.

Expedited Forwarding

Since each network operator determines its service classes, IETF is working on defining
network-independent service classes. The simplest class is expedited forwarding.

In expedited forwarding two classes of service are available: regular and expedited.
The vast majority of the traffic is expected to be regular, but a small fraction of the
packets are expedited. The expedited packets should be able to transit the subnet as
though no other packets were present.

One way to implement this strategy is to program the routers to have two output
queues for each outgoing line; one for expedited packets and one for regular packets (see
Fig. 3.1). When a packet arrives, it is queued accordingly. Packet scheduling should
use something like weighted fair queuing (see section 4.4.3). For example, if 10% of
the traffic is expedited and 90% is regular, 20% of the bandwidth could be dedicated
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to expedited traffic and the rest to regular traffic. This would give expedited packets
twice as much bandwidth in order to provide low delay. This allocation can be achieved
by transmitting one expedited packet for every four regular packets (assuming similar
packet size distribution).

Expedited packets

Regular packets

m Q

Figure 3.1: Expedited packets use different lines than regular packets, which provide
more bandwidth per packet (taken from [47])

Assured Forwarding

A more elaborate scheme for managing the service classes is called assured forwarding.
It is described in RFC 2597. It specifies that there shall be four priority classes, each
class having its own resources. In addition, it defines three discard probabilities for
packets that are undergoing congestion: low, medium, and high. Taken together, these
two factors define 12 service classes.

The processing of packets is as follows (see Fig. 3.2): first, the packets are classified
into one of the four classes. This can be done either in the sending host or in the first
router. Secondly, the packets are market according to their class using six bits of the
Type of Service IP header. The third step it to pass the packets to a shaper/dropper,
which can delay a packet to conform to an acceptable form (e.g., leaky bucket or token
bucket) or drop them by discard category. Then the packets are transmitted to the
next router.

3.4.3 MPLS

Several router vendors aiming to develop better forwarding methods developed this
scheme. It goes by several proprietary names: label switching and tag switching [47] [22] [44].
IETF standardized the idea under the name MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching).
It works by adding a label in front of each packet and doing the routing based on the
label rather on the destination address. The label is turned into an index of an internal
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Figure 3.2: Assured forwarding process (taken from [47])

table, making finding the correct output line a matter of table lookup. In this way,
routing can be done very quickly and it is also possible to reserve necessary resources
along the data path. This scheme is similar to virtual-circuit connection-oriented net-
working; however there are essential differences between the way the Internet handles
route construction and the way connection-oriented networks do it, which we will cover
shortly.

The label is added in front of the IP header, between the data link header and the
IP header. In a sense, MPLS is thus layer 2.5. Because the header is not part of any
layer header, it is network independent, which allows the forwarding of different types
of link layer data units: frames, cells, etc. This is why it is called multiprotocol.

Headers

ppp MPLS IP TCP User data CRC

Bits / 20 3 1

Label QoS S TTL

Figure 3.3: The MPLS header and the protocol stack (taken from [47])

The generic MPLS header has four fields: The label field or routing table index,
the QoS field which indicates the class of service, the S field which counts the stacking
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of labels in hierarchical networks and the TTL field, or time to live (see Fig. 3.3).

Since there is no global virtual circuit label, the labels have only local significance.
Therefore, as the packets arrive at routers, they are forwarded to the line indicated by
the label, and relabelled. This allows for different packets to use the same labels on
unrelated packets and feed them into the same link without any problems.

Routers group multiple flows that end at a particular router or LAN and use a single
label that indicates the FEC (Forwarding Equivalence Class). All the packets with this
label are treated the same way for forwarding purposes. This is called label aggregation.
This is possible because MPLS packets contain their IP destination address, unlike
virtual-circuits, which are unable to group packets with different final destination.

Forwarding tables form label switching paths (LSP) which are built using a very
different technique than that used by virtual-circuits. The first issue is the creation of
the labels, which can be done using several methods:

Topology-based method: uses normal processing of routing protocols (such as OSPF
and BGP).

Request-based method: uses processing of request-based control traffic (such as
RSVP).

Traffic-based method: uses the reception of a packet to trigger the assignment and
distribution of a label.

Those methods are classified as data-driven (traffic-based method) and control-
driven (topology- and request-based methods).

In the data-driven methods, when a packet arrives, the first router contacts the
next-hop router and asks it to generate a label for the flow. This is done recursively,
creating an on-demand virtual-circuit. To avoid loops, the routers use colored threads.
Each backward-propagation of an FEC is assigned a color. If the router ever sees a
color it already has, it knows there is a loop and the LSP is dropped.

In the control-driven topology-based method, when a router is booted, it checks to
see for which routes it is the final destination (i.e., which hosts are on its LAN). It
then creates one or more FECs for them, allocates a label for each one, and passes the
labels to its neighbors, until all the routers have acquired the path. Resources can also
be reserved as the path is constructed to guarantee an appropriate quality of service.

MPLS architecture does not mandate a single method of signaling for label distri-
bution. Existing routing protocols, such as the border gateway protocol (BGP), have
been enhanced to piggyback the label information within the contents of the protocol.
The RSVP has also been extended to support piggybacked exchange of labels. IETF
has also defined a new protocol known as the label distribution protocol (LDP) for
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explicit signaling and management of the label space. Extensions to the base LDP
protocol have also been defined to support explicit routing based on QoS and CoS re-
quirements. These extensions are captured in the constraint-based routing (CR)-LDP
protocol definition.

3.5 Transport Layer

The Network layer does not provide any reliability guarantees. The transport layer
provides the additional functions necessary like flow control and assured in-order deliv-
ery of packets. The Internet has two main protocols for data transport: TCP and UDP.
TCP is a connection-oriented protocol that shields the network application from the
network layer providing a sort of data pipeline. It handles flow control, error control
and retransmission. It can handle data segmentation, missing segments, out-of-order
segments and transmission errors. Thus, it is a protocol with much overhead that is
not well suited for transmission of real-time data, like the one we find in multimedia.
UDP is nothing more than an IP packet with an 8-byte header. It does not do any of
the functions that TCP provides. It only provides an interface between the transport
layer and the network layer. The following fields constitute the header: source port,
destination port, which allows for port-based application demultiplexing of data flows
and, UDP length and UDP checksum (see Fig. 3.4). That is all. All the control func-
tions have to be handled by the application, but it is a protocol with minimal overhead,
adequate for high performance applications.

- 32 Bits
I i i i i i i 1 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 1 i i i i i i i

Source port

UDP length

Destination port

UDP checksum

Figure 3.4: The UDP header (taken from [47])

3.5.1 Real-Time Transport Protocol

The Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) was born out of the realization that mul-
timedia applications needed to multiplex several real-time data streams onto a single
stream of UDP packets. It is described in RFC 1889.

In the OSI model, RTP is placed in user space running over UDP. This would
mean that RTP is not really a transport protocol, but since it is generic, application
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independent, and provides data transport it is usually classified as a transport protocol
(see Fig. 3.5).

Ethernet IP UDP RTP
header header header header

User f
space 1

OS J
Kernel 1
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Multimedia application

RTP

Socket interface

UDP
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Ethernet
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RTP payload
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- IP payload
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Figure 3.5: (a) The position of RTP in the protocol stack, (b) Header nesting (taken
from [47])

The basic operation of RTP is as follows. The multimedia application consists
of multiple, audio, video, text and graphics. These are fed by the RTP API library,
which multiplexes them into a stream and handles them to an UDP socket. The UDP
streams can be sent to a single destination (unicasting) or to multiple destinations
(multicasting}. Because RTP uses normal UDP, its packets are not treated specially
by the routers unless some normal IP QoS features are enabled. In RTP, there are no
special guarantees about delivery, jitter and the like. Again, the network layer must
handle these, for example, using integrated or differentiated services.

Each packet sent in a RTP stream is given a number that is one higher than
its predecessor. This numbering allows the destination to determine if any packets
are missing. If a packet is missing, the best action for the destination to take is to
approximate the missing value by in interpolation. Retransmission is not a practical
option since the retransmitted packet would probably arrive too late to be useful. As
a consequence, RTP has no flow control, no error control, no acknowledgements, and
no mechanism to request retransmissions.

The streams themselves are coded in any way the application feels appropriate.
RTP payloads may contain multiple samples and multiple streams. However, RTP
defines several profiles, and for each profile, multiple encoding formats. A header field
is used to specify the coding, but only as a reference since it offer no other service.

A useful functionality that it is offered by RTP is time stamping. This allows the
source to associate a timestamp with the first sample in each packet. The timestamps
are relative to the start of the stream, so only the differences between time stamps are
significant. This mechanism allows the destination to do a small amount of buffering
and play each sample the right number of milliseconds after the start of the stream,
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independently of when the packet containing the sample arrived. Not only does time
stamping reduce the effect of jitter, but it also allows multiple streams to be synchro-
nized with each other.

The RTF header consists of three 32-bit words and potentially some extensions
(refer to Fig. 3.6). The header fields are defined as follows [44]:

Version field:

P bit:

X bit:

CC field:

M bit:

Pay load type:

Sequence number:

Timestamp:

Synchronization
source identifier:

Contributing
source identifier:

It is already at 2

Padding. It indicates that the packet has been padded to
a multiple of 4. The last byte of the padding is a number
that indicates how many bytes were added

Extension. It indicates that the header contains extensions.
The extensions have not been defined, thus they remain
open for future enhancements, although it opens the door
for incompatibilities

It tells how many contributing sources are present, from 0
to 15

Is an application-specific marker bit. It can be used to
mark the start of a video frame, the start of a word in an
audio channel, etc. The payload type field tells which en-
coding algorithm has been used. Since every packet carries
this field, the encoding can change during transmission

It identifies the format of the payload which comes after
the header

It is just a counter that is incremented on each RTF packet
sent. It is used to detect lost packets.

It marks the creation time of the first byte of the payload.
The time unit depends on the type of payload. Timestamp
values are generated by a clock at the source. Usually, only
the difference between the values of the RTF packets are
important

This a random value that identifies unequivocally the
source within a session

It identifies a source that adds or contributes to the content
of the payload. There are as many fields as contributing
sources. An intermediate network node called the mixer
supplies the values
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Ver. P X CC M Payload type Sequence number

Timestamp

Synchronization source identifier

Contributing source identifier

Figure 3.6: The RTF header (taken from [47])

3.5.2 Real-Time Control Protocol

RTF has a sibling protocol called the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTCP) [39]. It
is used to periodically transmit control packets to participants in a streaming multi-
media session. The primary function of RTCP is to provide feedback on the quality
of service being provided and to convey multimedia session participant information.
This feedback may be used to scale back the sender for flow-control reasons or to keep
from congesting the network. The sender may also use the information to change the
current compression ratio. RTCP is outlined in 1889.

Ojl 2 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 ] 8 | 9 |10| 11112| 13|14| 15 16| 17|18| 19|20|2H22|23|24|25|26|27]28|29|30|31
Version Count | Type I Length

Data

Figure 3.7: RTCP header (taken from [47])

The header fields are the following (refer to Fig. 3.7):
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Version:

P, Padding:

Count:
Type:

The version of RTF which is the same in RTCP packets as in RTF
data packets.
If this bit is set, this RTCP packet contains some additional padding
bytes at the end which are not part of the control information. The
last byte of the padding is a count of how many padding bytes should
be ignored. Padding may be needed by some encryption algorithms
with fixed block sizes. In a compound RTCP packet, padding should
only be required on the last individual packet because the compound
packet is encrypted as a whole.
The number of reception report blocks contained in this packet.
RTCP packet type. The packet types for control information about
RTP streams are defined as follows:

SR: Sender Report. For transmission and reception statistics
from participants that are active senders.

RR: Receiver Report. For reception statistics from partici-
pants that are not active senders and in combination with
Sender Report, for active senders reporting on more than
31 sources. Used to calculate congestion reactions repair,
etc.

SDES: Source Description. For mapping from SSRC identifier to
text such as a description of the source.

BYE: Explicit Leave. Indicates end of participation.
APP: Application. Functions specified by the application.

RTCP information is send out of band, that is, using a different port from RTP.

3.6 Session Layer

The session layer is responsible for maintaining user sessions across multiple interactions
as well as user dialog functions [47] [43]. It is one the least talked about layers of the OSI
model, but since real-time and multimedia transactions require fast session negotiation,
establishment, and administration across multiple platforms and networks, it is actually
just as important as the others.

The most important of the Internet protocols related to teleconferencing and Inter-
net multimedia sessions are described here. Each of these is described under its own
topic.

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP): SIP is an Internet protocol that provides sim-
ple application layer signaling for setting up, maintaining, and terminating multime-
dia sessions such as voice calls, videoconferences, and even instant messaging sessions
[39]. SIP performs many of the functions of the ITU H.323 multimedia conferencing
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standard, which was largely specified by the telecoms. SIP provides a more-scalable,
higher-performance, and more-efficient calling model. Because it is designed on the
Internet model, it is inherently distributed and supports the development of telephony
applications on Internet systems. SIP is described in RFC 2543.

SIP normally runs over UDP or TCP, but it can run over other protocols such as IP,
ATM, or X.25. It requires only a datagram service and is independent of the packet
layer. It can provide " out-of-band" call setup services in which the SIP exchanges
take place over UDP or TCP, but actual data transmission takes place over the public
telephone network.

SIP addresses are expressed as URLs. For example, a SIP URL might be
sip:+12125551212@foo.example.com, where foo.example.com is the host serving as a
gateway into the PSTN.

Session Announcement Protocol (SAP): SAP is a protocol to announce Internet
multicast conferencing sessions [39]. A conference is announced by periodically multi-
casting an UDP announcement packet to a multicast address and port. Because SAP
is designed for multicast, it is suitable for setting up conference transmissions, not
one-on-one calls. The IETF MMUSIC Working Group developed SAP. It is defined in
RFC 2974.

Session Description Protocol (SDP): SDP is a protocol that describes a format for
conveying descriptive information about multimedia sessions for the purposes of session
announcement, session invitation, and other forms of multimedia session initiation [39].
When a user wants to join a conference, she needs a way to know the multicast group
address and the UDP port address for the conference. SDP is described in RFC 2327.

SDP was designed as a session directory tool that could be used to advertise mul-
timedia conferences, and communicate the conference addresses and conference tool-
specific information necessary for participation. At the same time, SDP was designed
for general-purpose use so that it could be used for a wide range of network applications.

This information includes session name and purpose, session time, type of media
(voice or video), media format (MPEG, for example), transport protocol and port
number, bandwidth requirements, and contact information. SDP is not a transport
protocol, but relies instead on SIP or SAP to deliver the session information to desti-
nations. For example, a caller can send SDP descriptive information in a SIP INVITE
message. The caller then responds with acknowledgments regarding the descriptions
that it can accept.
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3.7 Application Layer

Applications are actually what clients pay for. They provide paying customers with
services and content that justify their investment. We have already discussed many of
the applications that have either already been deployed or are very near so. But even
applications require protocols and algorithm that have been standardized in order to
ensure modular design and compatibility between application and service providers.

The other layers of the OSI model provide the application layer with reliable and
efficient transport of application content and control data, Thus the real work, specially
application-user interaction, takes place at the application through application layer
protocols. In this section we will discuss the Real-Time Streaming Protocol and a
collection of standards, protocols, and applications called the MBone.

3.7.1 Real-Time Streaming Protocol

The Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RSTP) protocol is intended to be used by clients
to request playback of video presentations or video clips from multimedia servers [40] [5].
The protocol contains commands for opening and closing sessions with a multimedia
server as well as playback control commands. It acts as a network remote control.
RTSP can run on top of any of the three transport protocols (TCP, UDP, RTP),
and it supports multicast as well as unicast. Clients can also simultaneously request
multiple audio-video streams as part of the same presentation. The operations that
RTSP support are:

• Retrieval of a media from a server

• Invitation of a media server to a conference

• Recording of a conference

On its design, RTSP in not all that different from HTML. Still, there are some
differences:

• Unlike HTML, request can flow from client to server and viceversa

• Server maintains session state information. HTML is stateless

• RTSP data is carried out-of-band, which means that it uses a different port than
TCP
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It is also important to note that RTSP can function with any session description
protocol, like SDP or any XML based protocol

Initially, the client and the server establish a TCP connection. The Client then
sends a SETUP (see Fig. 3.8) command to the server specifying the desired video
presentation (typically specified as a URL). The server makes any resource allocations
needed (such as reserving memory buffers) and returns a description of the presentation.
The DESCRIBE command also contains a description of the protocols the client is
willing to use for data transmission (typically RTP/UDP). In return, the server returns
a description of the streams in the presentation and other information, such as the ports
on which each stream will be available. The client can then request playback. The client
may either send a PLAY command specifying the presentation or multiple PLAY
commands specifying individual streams. In the first case, the server starts transmission
of the entire presentation; in the second case, the server transmits each individual
stream upon receipt of the corresponding command. Synchronization of the various
streams is the responsibility of the client. Finally, the client sends a TEARDOWN
command to end the session and then terminates the TCP connection.

client
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Figure 3.8: The RTSP transactions (taken from [5])
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3.7.2 MBONE

MBone means Multicast Backbone [43]. Multicast is the process of sending packets
to a group of destinations as opposed to a single destination, in the normal case. In
several situations, this approach of selective communication to a group is very useful
as it yields large savings in bandwidth. Potentially, if a network packet must be sent to
one hundred users, it could be done with only one packet using 1/100 of the bandwidth
that would be needed by repeated unicast transmissions. If the receivers are in different
networks, the packet is copied to each network, thus at any given moment, only one
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copy of the packet is present in any of the target networks. Multicast allows having
very reliable systems, with for example, distributed data base servers that can record
transactions in parallel with minimal bandwidth consumption. It has also been used for
software updates in servers and workstations. For example, if a satellite hub is required
to update one thousand work stations with software through a virtual satellite network,
which are always bandwidth starved in the outbound link, it could gain as much as
400% bandwidth savings.

MBone is actually a product, which in its development by the IETF and subse-
quent activation in 1992 developed or reused tools, protocols and standards. MBone
protocols support group communication over the Internet. Technically, MBone is a
virtual overlay network on top of the Internet (see Fig. 3.9) [53]. It is comprised of
two things: a physical network and a set of tools to announce audio and video pro-
grams broadcast over the network, to manage groups and the start applications. Six IP
multicast islands spread over the globe and running the standard Internet, connected
by seven tunnels make up the physical network. The tools announce programs, assist
users in automatically joining groups of nodes and automatically launching necessary
applications on their systems.

MBone uses the following applications to provide user-level functionality over the
Internet [31]:

sd (Session Directory): The session directory is an interface to the MBone. When sd
is involved, it displays the available conferences on the MBone that the user can join.

vat (Video Audio Tool): The visual audio tool allows users to send and receive sound
across the MBone. Only a microphone and a speaker or headphones are needed. Since
vat defaults the microphone to mute, a user must click the mouse button anywhere in
the vat windows or click on the mute button above the microphone.

wb (White Board): The white board allows users to send and receive imported
postscript, imported text, or various graphics and text and images created on the
white board across the MBone. When wb is started, two windows appear. The first
one shows activity, participants, participants information, and network information,
while the second windows is the blackboard, which is used much like regular paint
application.

nv (Network Video): nv allows users to send and receive video. In order to send video,
a video camera and a video card are required.

Each island contains one or more special routers called mrouters (multicast routers).
Some of these are actually normal routers, but most are just UNIX workstations run-
ning special user-level software. Tunnels logically connect the mrouters. MBone pack-
ets are encapsulated within IP packets and sent as regular unicast packets to the desti-
nation mrouters IP address. Tunnels are configured manually, and since they have no
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physical existence (they are defined only by tables in the mrouters), they are reshuffled
to take advantage of a new island to optimize topology. Multicast is actually done by
using class D multicast addresses, which act like frequency or channel number. Many
multicasts may be going on at once, and a host can "tune" to the one it is interested
in by listening to the appropriate multicast address.

M router

Workstation
A

Figure 3.9: MBone islands (taken from [47])

Since at any given instant, MBone consists of a specific topology, independent
of the number of multicast addresses currently in use and who is listening to them,
normal techniques for routing can be used. Consequently, MBone initially used a
routing algorithm, DVMRP (Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol) based on
the Bellman-Ford distance vector algorithm.

Periodically, each mrouter sends out an IGMP (Internet Group Message Protocol)
broadcast packet limited to its island asking who is interested in which channel [47].
Hosts wishing to receive one or more channels send another IGMP packet back in
response. These responses are echeloned in time to avoid traffic congestion on the local
LAN. Each mrouter keeps a table of which D addresses to forward to the local network.
Other channels will be ignored.

Other developments have been the use of an OSPF like routing protocol called
MOSPF (where the M means multicast), the development of inter-AS routing through
the Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) which uses standard unicast routing tables
instead of creating an overlay topology as DVMRP and MOSPF do.
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3.8 Conclusions

It is important to note, that in order to achieve adequate quality of service, designers
have two tools at hand. The first one is buffering, the second one is real-time scheduling
of data packet forwarding (which will be studied in the next chapter). The use of
data buffers has the undesired effect of increasing transmission delay. This is because
buffers are usually implemented using first come-first served policies. Thus the bigger
the buffer, the lower the transmission jitter, but since the queues are longer, the delay
is longer. This is fortunately not a problem in video transmission. A DVSS will feed
into the network link data packets in a periodic manner. Therefore, even if the start of
video playback will be delayed by the use of buffers in the DVSS, network routers, and
clients (all clients have to reach certain levels before playback can begin), afterwards
video reproduction will proceed smoothly.

The transport, session, and application protocols we have reviewed create the net-
work stack UDP/RTP/RTCP/RTSP (or rather the layered network architecture) that
will allow users real-time delivery and control of video display. We will assume thus,
that the network details of the DVSS implementations relay on that stack of pro-
tocols and the other ancillary protocols we have reviewed: RSVP/MPLS/SAP/SDP.
Although this network architecture gives users the power of VCR like operations, for
our study we will assume that users start a video and the view it until completion.
This is because our main goal is to determine the DVSS operational parameters under
heavy user load, instead of studying its adaptation capabilities, which in itself is a very
interesting topic. We will also ignore the possibility of using multicast transmission
whenever one video is requested by two users almost simultaneously, which may actu-
ally help increment the number of simultaneous subscribers by using the aggregation
of resources of a single video to multiple clients.



Chapter 4

Multimedia Operating Systems

4.1 Introduction

Multimedia applications demand that humans perceive media in a natural, error-free
way. This continuous data originate at sources like microphones, cameras, and files.
Prom these sources, the data is transferred to destinations like loudspeakers, video
windows, and files located at the same computer or at a remote station. On the
way from source to destination the digital data is processed by routers, intermediate
servers and other components of distributed multimedia systems. Involved in such data
manipulation process there are always many agents and resources, which are under the
control of the operating system. The integration of discrete and continuous multimedia
data demands additional services from many operating system components.

The major aspect in this context is real-time processing of continuous data. Process
management must take into consideration the timing requirements imposed by the
handling and display of multimedia data [45]. Fairness is also an important factor,
since over appropriating too many resources for a single multimedia process will result
in reduced performance for other processes. Appropriate scheduling methods should
be applied in such a way that both hard-timing and soft-timing restrictions are taken
into consideration.

To obey timing requirements, single components are conceived as resources that
are reserved prior to executions. This concept of resource reservations has to cover all
resources, from memory, to disk, to reproduction devices, to databases, to communi-
cation links, etc. Applications that process multimedia streams are also affected, as
much as the operating system.

69
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4.2 Real-Time

Since the notion of real-time developed independently from research in continuous
media processing, the next section starts with a general definition of real-time. Later
we relate the notion of real-time from multimedia systems.

In [45, pp. 227], we find the following definition of real-time

"A real-time process is a process which delivers the results of the processing
in a given time-span"

That simple explanation derives from the fact that real-time information looses its
significance after the designated time span. For example, if a command to open a
valve on a chemical plant fails to arrive on time, the equipment may explode. Or if
sound sample fails to be reproduced on time, the sound listener will perceive hissing.
Programs for the processing of data must be available during the entire run-time of
the system. The data may require processing at an a priori known point in time, or it
may be demanded without any previous knowledge. The system must enforce exter-
nally defined time constraints. Internal dependencies and their related time limits are
implicitly considered. External events may occur deterministically or stochastically. A
real-time system has the permanent task of receiving information from the environ-
ment, occurring spontaneously or in periodic time intervals, and/or delivering it to the
environment given certain time constraints. This is not unlike the notion of quality of
service used in data links.

The main characteristic of real-time systems is the deadline for the computation. A
real-time system fails not only when a hardware or software error occurs, but also if the
system is not able to finish its critical computations on time. Deterministic behavior
of the system refers to the adherence of time spans defined in advance, guaranteeing
response time. Timing and logical dependencies among different related tasks, pro-
cessed at the same time, also must be considered. In the context of multimedia data
streams, this refers to the processing of synchronized audio and video data where the
relation between the two media must be considered. In real-time video, the result is
only acceptable if both video and audio streams are presented neither too quickly nor
too slowly, even if the workload for processing both data types is considerably different.
Also the reproduction of audio and video must be coordinated: if images are shown
of a hammer pounding on a door, the corresponding sound must be reproduced a this
precise moment.
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4.2.1 Real-Time Deadlines

A deadline represents the latest acceptable time for the presentation of a processing
result. It marks the border between correct and failing behavior. A real-time system
has both hard and soft deadlines.

The term soft deadline is often used for a deadline which cannot be exactly
determined and which failing to meet does not produce an unacceptable result. We
understand a soft deadline as a deadline that in some cases is missed and may be
tolerated as long as it does not occur often and the deadlines are not missed by too
much. This is usually the way multimedia systems operate. The tolerance of soft
deadlines in multimedia systems is determined by the tolerance of human perception.

On the other hand, hard deadlines may never be violated. These deadlines are
determined by the physical characteristics of the system. Usually, hard deadline failures
can be measured in money or human lives, and are applied to such time-critical system
such as chemical plants, air traffic control, etc.

4.2.2 Characteristics of Real-Time Systems

The necessity of deterministic and predictable behavior of real-time systems requires
processing guarantees for time-critical tasks. Such guarantees cannot be assured for
events that occur at random intervals with unknown arrival times, processing require-
ments or deadlines. The following features distinguish a real-time system [45]:

• Predictably fast response to time-critical events and accurate timing information.

• Capability to establish degrees of resource utilization at bellow which the deadline
of each time-critical task must be taken into consideration.

• Stability under transient overload. Under system overload, the processing of
critical tasks must be ensured.

4.2.3 Real-Time and Multimedia

While industrial process monitoring and control, military command and control, avion-
ics, and anti-lock automobile breaking are examples of hard real-time applications,
multimedia applications have less stringent requirements that fall mostly under the
soft real-time category.

Multimedia applications have strict deadlines for information presentation, and al-
though those deadlines should be met, failure does not qualify per se as a malfunction.
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Depending on the nature of the multimedia application, some missed deadlines can be
tolerated. Also, jitter is allowed before the final presentation. Even delay is unimpor-
tant. The actual time data information takes from source to presentation will only be
noticed by the user as a slight variation in presentation startup. As long as the data is
presented on a regular basis, she will not sense reduction on quality. Nevertheless, the
timing requirements of multimedia applications require the use of real-time schedul-
ing techniques. These techniques must be applied to all system resources involved in
the continuous media data processing. The CPU is just one of these resources; all
components must be considered including main memory, storage, I/O devices and net-
working assets. Multimedia systems have different real-time requirements that those
of traditional real-time applications:

Fault tolerance requirements are less strict because they have no direct physical
impact (usually).

For many multimedia applications, missing a deadline is not a severe failure,
although it should be avoided. It may even go unnoticed, assuming it does not
happen for a contiguous sequence of data units for the missing data can some
times be interpolated.

Most time-critical multimedia data are the result of continuous sample of analog
data sources. Periodic events are much simpler to schedule than sporadic ones.

In multimedia systems, quality and bandwidth are not necessarily fixed. Band-
width can be negotiated according to application requirements. Consequently,
quality of audio or video, which depend on compression parameters, can be ad-
justed to available bandwidth.

In order to achieve multimedia requirements, the resource management is done in
four phases [45]:

1. Schedulability test. The resource manager checks with the given QoS parame-
ters (i.e., throughput, jitter, delay and reliability) to determine if there is enough
remaining resource capacity available to handle this additional request. This is
also called admission control.

2. Quality of Service Calculation. After the schedulability test, the resource
manager calculates the best possible performance the resource can guarantee for
the new request. This is actually related to schedulability as they are inverse
operations. If we set quality of service, we can get the resources needed (schedu-
lability). If we set the resources, we can get the quality of service.

3. Resource Reservation. The resource manager allocates the required capacity
to meet the QoS guarantees for each request.
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4. Resource Scheduling. Incoming requests from clients are scheduled according
to the given QoS guarantees.

This dissertation, in following chapters will deal with quality of service calculation
using techniques which could be extended to schedulability test and admission control.
Resource reservation for network resources has been briefly treated in chapter 3 and
will not be dealt with any further, although operating system resource reservation is
certainly and important part of a DVS, but falls outside the scope of this dissertation.
In the balance of this chapter we will review resource scheduling.

4.3 Real-Time Resource Scheduling

The goal of traditional scheduling is optimal throughput, optimal resources utilization,
and fair service. In contrast, the main goal of real-time tasks is to provide a schedule
that allows as many time-critical processes as possible to be processed in time according
to their deadline. The scheduling algorithm must map tasks onto resources such that
all tasks meet their time requirements.

It is important to note that the scheduling algorithms we are about to describe are
appropriate only for CPU scheduling. This is mainly because they assume that the
processing time of each task is constant, condition which is violated by the fetching of
MPEG encoded video frames (see bellow), to mention just one example. Scheduling of
data acquisition from disk will be treated in chapter 5.

In a simple VoD system, the main task of the system, once that a stream is started,
is the transfer of information from disk to user buffer. This means that the system is
I/O bound and thus, best effort process scheduling is sufficient [43]. This is the main
reason why the simulations used to asses the validity of the models that will presented
further on are based on a simple round robin service of user buffers. Nevertheless, as
explained in chapter 2, there are more complex scenarios of multimedia applications
for which complex CPU scheduling policies become essential. For example, in a virtual
reality environment user interaction may produce changes of the scene, which must be
computed and animated in real-time. Furthermore, even in VoD applications, traffic
shaping, admission control, resource reservation, link negotiation, and other tasks are
not synchronous and not I/O bound.

There are several attempts to solve real-time scheduling problems. Many of them
are just variations of basic algorithms. To find the best solutions for multimedia sys-
tems, two basic algorithms are proposed: Earliest Deadline First and Rate Monotonic
Scheduling.
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4.3.1 Earliest Deadline First Algorithm

The Earliest Deadline First (EDF) Algorithm is one of the best-known algorithms for
real-time processing. At every new ready state, the scheduler selects the task with
the earliest deadline among the tasks that are ready and not fully processed [43] [45].
The request resource is assigned to the selected task. At any arrival of a new task,
EDF must be computed immediately leading to a new order, i.e., the running task is
preempted and the new task is scheduled according to its deadline. The new task is
processed immediately if its deadline is earlier than that of the interrupted task. The
processing of the interrupted task is continued according to the EDF algorithm later
on. Also, within a priority, tasks can be scheduled in any arbitrary order. EDF is
not only an algorithm for periodic tasks, but also for tasks with ordinary requests,
deadlines and service execution times. In this case, no guarantee about the processing
of any task can be given.

EDF is an optimal, dynamic algorithm, that is, it produces a valid schedule when-
ever one exists. It is also a dynamic algorithm that schedules every instance of each
incoming task according to its specific demands. Tasks of periodic processes must be
scheduled in each period again.

Compared with any static priority assignment, EDF is optimal in the sense that
if a set of tasks can be scheduled by any static priority assignment it also can be
scheduled by EDF. With a priority-driven system scheduler, each task is assigned a
priority according to its deadline. The highest priority is assigned to the task with
the earliest deadline; the lowest to the one with the latest. With every arriving task,
priorities might have to be adjusted.

Applying EDF to the scheduling of continuous media data on a single processor
machine with priority scheduling, process priorities are likely to be rearranged quite
often. A priority is assigned to each task ready for processing according to its dead-
line. Common systems usually provide only a restricted number of priorities. If the
computed priority of a new process is not available, the priorities of other processes
must be rearranged until the required priority is free. In the worst case, the priorities
of all processes must be rearranged. This may cause considerable overhead. The EDF
scheduling algorithm itself makes no use of the previously known occurrence of periodic
tasks.

An extension of EDF is the Time-Driven Scheduler (TDS) [45]. Tasks are
scheduled according to their deadlines. Further, the TDS is able to handle overload
situations. If an overload situation occurs the scheduler aborts tasks which cannot meet
their deadlines anymore. If there is still an overload situation, the scheduler removes
tasks, which have been designated as "discardable".

In another variation of EDF; tasks are divided into mandatory and optional parts.
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Every task should be terminated according to the mandatory deadline. Tasks are
scheduled according to the deadline of the mandatory part. The optional part is
processed only if the resources are available. This scheme is very appropriate for
multimedia information, since several formats, such as jpeg pictures, and MPEG-2 and
MPEG-4 videos, are designed in layers; a basic layer which conveys low bandwidth
information which is understandable for human perception but of low quality, and one
or more enhancement layers. Although this variation only divides tasks in two parts,
we can already see that the algorithm should be extended to be multipart, with several
levels of quality.

4.3.2 Rate Monotonic Algorithm

The rate monotonic algorithm is an optimal, static, priority-driven algorithm for pre-
emptive, periodic task scheduling. Optimal in this context means that there is no
other static algorithm that is able to schedule a task set which cannot be scheduled by
the rate monotonic algorithm. It works as follows; at first a process is scheduled by a
static algorithm. Subsequently, each task is processed with the priority calculated at
the beginning. No further scheduling is required. The algorithm assumes the following
of the tasks:

The requests for all tasks with deadlines are periodic

The processing of a single task must be finished before the next task of the same
data stream becomes ready for execution (i.e., the deadline of the task is the next
time a request for the task is generated).

All tasks are independent. This means that the requests for a certain task do not
depend on the initiation or completion of requests for any other task.

Run-time for each request of a task is constant. Run-time denotes the maximum
time that is required by a processor to execute the task without interruption.

Any non-periodic task in the system has no required deadline. Usually they
initiate periodic tasks or are tasks related to failure recovery.

Not all these assumptions are mandatory to employ the rate monotonic algorithm
[45] [38] [20].

Static priorities are assigned to tasks once at the connection set-up phase, according
to their request rates. The priority corresponds to the importance of a task relative to
other tasks. Tasks with higher request rates will have higher priorities. The task with
the shortest period gets the highest priority and the task with the longest period gets
the lowest.
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This algorithm can also be extended by dividing the task in mandatory (human
minimum acceptable quality) and optional. The mandatory part is scheduled using
the rate monotonic algorithm. The optional part must be scheduled using different
policies [6] [24].

In order to allow the scheduling of periodic tasks with aperiodic tasks, the latter
must be converted to several sets of periodic tasks. Another way to resolve this is by
facing the problem of non-constant computation time. For example, in MPEG streams
the video frames that compose it do not have a constant size. In such case, the rate
monotonic algorithm has to be applied assuming the longest computation time. Since
there would actually be idle time, this time can be used for non-periodic tasks.

Other scheduling algorithms have been proposed:

1. Least Laxity First [45] [7] [19]

2. Deadline Monotone Algorithm [45] [23] [20]

3. Shortest Job First [45][7][11]

4.4 Multimedia Scheduling

The classical policies we have described may not be adequate for scheduling in a mul-
timedia server environment. This is because the workload may include a mixture of
real-time applications with periodic requests, as well as non-real-time requests (which
will generally be non-periodic). The rate monotonic and deadline scheduling policies
assume that non-periodic requests are scheduled in the background. However, this
could result in unnecessarily long response times for such requests, as we have already
mentioned. Hence, it is necessary to extend the classical policies for use in multimedia
servers [45]. In the next sections we will describe two alternatives for extending the
classical policies. The first approach is an extension of the rate monotonic policy and
the second one arises from the recognition that a multimedia server may have different
kinds of applications each one with different scheduling requirements.

4.4.1 Hybrid Rate Monotonic Policy

The Hybrid Rate Monotonic (HRM) policy supports a wide range of request types
using a mixture of round robin scheduling and rate monotonic scheduling [43]. The
policy classifies tasks into three types: isochronous, real-time or guaranteed-service,
and general or background. Isochronous tasks are real-time periodic tasks, such as
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video streams. Guaranteed-service are asynchronous real-time tasks that require cer-
tain throughput and a bounded delay. General tasks are low-priority tasks with no
guarantees of service. However, the scheduler grants the general class a minimum
quantum to ensure that the class as a whole is not starved of CPU.

As in the rate monotonic policy, tasks are assumed to be preemptible. General
tasks may be preempted at any time. To avoid preempting isochronous and real-time
tasks at an arbitrary time, the tasks are made to allow for the existence of preemption
windows. These are time intervals during which it is permitted to preempt those tasks.

A new task may be scheduled when the task queue becomes nonempty, during a
preemption window, or when the current task ends. During each scheduling instant,
the scheduler first examines the isochronous tasks. Each isochronous task has been
associated with it a rate monotonic priority. When a task is ready to run, it is inserted
into the task queue corresponding to its priority. The scheduler services the isochronous
tasks in priority order until all the isochronous task queues are empty. To guarantee
that each isochronous task can run at the required frequency, the scheduler will accept
a new isochronous task only if it can reserve sufficient capacity. Next, the scheduler
examines the real-time tasks. Each such task has associated with it a quantum size
that specifies the amount of time that the task is allowed to execute. The quantum
sizes are chosen to satisfy the required throughput and delay bounds for the tasks.
As in the case of isochronous tasks, the scheduler may reject a real-time task if there
are not sufficient resources to meet quality of service requirements. Finally, after the
isochronous and real-time tasks queues are empty, the general tasks are scheduled
round-robin for a total execution time of a quantum.

4.4.2 Hierarchical Scheduling

The HRM policy is a single-level scheduling policy that attempts to support the diverse
requirements of the application that exist in a multimedia server. An alternative is a
Hierarchical Scheduling (HS) policy that partitions the processor among task groups.
Each group either further partitions the processor among subgroups or schedules tasks
in the group. This allows each application to implement an appropriate scheduling
policy.

The objective of this scheme is to allow related tasks to be scheduled by an application-
dependent scheduler. Hence, an important requirement for such policies is that they
isolate different subgroups from each other. This implies that the partitioning of the
CPU among the various groups should be independent of the load on the other groups;
that is, it should not be possible for tasks in any group to maliciously or accidentally
monopolize the CPU. For generality, it should be possible to allocate each subgroup a
fraction of the CPU.
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Several policies have been proposed. We will only describe the weighted fair queuing
policy [14].

4.4.3 Weighted Fair Queuing

The algorithm simulates that tasks can be broken in several subtasks with duration
equivalent to the size of CPU quantums [47]. Of course, this is what a true multitasking
operating systems does, but at a very high cost of context switching. The operation
of this algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. It is actually very simple. In that figure,
jobs A. B, C, D and E are shown. If the jobs were to be executed in CPU quantums,
starting at job A, each job would receive a quantum marked 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (assigned
to job E). Quantum 6 is assigned to job A when the next round starts, until we reach
job E again at quantum 10. At this time we have determined that job C will finish
first, so this job is given the highest priority and is actually scheduled first. Jobs B, D,
and F will finish at the same round, so they are given the same priority and scheduled
in any form. Job A is the last to finish so it will receive the least priority resulting
in it been scheduled last. The "weighted" part of the algorithm allows certain high
priority classes to have two or more quantums per round. However, this is rarely done
within a class. Usually, this weighted queuing technique is applied at a high level. First
the scheduler allocates group quantums to each group in the hierarchy. Those groups
are divided in subgroup quantums, which are then divided in task quantums. Groups
and subgroups that need greater CPU attention will get bigger group and subgroup
quantums, or simply more fixed-size quantums.
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Figure 4.1: (a)WFQ (b) Finishing times (taken from [47])

4.5 Conclusions

It is not possible to overstate the importance of the concept of real-time in multimedia
technology. Real-time considerations permeate the entire architecture of a DVSS and
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all its components. Real-time considerations are applicable to networking equipment
through the quality of service level agreement, to the operating system design by the
need to effectively and efficiently serve client CPU requests with fairness, to the design
of the disk subsystem by the need to achieve high throughput, while keeping in mind
the different characteristics of user video files, and finally to the client, which must
display varying amounts of video information with very strict timings while at the
same time coordinating it with audio reproduction.

In our study, we will achieve a relaxation of real-time considerations by the use
of buffering. Therefore, one of the main concerns in our study is the computation of
minimal user buffers that will still guarantee quality of service for all users. This also
leads us to conclude, that auxiliary algorithms must be developed that will try to fairly
distribute the loss of quality when quality of service restrictions are not met.



Chapter 5

Multimedia File Systems

5.1 Introduction

Unmistakably, the storage subsystem is the single one resource that has the most direct
impact on performance, as it is the media with the most limitations on bandwidth and
access delays. Therefore, storage structures, retrieval techniques, and algorithms must
be found in order to extract the utmost of performance and efficiency. This applies
not only to multimedia systems but also to all computer-related systems. Programs
are stored on disk, also programs extract their configuration and working information
from disk and store computed results on disk.

Like all file systems, multimedia file systems are responsible for storage and re-
trieval of information. They must support not only insertion and deletion of files and
retrieval of information, but perhaps also collaborative edition and even multimedia
database information. It could even be necessary for the file system to capture and
digitize multimedia streams so they may be broadcast in real-time. The differences
between multimedia file systems and traditional file systems arise from the objectives
of either. Traditional file systems are designed to efficiently use allocated disk space
while maintaining efficient access and retrieval of data. In order to achieve this dual
purpose, traditional file systems fragment files in such a way that a single file can be
stored in non-contiguous space through out the disk. This allows efficient addition
and removal of files, but tends to fragment the more dynamic files; i.e., files that are
often changed. On the other hand, the purpose of multimedia file systems is to achieve
maximum throughput with minimal delay.

Also, another factor that affects multimedia systems design is the nature of multi-
media data. Multimedia data and traditional data differ in :

Real-Time Characteristics. As mentioned previously, the retrieval, computation

80
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and presentation of continuous media is time-dependant. The data must be presented
(read) before a well-defined deadline with small jitter. Thus, algorithms for storage
and retrieval of such data must consider time constraints, and additional buffers to
smooth the data stream must be provided.

File Size. Compared to text and graphics, video and audio have very large storage
space requirements. Since the file system has to store information ranging from small,
unstructured units like text files to large, highly structured data units like video and
associated audio, it must organize data on disk in a way that efficiently uses the limited
storage space.

Multiple Data Streams. A multimedia system must support different media at one
time. It does not only have to ensure that all data streams get a sufficient share of
resources, but it also must consider tight relations between different streams arriving
from different sources. The retrieval of a movie, for example, requires the processing
and synchronization of audio and video.

There are several data storage technologies that can be used stand alone or com-
bined to achieve high performance and low cost. Those technologies are RAM, Mag-
netic disks, and CD/DVD. In the next section we will discuss Magnetic Disks and
CD/DVD. RAM will be discussed on chapters 9 and 10, when we discuss RAM buffers.

5.2 CDs and DVDs

Sony and Philips originally introduced Compact Disks (CD) as a substitute of magnetic
music tapes. Because of their success and the relatively large storage capacity, very
quickly they were adapted for use in computer systems for data storage. This transition
was very natural, as music stored on CDs was already digital in nature and all CD
players do is read multimedia files from a proprietary file system. Since from the
beginning computers were able to read such file systems for computer based music
reproduction, the transition was even easier. Subsequent advances in CD technology
led to the development of the Digital Versatile Disk (DVD). The technology on both
media is very similar, varying mostly in capacity.

CDs are optical storage medium arranged in a very long track (see Fig. 5.1). The
optical material creates "Pits" and "Lands" that reflect the light of a thin laser differ-
ently, depending whether it represents a 1 or a 0. An optical sensor detects the change
in reflection to decode the data.

The optically recordable material is enclosed in scratch-resistant unbreakable plas-
tic. Data is read or recorded onto the recording layer by a laser. There are different
CD standards for different CD uses that may use different materials. CD read-only
memories (CD-ROMs) are identical to the original audio CDs except that their record-
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Figure 5.1: Structure of a CR-ROM (taken from [48])
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ing format is modified for computer use. Mainly, they use a file system organization
compatible to the one used by computers (ISO 9660). There is even a file system
modification called the "El Torito" standard which allows computers to boot from a
CD-ROM. These CD-ROMs are used for operating system installation, although as
in the case of Knoppix Linux, an entire operating system can operate form CD-ROM
without having to install any thing on disk. CD-interactive (CD-I) is a version of CD-
ROM designed by Philips and Sony for multimedia home systems. Other types include
CD write-once and CD magneto-optical. There is even a type of CD called CD-WR,
which can be recorded and erased several times, although at a very low speed.

Data on CDs is stored in a series of concentric circles or tracks, which are subdivided
into sectors of 2,352 bytes. This size was chosen because it is the size required to
store 1/75 seconds of digital music, and the original CD audio standard called for the
playback of 75 sectors per second. The sector format depends upon the CD type.

CD-ROM sectors are recorded in one of two modes. Mode 1 has an error correction
field, and thus it is used for file names, sector access tables and binary data. This
is important because although the CD-ROM hardware contains components to track
and synchronize the reading laser to the track, the latter is very thin and the laser
may miss it from time to time. Because of the error correction fields, such tracks
can only hold 2048 bytes of data. Mode 2 is used for data such as audio and video
in which occasional errors are normally permissible. The difference in these formats
is the reason why although a normal CD can nominally hold 74 minutes of music or
783,216,000 bytes of data, recording more than 640 MB of data is not recommended
except for the newest CD recording drives and especially labeled CDs. At 75 sectors
per second, the bandwidth of a typical CD-ROM is 4.3218 MB/s, which would be
enough for MPEG-2 video, except for the fact that at a top storage capacity of 700
MB, a CD-ROM cannot hold a 90 mins movie. A CD-ROM can hold about 20 mins
of MPEG-2 video, but it can hold at the lower resolution of MPEG-1 (320 x 240) a
full movie (this is called VCD - Video CD). Nevertheless, recent developments in video
compression, mainly the MPEG-4 standard of the DIVX product, can create a full
motion video with TV resolution that can fit on a CD-ROM. Although seek operation
access times for CD-ROM are 10 times greater than that of a hard disk, since CDs will
store at most one video file in a single track, this may not be as important.

DVDs have the same general principles as CD-ROMs, except that certain advances
in technology make their capacity to be much larger. A standard DVD holds about
seven times more data than a CD does. This greater capacity means that a DVD has
enough room to store a full-length, MPEG-2-encoded movie, as well as a lot of other
information. The typical contents of a DVD can be

• Up to 133 minutes of high-resolution video, in letterbox or pan-and-scan format,
with 720 dots of horizontal resolution (the video compression ratio is typically
40:1 using MPEG-2 compression.)
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• Soundtrack presented in up to eight languages using Dolby Digital Surround
sound

• Subtitles in up to 32 languages

DVD can also be used to store almost eight hours of CD-quality music per side.

On a CD, there is a lot of extra information encoded on the disc to allow for error
correction. This information is really just a repetition of information that is already
on the disc. The error correction scheme that a CD uses is quite old and inefficient
compared to the method used on DVDs. The DVD format does not waste as much
space on error correction, enabling it to store much more real information. Another
way that DVDs achieve higher capacity is by encoding data onto a slightly smaller area
of the disc than is done on a CD.

To increase the storage capacity even more, a DVD can have up to four layers,
two on each side. The laser that reads the disc can actually focus on the second layer
through the first layer. So the list of the capacities of different forms of DVDs is shown
in table 5.1.

Format
Single-sided/single-layer
Single-sided/double-layer
Double-sided/single-layer
Double-sided/double-layer

Capacity

4.38 GB
7.95 GB
8.75 GB
15.9 GB

Approx. Movie Time
2 hours
4 hours

4.5 hours
over 8 hours

Table 5.1: DVD formats and capacities

The bandwidth of a DVD is usually around 6.5 MB/s, which is enough for MPEG-2
video and so is the storage capacity. Nevertheless, the seek time in not much higher
than that of CD-ROMs, which may degrade server performance if many of the offered
videos are stored in this media.

Although seek times are slow compared to magnetic tapes (up to 50 msec versus
5-8 msec), the cost per GB is comparable to that of hard disk (see bellow). And this,
with the added functionality that since it is an optical media it does not suffer from
disk crashes and magnetic loss like hard disks. Furthermore, movies and TV programs
are already distributed using DVDs. Thus, contrary to hard disks, to maintain video
databases using DVDs is much cheaper than using hard disks, and updating databases
is also much simpler; it is only a matter on removing one DVD for the other. Optical
jukeboxes containing thousands of DVDs are a good alternative to tape racks and hard
disks.
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5.3 Hard Disks
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Unlike CDs, in a hard disk, data is stored on a number of staked, magnetically coated
aluminum platters mounted on a common spindle (see Fig. 5.2). The magnetic material
is similar as the one found on magnetic tapes. Currently, it is common for platters to
be 2.5 inches or 3.5 inches in diameter [31]. During operation, these platters rotate at
high speed (typically, 3600, 7,200 or 10,000 RPM), and data is read or written by a
set of read/write heads. These heads do not touch the disk surface, but actually float
on the air cushion produced by the rotating platters. The height at which they float
is very small, around 2 to 7 millionth of an inch (one thousand times smaller than a
human hair).

Figure 5.2: Plates, arms, tracks and sectors of a Hard Disk

The actual bits are represented by the orientation of the magnetic crystals at the
surface of the platter. One orientation indicates 0, the other orientation indicates
1. Data is recorded magnetically on both surfaces of each platter in concentric circles
known as tracks. Each surface has its own read/write head, which moves in synchronism
over the stacked platters. Therefore, at any given position, the heads can access two
tracks on each platter. This set of tracks is referred to as cylinder. The cylinders are
numbered sequentially, with the outermost cylinder normally being cylinder 0. The
tracks are broken down into sectors for data storage and addressing information. A
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sector is the minimum amount of information that a disk head reads in one operation.
Since disks can read chunks of information with one head pass, they are called block
devices, as opposed to serial devices, that can read information only one byte at a time
(for example the serial port or a magnetic tape). Sectors are numbered sequentially in
such a way, that given a sector number, the disk subsystem can quickly identify the
cylinder and platter in which it is located.

Normal disks contain tenth of millions of sectors. As each file stored must be asso-
ciated to a large number of sectors, it becomes difficult to keep track of the sector/file
associations. Thus in some operating systems, sectors are grouped into clusters. When
a new file is created, disk space is allocated to the file not by the physical sectors, which
it will occupy, but by clusters. This leads to reduced overhead in sector managing, but
if the files tend to be small, there could be some disk space wasted.

Also, to allow efficient construction of file systems (in the UNIX sense of the word),
disks can also be partitioned. Partitions are sections of the disk (usually a couple
of hundred of cylinders) that are treated, depending on the operating system, like
independent disks, or disk components. For example, in Windows Operating System,
each partition is treated as a separate disk. In AIX which uses journaling file systems,
partitions are rather small. Such partitions are grouped into logical volumes (which
can span several physical disks) to create flexible file systems (equivalent to MS DOS
volumes, that is virtual disks).

Because the outer cylinders of a disk have larger circumference than the inner
cylinders, they can store more data. In spite of this, for simplicity, earlier disks used
to store the same amount of data in each cylinder. More resent disks store different
amounts of data in each cylinder and are referred to as multizone disks (see Fig. 5.3).
Because the velocity of the disk increases as the heads travel to the outer cylinders,
the data transfer rate (or the disk bandwidth) at the outer cylinders is greater than
that at the inner cylinders.

To read a given sector, the head is first positioned on the cylinder in which the
sector is located. This is called a seek operation. Then the head waits for the platters
to rotate until de desired sector passes under one of the heads. The time it takes for
the disk to rotate is called rotation latency. Then an entire sector of data is read.

In table 5.2 we show storage capacity, bandwidths, RPM, seek time, and cost per
Gigabyte for some typical disks. In table 2.2 we showed that a typical MPEG-2 video
requires a bandwidth of 0.5 MB/s. So with a bandwidth of 150 MB/s of a typical
disk, we have a theoretical limit of 300 different concurrent video streams. SCSI drives
can have bandwidth up to 320 MB/s (although SCSI-2 has only 80 MB/s). Also, a
90-minute motion picture will require between 2 and 4 GB of disk space. That means
that a 120 GB disk can store up to 40 different videos. As the cost of storage for hard
disk is in the range of $1 to $0.7 per GB, it becomes quite clear that hard disks are
the preferred medium for a DVS.
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Figure 5.3: Multizone and normal cylinder sector partition (taken from [48])

Manufacturer

Western Digital Raptor
Western Digital Caviar
Seagate Barracuda
Maxtor Diamond Max

Disk Storage
Capacity (GB)

36.7
120
120
160

Bandwidth
(MB/s)

150
150
150
150

RPM

10,000
7,200
7,200
7,200

seek-time
(ms)
5.2
8.5
8.5
9

Cost/GB
(USD)

3.05
0.73
0.82
0.78

Table 5.2: Different characteristics of commercial hard disks
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5.3.1 RAID Technology

Users of a DVSS would expect to be able reproduce a very large number of on-line
videos. The number of available videos has to be close to that of a brick-and-mortar
video rental store. The number of movies ever made is estimated at 65,000 [27]. Also,
users would like to be able to view old TV programs, sport films and events, newsreels,
shopping catalogs, etc. If we take into consideration that a 60 m MPEG-2 movie
occupies between 2 and 64GB of storage, the storage problem becomes clear, since
doing the math it shows that a storage space with capacity higher than 300 terabytes
is needed [47].

There are two ways to deal with this problem using hard disk technology. One is to
use a disk farm; the other is to use a disk array. With the disk farm, each drive holds
some number of entire movies. For reliability reasons, each movie would have to be
stored on at least two drives. Disks are interconnected using a high-speed network. A
disk farm uses load balancing software or hardware that distributes user video request
between available disk servers. Each server is a disk-operations dedicated computer.

Another alternative is the disk array or RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive
Disks), in which each movie is spread out over multiple drives, for example, block 0
on drive 0, block 1 on drive 1, ..., block N-l on drive N-l, etc. After all the disks are
used, the cycle repeats, with block N on drive 0, etc. This is called striping, although
RAIDs can be used for mirroring (i.e., reliability motivated repeated copies of the same
information) too. With striping, disk I/O operations are significantly accelerated since
we need only one seek and one rotation operations to retrieve as many blocks as disk
heads are available. This is unlike normal disks, which if using a normal organization of
files, use one seek and one rotation operation for every block to be retrieved. Because
all the disk heads can read data blocks in parallel, the disk physical components are
no longer a bandwidth bottleneck. The throughput of the disk is only limited by the
disk-CPU interface. On the other hand, a disk farm has several disk-CPU interfaces,
one for each disk server. With this arrangement, the disk physical components become
the bandwidth bottleneck. Later on, we will see a disk block placement strategy that
will allow disk farms to compete with disk arrays at a significantly lower cost.

technology provides an alternative for mass storage combined with high throughput
and reliability. By definition, RAID has three attributes [31]:

• It is a set of disk drives viewed by the user as one or more logical drives.

• Data is distributed across the set of drives in a pre-defined manner.

• Redundant capacity or data reconstruction capability is added, in order to recover
data in the event of a disk failure.
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RAID technology uses an array of multiple disks where data is spread across the
drives as already mentioned, in order to achieve fault-tolerance, large storage capacity,
and performance improvement through overlapped I/O. There are eight discrete levels
of RAID functionally defined;

• Level 0 - Disk striping

• Level 1 - Disk mirroring

• Level 2 - Bit interleaving and header error correction (HEC) parity

• Level 3 - Bit interleaving and XOR parity

• Level 4 - Block interleaving with XOR parity

• Level 5 - Block interleaving with parity distribution

• Level 6 - Fault tolerant system

• Level 7 - Heterogeneous system

RAID level 0, Disk striping has already been described (see Fig. 5.4a). The only
important consideration regards to disk writes. The RAID controller must be intelligent
enough to remember state information for each block I/O requested in order to able to
start a transfer to one drive and then go to the next without waiting for confirmation
from the physical media for successful completion of a disk write.

RAID Level 1, Disk striping and mirroring, is not only striping for high through-
put but also fault tolerant through mirroring (see Fig. 5.4b). Each disk block is written
on at least two disks. This makes the storage cost double, and if disk writes are ver-
ified for correctness, they take twice as long. But mirroring actually speeds up read
operations, which are the main concern of a video server, since usually video storage
can be done off-line, while video play back is designed to be on real-time. Mirroring
improves performance using two factors: first, the video data to be read is taken from
the disk block which can be accessed the earliest, that is, using the disk block which is
closest to the disk head position. Secondly, while a disk reads all the blocks that can
be retrieved from a single seek operation, the disk controller seeks on the mirror blocks
the next set of blocks. If only one video stream is being retrieved, this allows the RAID
to be able to achieve maximum throughput since the only delays will be those caused
by data transfer and the initial seek operation.

RAID Level 2, bit interleaving with HEC parity, is used when data integrity
is the prime concern (see Fig. 5.4c). Usually, RAID Level 2 uses seven drives for
data storage and one additional parity drive. The parity drive uses a Hamming error
correction code, which allows recovery without the inefficiency of a complete RAID
Level 1 duplication. Data is written in smaller units (often one bit at a time) and is
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also interleaved across multiple drives. The only disadvantage of this scheme, is that
small data transfers have the same performance characteristics as a single disk, because
they cannot be granulated since they have to be executed on all disk heads as if they
were large data transfers, even if only one data block is needed.

RAID Level 3, bit interleaving with XOR parity uses a model similar to Level
2 (see Fig. 5.5d). Data is interleaved at a bit level across several drives, but only one
disk in a group is used to store parity information, which is generated using XOR for
the disks in the group. They are more efficient than Level 2, but also suffer from the
small data transfer syndrome. Also, if there are a large number of transfers within a
group, the parity drive may become a throughput bottleneck.

RAID Level 4, block interleaving with XOR parity, is very similar to Level 3
(see Fig. 5.4e). The only difference is that the interleaving is always done at the block
level. This allows better performance for small data transfers.

It is important to note, that Levels 2 - 4 use parity information stored on a single
drive. This is actually a potential bandwidth bottleneck because the parity must be
computed for each disk write operation and a single drive is responsible for the parity
data of all the other drives. RAID Level 5 tries to address this problem.

RAID Level 5, block interleaving with parity distribution, uses block inter-
leaving like Level 4 (see Fig. 5.5f). However, parity is distributed across various drives.
On the other hand, with a greater number of concurrent disk accesses that are likely
to be made, there is an increased degree of overhead to track the location of the parity
addresses. Generally, higher performance is achieved if most I/O occurs randomly and
in small chunks. This model is useful for file and database servers, but not for video
servers.

RAID Level 6, fault tolerance, is an improvement over RAID 5 through the ad-
dition of error recovery information. Conceptually, the disks are considered to be in
a matrix and the parity is generated for rows and for columns of disk in the matrix.
The multi-dimensional level of parity is computed and distributed among the disks
in the matrix. Recovery of lost data is now possible in the event of two disks failing
simultaneously. Using this parity method, a failed disk can be recovered to a spare
disk before a second failure is likely to occur.

RAID Level 7, heterogeneous system, is the most recent development in the
RAID taxonomy. The architecture allows each individual drive to access data as fast
as possible by incorporating a few crucial features. Each I/O device is, first, connected
to a high-speed data bus which possesses a central cache store capable of supporting
multiple host I/O paths. Secondly, a real-time process-oriented operating system is
embedded into this disk array architecture. This embedded operating system frees the
drives by allowing each drive head to move independently of the other drive heads,
which is a substantial improvement. Each read/write to the parity drive is managed,
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scheduled, and executed in an optimized real-time asynchronous manner by the op-
erating system. Also, the operating system enabled in the disk array architecture is
designed to support multiple host interfaces, in comparison to the other RAID archi-
tectures which supported only one. The architecture is called heterogeneous because
RAID Level 7 has the ability to handle a heterogeneous mix of drive types and sizes.
A similar feature afforded by the asynchronous architecture is the ability to support
multiple standby drives for "hot swapping", vastly improving maintenance and repair
times. Also, RAID Level 7 features dynamic mapping, in which data stored on disk
which is to be updated can be written in which ever area of disk that will allow best
performance, not necessarily where it was stored before the update. The disk subsys-
tem automatically collects the now unused disk block and updates parity information.
Thus only a single write is required to support update operations and eliminates the
additional disk access required for updating parity (which is done in background).

RAID level 0

RAID
level 1

(c)

Bit1 Bit 2 Bits Bit 4 Bit5 Bite Bit?

RAID level 2

Figure 5.4: RAID Levels 0, 1 and 2 (taken from [48])

5.4 Storage Architecture

To design a multimedia storage server we have at our disposal a hierarchy of media to
use, with different characteristics of cost per GB, access times, durability, and cost of
maintenance. This hierarchy could be visualized as a pyramid (see Fig. 5.6). The top
section of the pyramid, the one containing the fewest videos but also the most accessed
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(d)

Bit 1 Bit 2 Bits Bit 4 Parity

RAID level 3

RAID level 4

(f) RAID level 5

Figure 5.5: RAID Levels 3, 4 and 5 (taken from [48])
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ones, is RAM. At US$300/GB it is several orders of magnitude as expensive as DVD
or hard disk storage. However, access times are almost instantaneous and maintenance
costs are negligible. Whenever RAM prices drop to $50/GB (by 2006 at most), a 4
GB movie will occupy US$200 worth of RAM, so having 20 movies on RAM will cost
$4.000. If those movies where to be near 80% of user requests, it begins to look not
only feasible, but actually a necessity. If we look at http://www.blockbuster.com, :

we can see that the number of new releases is more on the order of 7 to 10 movies a
month, and that the amount of movies labelled as "most popular" is close to 20.

The second level would be hard disk space, which by itself could hold all the other
movies of the DVSS. However, they do tend to have "accidents", so it makes sense to
use hard disks to store movies that are continually being requested, not only waiting
to be requested by someone.

The next level would be optical storage. Its low cost and durability makes it a
natural storage media for less accessed movies. However, let us not forget that optical
jukeboxes could easily be used to store even heavily requested movies. Finally, if it
is deemed necessary, a final level would consist of tape archives, which are inferior to
optical and magnetic storage media in throughput, access time and durability, but that
posses a high capacity on a compact presentation.

RAM

Magnetic disk

DVD

Tape

Figure 5.6: A video server storage hierarchy (taken from [47])

Since a DVSS is really just a massive real-time I/O device [47], it needs a different
hardware and software architecture than common workstations. The hardware archi-
tecture of a typical video server is composed of one or more high performance CPUs,
each with some local memory, a shared main memory, a massive RAM cache for pop-
ular movies, a variety of storage devices for holding the movies, and some networking
hardware (see Fig. 5.7). A high-speed bus connects these subsystems [43].

We can draw from experience with video rental stores, public libraries, and other
such organizations to justify and construct such an arrangement. The selection of

curious anecdote is that although we know that about 65,000 motion pictures have been
produced, the actual number of movies that Block Busters has available for rental is deemed as a
corporate secret and the company refuses to release such information for any of their branches
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Figure 5.7: Hardware architecture for a DVS (taken from [47])

movies for each layer can follow Zipf's Law (see Fig. 5.8). Zipf's law indicates that
not all movies are equally popular ([43], p.p. 100). When N movies are available, the
fraction of all playback requests for the kth most popular one is approximately C/k.
C is computed to normalize the sum of requests to 1

thus the most popular movie is seven times as popular as the number seven movie. With
100 videos, the most popular movie would concentrate nearly 20% of all requests, the
first seven most popular movies would concentrate nearly 50% of all requests, and 20%
of all requests would be concentrated in the 64 least popular movies.

5.5 Disk Scheduling

In traditional disk operating systems, there is a variety of disk scheduling algorithms
(called in this context policies) that have been employed by servers for disk access.
Those policies are First Come First Served (FCFS), Shortest Seek Time First (SSTF,
see Fig. 5.9), SCAN (see Fig. 5.10) and others. The goal of those policies is to re-
duce seek time and rotational latency, to achieve a high throughput, or to provide fair
access to each client. Unfortunately the real-time requirements of multimedia servers
may render those policies inadequate. This is because they do not take into consid-
eration real-time deadlines of I/O requests and the different service-rate requirements
of different video streams. For DVSs and other multimedia servers several alternate
policies have been proposed like Round Robin (RR), SCAN-Earliest Deadline First
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Figure 5.8: Video access distribution according to Zipf law (taken from [43])
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(SCAN-EDF) and Grouped Sweeping Scheduling (GSS) Schemes. We will now review
these policies.

ininai rending
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Figure 5.9: Shortest Seek First disk scheduling algorithm (taken from [48])
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Figure 5.10: SCAN scheduling algorithm (taken from [48])

Multimedia disk scheduling or policies can be divided into two categories: Round-
based policies and fixed block size policies [43]. Round-based schedule I/O requests
only once for each user during a cycle of requests called a periodic round. Usually,
the order in which the user requests are scheduled is fixed. Fixed block size policies
can schedule I/O requests aperiodically, round-based policies typically assume that
the playback-rate is constant and attempt to guarantee continuous delivery determin-
istically. These assumptions may not hold in practical systems due to variability in
compression rate and user interactions (e.g., pause, resume operations). Therefore, in
practice, multimedia disk scheduling policies cannot provide deterministic continuous
delivery. However, with sufficient read-ahead buffers the variations in the retrieval time
can be masked.
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5.5.1 Round-Based Scheduling Policies

Round-based scheduling policies attempt to take advantage of the periodic nature of
I/O requests to multimedia files by scheduling I/O requests in rounds. In each round,
exactly one request is serviced for each stream. For streams with different service rate
needs, variable amounts of data per request have to be read for different streams. It is
also essential to allocate for each stream a buffer of sufficient size in multiples of disk
blocks that will allow the server to feed the video stream until the stream buffer is
refilled with video data disk blocks again. After computing the data to be retrieved for
each stream in each round and establishing the size of the video buffer, round-based
policies will schedule a single I/O request for each stream in each round (possible of
variable data size). We will discuss two policies that use such approach: round robin
and the group sweeping scheduling policy.

Round Robin

The round robin scheduler orders the streams in a fixed order and performs I/O for
each stream according to this fixed order. Due to its simplicity and inherent fairness,
such a method is very common for multimedia applications. This scheme does not take
into consideration disk head position when servicing the I/O requests, since the order
is prefixed usually by FCFS of user stream start-up. Hence, the seek overhead may be
greater under round robin than under other disk scheduling policies, leading to greater
buffering requirements.

Group Sweeping Scheduling

To reduce the latencies in each round, it is possible to apply the SCAN algorithm [45].
Under this policy, the disk head repeatedly sweeps outward from the center of the disk
to the periphery and back to the center. I/O requests are executed in the order that the
disk blocks are encountered in the sweeps of the disk head. Although this is a minimal
latency policy it is not real-time. This is because due to the fact that the relative order
for servicing clients is based entirely on the placement of blocks being retrieved in each
SCAN round. This means that the stream served first in a round may be served last
in the next round, while in the case of the round-robin algorithm; the order in which
clients are serviced is fixed across rounds. Therefore, the maximum separation between
the retrieval times of successive requests of a client in round-robin is bounded by the
duration of a round. Therefore, to prevent starvation, round-robin needs enough buffer
space to satisfy consumption for the duration of one round, while SCAN needs enough
buffer space to satisfy consumption during approximately two rounds. However, rounds
by the SCAN algorithm will be shorter, so there is a trade-off between round length
and the number of rounds between successive services.
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To exploit this trade-off, a generalization, known as the Grouped Sweeping Scheme
(GSS) partitions each round into a number of groups [43]. Each client is assigned to
a certain group, and the groups are serviced in a fixed order in each round. For each
group, the SCAN disk-scheduling algorithm is employed. Although this scheme seems
simple, in operation, it is actually very complicated in the set-up phase. For each
possible value for the number of groups, the GSS policy computes the total amount
of buffer required and the partitioning of streams among groups. This requires the
solution of a complex optimization problem for each potential value of groups, which
is treated in detail on [8j. The value that results in the smaller buffer is the optimal
value. Because groups are serviced in round robin order, the size of the buffer is close
to the data displayed in one round. And since streams within each group are serviced
using SCAN, seek overhead is low.

If all clients are assigned to the same group, GSS reduces to SCAN. On the other
hand, if each client is assigned to its own unique group, GSS degenerates to round-robin.
By optimally deriving the number of groups, the server can balance the reduction of
round length against the number of rounds between successive services.

5.5.2 Fixed Block-Size Policies

In the round-based policies described earlier, the amount of data retrieved for a stream
by each I/O request is proportional to the stream playback rate. Because the data
retrieval size is variable and proportional to the stream playback rate, the number of
I/O requests queued for each stream in any time interval is independent of the stream
playback rate [13]. However, implementation of variable-size disk blocks in the file
system is not easy, and therefore very rare. Usually, the file system supports only
fixed-size blocks. This requires round-based schemes to map the logical variable-size
I/O requests into the fixed block sizes supported by the file system [43]. Additionally,
variable compression rates can result in variations in playback rate.

An alternative it to read a fixed amount of data per I/O request in such a way
that the number of I/O requests for a stream per unit of time is proportional to the
playback rate of the stream. One such policy is the SCAN-EDF policy, which we will
now describe.

SCAN-EDF

A traditional algorithm for real-time scheduling of tasks with deadlines is the Earliest
Deadline First (EDF) algorithm, which has already been discussed in section 4.3.1.
This algorithm, when applied to disk access, after accessing a media block from disk,
the media block with the earliest deadline is scheduled for retrieval. Intuitively, giv-
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ing priority service to tasks with the earliest deadline should result in fewer missed
deadlines. As the scheduling of the disk head is based entirely on the EDF policy, it
does not take into consideration the disk head position and thus, it is likely to yield
excessive seek time delay. On the other hand, SCAN does take into consideration the
position of the disk blocks relative to the disk head. Minor alterations to SCAN in
conjunction with real-time scheduling can lead to minimization of the seek latencies,
and hence a minimization of round length and buffer requirements.

SCAN-EDF combines SCAN with EDF [48] [43]. SCAN-EDF services the requests
with earliest deadlines first, just like EDF. Note that this deadline will depend upon the
amount of available buffer. Using a larger buffer yields more efficient utilization of disks.
However, if several requests have a deadline that falls inside a certain interval, they
are grouped together (see Fig. 5.11). Then blocks for request within a deadline block
are accessed using the SCAN disk-scheduling algorithm. Clearly, the effectiveness of
the SCAN-EDF technique is dependent on how many requests have the same deadline.
If deadlines for media block retrieval are grouped together (that is, by only initiating
playbacks of media strands at certain intervals), then SCAN-EDF effectively reduces
to SCAN.

Requests (sorted on deadline)
Batch together.

~*±~-—•— ' ~~—>^
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Figure 5.11: SCAN-EDF algorithm (taken from [48])

SCAN-EDF is distinctive among DVSs disk scheduling approaches because it does
not intrinsically batch requests together. All other approaches, like GSS, typically
process requests in rounds. During each round, multimedia servers can retrieve a
sequence of media blocks for each stream. Processing requests in rounds is more than
just a convenience; utilizing rounds exploits the periodic nature of video playback.
Within each round, a disk-scheduling algorithm still must be selected. The simplest of
all such techniques is the round robin scheduling algorithm, which services the clients
in turns, using a fixed order that does not vary from one round to the next. However,
the major drawback of round robin scheduling is that it, like EDF, does not exploit
the relative positions of the media blocks being retrieved during a round. For this
reason, data placement algorithms that inherently reduce latencies are sometime used
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in conjunction with round robin scheduling. If the file system supports only fixed-size
blocks, the server stream blocks have to be very carefully placed on disk in order to
avoid seek and rotation overhead. We will discuss a disk block placement scheme that
minimizes this overhead in section 5.7.

It is important to note, that according to [43, pp. 167], if the file system uses large
disk-block size (as it is always used in video file servers), there is not a great difference
in the performance of the various policies. This is due to the increasing domination
of the disk transfer time. In our design for a DVS, in high stream load, the service
time for each user increases according to models developed in chapters 9 and 10, and
thus the disk block transfer time dominates by far disk access time. Furthermore,
user stream buffers grow to potentially very large sizes, thus real-time considerations
become relaxed. In [47, pp. 709] it is mentioned that use of memory can also render
real-time disk scheduling policies irrelevant. For these reasons, we have chosen the
much simpler and fair-proved Round Robin as our disk scheduling policy

5.6 Placement of Data Blocks

A DVS divides video streams into blocks while storing them on disk. Each data block
may occupy several physical disk blocks. In this section, we will describe models for
storing digital continuous media on individual disks.

The blocks belonging to a file may be stored contiguously or scattered about the
storage device. Contiguous files are simple to implement, but they are subject to free
fragmentation problems and can necessitate enormous copying overheads during inser-
tions and deletions in order to maintain contiguity. In contrast, scattered placement
avoids fragmentation problems and copying overheads.

However, the choice between contiguous and scattered files has also direct implica-
tions on block fetching performance. When reading from a contiguous file, only one
initial seek is required to position the disk head at the start of the data. On the other
hand, when reading several blocks in a scattered file there may be a seek-incurred
operation for each block read. Furthermore, as we have already discussed, it may be
necessary to fetch more than one disk block. So it is possible to incur intra-file seeks
by crossing block boundaries.

Intra-file seeks can be avoided in scattered layouts if the amount read for a stream
is always one block [13]. One logical approach to achieve this result is to select a block
size that is sufficiently large, and to read one block in each round. This improves the
disk throughput substantially, and consequently increases the number of streams that
can be served by the disk. Furthermore, since a file system has to keep track of each
media block, choosing a large block size also yields a reduction in block administration
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overhead.

If more than one block would be required to prevent starvation prior to the next
read, then intra-file seek is a necessity. Instead of avoiding intra-file seeks, another
approach is to attempt to reduce them to a reasonable bound. This is referred to as
the Constrained Placement approach. Constrained placement systems ensure that the
separation between successive blocks of a file is bounded. Implementation of such a
scheme may require elaborate algorithms to ensure that the separation between blocks
conforms to the required constraints. Furthermore, for constrained placement to yield
its full benefits, the scheduling algorithm must retrieve all the blocks for a given stream
at once before switching to any other stream. If an algorithm like SCAN is used, which
orders blocks regardless of the stream they belong to, then the impact of constrained
placement is marginal.

An approach to the problem of seek reduction comes from the adaptation of log-
structure file systems [48] [13] [43]. When modifying blocks of data, log-structured sys-
tems do not store modified blocks in their original positions. Instead, all writes for all
clients are performed sequentially in a large contiguous free space. Therefore, instead
of requiring a seek operation for each client write, and possibly intra-file seeks, only
one seek is required prior to a batch of writes. This leads to a dramatic performance
improvement during recording. However, such an approach does not guarantee any
improvement in the playback performance, and is more complex to implement (be-
cause modified blocks may change position). Consequently, log-structured file systems
are most suitable for multimedia servers which support extensive editing operations,
and are inappropriate for systems which are primarily read-only (for example video-
on-demand servers, which could likely implement writes in non-real-time).

There are special placement considerations when the media is encoded using variable
bit rate compression. In this case, conventional fixed-sized clusters would correspond
to varying amounts of time, depending on the compression achieved. Alternately, the
system may store data in clusters, which correspond to a fixed amount of time, with
a variable cluster size. Furthermore, compressed media quanta may not correspond to
an even number of disk sectors, which raises questions about "packing" data. With
scalable compression, placement of data must be carefully managed to ensure that the
extraction of low-resolution subsets is efficient.

5.7 Constrained Storage of Multiple Videos

The video server stores the video files in a disk or in an array of disks. When a user
requests a video file, the different frames that make up the movie are retrieved one-by-
one in a sequential order. Once a video frame has been retrieved from the disk, it will
be delivered through a network link to the user according to the playback rate stated
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in frames per second.

Our storage layout is the same as the one studied in [34]. Each block of nv^ display
units (typically frames) is separated from the next and the previous block by exactly
Iv,i seconds for video strand i. The amount of display units nvj is called granularity
and the separation IVti is called interleaving. The separation between blocks leaves a
gap that does not necessarily lay empty as it is used to store other videos. The process
of storing video files in every gap is called merging. Other important parameters are:
a) Svfj, which is the mean size of the video frame in bytes for video strand z, b) Rdr,
the hard disk data transfer rate in bits/sec and c) Rpi^, the replay rate required by
video i in frames per second.

The scattering and the interleaving parameters define a storage pattern in bits
of length LJ = nv^Svf^ + Iv,iRdr and it is characterized by the pair (M^Gj) where
Mi = nVtiSvf<i, and d = Iv,iRdr, (see Fig. 5.12).

M2 G2 M2 G2

Figure 5.12: Storage pattern in bits.

5.8 Conclusions

As we have shown, mainly because of hard disk characteristics and market conditions,
we can see that hard disks are the best choice to implement the entire storage sub-
system. We find that were it not for access times, hard disks are vastly superior to
memory by its cost/MB ratio. Hard disk technology is certainly better than optical
storage and tape storage is not even considered. Must bibliography will contain tables
comparing expensive hard disks with maximum throughput on the tens of megabytes
per second, capacities on tens of Gigabytes and cost on tens of dollars per megabyte.
In 2004, hard disks have a throughput in the hundreds of megabytes, capacities in the
hundreds of gigabytes and cost per gigabyte that are less than a dollar. This is an order
of magnitude improvement in all aspects in under a decade. Still, an easy to maintain
architecture including optical data and memory (an especially efficient arrangement if
used with multicasting) was discussed since it does not lag far behind on a hard disk
only arrangement. Also, the costs per megabyte that were reported in this chapter
apply to consumer desktop drives. It is well known that RAID systems with terabyte
capacity have a much larger cost/MB ratio and the cheer space that a desktop hard
disk-only disk farm would need may render it impracticable.

On the other hand, the placement of video file fragments on disk has a large impact
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on server performance. That impact will be discussed on chapter 7, but can advance
that for a write once-read many type of system that is required by a DVS, the con-
strained placement policy is better suited for our needs. This constrained placement
policy requires that the video data for multiple movies be interleaved. That is that in
order to maintain fairness, "good" and "bad" positions on the disk surface are justly
distributed between all movie files placed on disk. This scheme will be discussed at
depth on chapter 7 because of this sector distribution scheme depend almost all other
operational parameters and performance measures.

As has already been discussed, the use of buffering permits a slight relaxation of
real-time constraints for disk access. For this reason, we have chosen to assume that
access to user video data is realized using simply the round robin algorithm. This is
certainly not an exception in digital video server modelling, since buffering justifies it.
But since memory is relatively expensive, video server models must be accurate in order
to use the smallest buffers possible in order not to create an expensive economically
unfeasible piece of technology.



Chapter 6

Digital Video

6.1 Introduction

Video and animation is made possible by the fact that after an image in projected on
the retina, it is retained for a brief period of time (milliseconds) before it disappears. So
if a sequence of images is projected onto the human eye at 25 to 60 images per second,
the eye perceives the images like a continuum. If the presentation of images falls bellow
20 images per second, the eye perceives flashes between images making the experience
an unpleasant one. To understand digital video, it is important to understand how TV
images are generated by normal TV sets.

6.2 Analog Video

To capture images, black and white TV cameras scan an electron beam rapidly across
the image and slowly down on it, recording the light intensity as it goes [47]. At the end
of the scan, called a frame, the beam is positioned at the top left corner of the camera
and retraces. This scan creates a one dimensional voltage signal that is broadcasted,
and receivers repeat the scanning process to reconstruct the image. Within the signal,
certain special intensity values are inserted to indicate both the horizontal retrace in
the form of pulses of timing information that indicates de initiation of a new line, and
the vertical retrace, that is the blanking information that allows perfect alignment of
pictures (see Fig. 6.1).

The most commonly used scanning methods are progressive scanning and interlaced
scanning [31]. A progressive scan traces the complete picture, called the frame, every
1/72 seconds. This method is used in computer monitors.

104
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Horizontal retrace Vertical retrace
for first field from first to second field

Vertical retrace
from second to third field

Figure 6.1: Horizontal and vertical retrace signals (taken from [51])

The TV industry uses a 2:1 interlace where the odd numbered lines and even num-
bered lines are scanned separately. Each one of this scans is called a field (see Fig. 6.2).

Progressive Frame

Horizontal retrace

Interlaced Frame

Field 1 _FiekJ 2

Vertical retrace

Figure 6.2: Progressive and interlaced scan (taken from [51])

6.2.1 Luminance and Chrominance

The sensitivity of the human eye varies from color to color and from person to person,
for the same color [31]. The same person may perceive two colors with the same
intensity differently. Also, two different persons may perceive the same color with the
same intensity differently. Moreover, the human eye is more sensitive to yellow or
yellow-green than red and violet. They are in the middle if the famous rainbow colors
VIBGYOR.

We can define the process of seeing as the perceptual response of the human eye.
Luminance is a measure of the overall response in the eyes to all the wavelengths
contained in a source, in a given object, or in a scene, mixing several illuminated objects
and sources. Brightness is an attribute of the visual sensation indicating that an area
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emits more or less light. A number of different spectral distributions may produce
the same color. Any color may be obtained, theoretically, by mixing an appropriate
amount of any three different colors. The human eye is less sensitive to colors than to
lightness and brightness.

6.2.2 RGB

While theoretically any three colors can be used as primaries, in practice certain colors
in nature cannot be reproduced by mixing three primaries [31]. Nevertheless, various
standards have been defined with RGB primaries. An analog video camera produces
three distinct continuous signals, one for each color component Red, Green and Blue
(see Fig. 6.3). RGB is called a standard because these three colors, called the additive
primaries as opposed to the subtractive primaries Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Black
(CMYK) used in the printing press, was established by the CITT for video cameras
and displays.

Green

Figure 6.3: RGB primary colors combine to form other colors (taken from [51])
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6.2.3 YUV

TV transmission transforms the RGB signal set to three other signals, which while
easier to transmit with less interference, still preserve the luminance and chrominance
information. Luminance carries information for brightness and lightness, while chromi-
nance carries color information. Since the human eye is less sensitive to color informa-
tion than brightness information, less accuracy and bandwidth is used for the latter.
In TV signals, luminance signal is denoted by Y. The chrominance signals are denoted
by U and V. This arrangement makes it easy to maintain compatibility with black
and white receivers, since those displays ignore the chrominance part of the signal and
display the luminance part. The use of only two signals, U and V, instead of fully three
and the usage of less accuracy on those signals as compared to luminance signals, is the
reason why TV signals will never look the same as film-based theater-projected motion
pictures. Film cameras use a logarithmic color space, meaning that the human eye has
a logarithmic sensitivity to different colors (i.e., it is several orders of magnitude more
sensitive to certain colors that to others), which is used by such cameras to capture
the colors to which the human eye is more sensitive with much more information than
other colors.

Chrominance signals are transmitted using a weighted difference to make the YUV
signals, and the U and V signals are combined to form a C signal, which is actually
transmitted.

6.2.4 Analog TV International Standards

NTSC, PAL and SECAM are the standards that define analog TV systems. ITU-R
601 and ITU-TS H.261 define the digital TV standard for studio quality and video
conferencing.

NTSC

National Television Systems Committee (NTSC) is a standard that defines the signal
composition from RGB. The NTSC standard is in use in the American TV broadcasting
system, Canada, Japan, and Latin America, including Mexico. The NTSC standard
refers to luminance as the Y component and the two chrominance signals as I and Q
components. They are calculated as follows:

Y = 0.30R + 0.59G + 0.14B
I = 0.74(R-Y) - 0.27(B-Y) = 0.60R + 0.28G + 0.32B
Q = 0.48(R-Y) + 0.41(B-Y) - 0.21R + 0.52G +0.31B
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NTSC uses 2:1 interlace scanning and has an aspect ratio of 4:3 for horizontal to
vertical. The scanning is 525 lines per frame at a rate of 29.97 frames per second.
This is equivalent to 262.5 lines at the rate of 59.94 fields per second. NTSC analog
transmission requires a 6 MHz analog channel for transmission.

PAL

The Phase Alternation Line (PAL) is another standard that defines the signal compo-
sition from RGB. PAL standard is in use in Europe and Australia. The PAL standard
refers to luminance as the Y component and the two chrominance signals as U and V
components. They are calculated as follows:

Y = 0.30R + 0.59G + 0.11B
U = 0.493(B-Y) = -0.16R - 0.29G + 0.44B
V = 0.877(R-Y) = 0.62R + 0.52R + 0.10B

PAL uses 2:1 interlaced scanning and has an aspect ratio of 4:3. The scanning is
625 lines per frame at a rate of 25 frames per second. This is equivalent to 362.5 lines
at the rate of 50 fields per second. PAL analog transmission requires 8 MHz analog
channel for transmission.

SECAM

System Electronique Color Avec Memoire (SECAM) is yet another standard for color
broadcast, used in France, Russia, and Eastern Europe. SECAM uses 2:1 interlaced
scanning and has an aspect ratio of 4:3. The scanning is 625 lines per frame at a rate
of 25 frames per second. This is equivalent to 362.5 lines at the rater of 50 fields per
second. SECAM analog transmission requires a 8 Mhz analog channel for transmission.

6.3 Subsampling

The technique of transforming RGB into luminance and chrominance signals applies
to digital TV as well. As in the case of analog TV, the bandwidth and storage will be
less if we reduce the bit-rate. Controlling the sampling rate can reduce the bit-rate.
Reducing sampling rate will imply some loss of information but human beings will not
perceive it (see Fig. 6.4). Digital TV retains the sampling of luminance at the required
rate and reduces that of chrominance signals to half the value, and some times even
more. If we call the luminance signal Y, and chrominance Cl and C2, the sampling
rate is specified by the ratio Y:C1:C2. For example, digital TV is specified to have a
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ratio 4:2:2, This means that for every 4 samples of luminance information taken in a
scan line, only two samples are taken for chrominance. This is actually the standard
procedure for TV quality digital productions. However, there are other sampling ratios
that are used. At the production level, 4:4:4 can be used for post-processing and digital
effect before being transcoded to 4:2:2 for broadcast. The ratio 4:1:1 is used for video
conferencing, MPEG-1 encoded movies and even web cameras. The latter have been
known to use the ratio 4:2:0.

4:4:4
For every 2x2 Y Pixels

4 Cb & 4 Cr Pixel
(No subsampling)

4:2:2
For every 2x2 Y Pixels

2 Cb & 2 Cr Pixel
(Subsampling by 2:1

horizontally only)

Y Pixel

4:1:1
For every 4x1 Y Pixels

1 Cb & 1 Cr Pixel
{Subsampling by 4:1

horizontally only)

A Cb and Cr Pixel

4:2:0
For every 2x2 Y Pixels

1 Cb & 1 Cr Pixel
(Subsampling by 2:1 both
horizontally and vertically)

Figure 6.4: Different formats for subsampling (taken from [51])

6.4 Digital TV International Standards

6.4.1 Digital TV

ITU-R 601 standard specifies the resolution and frame rates in such a way that they
are backward compatible with the existing analog TV standard. The sampling rates
for Y, Cl and C2 are 13.5 MHz, 8.75 MHz, and 8.75 MHz, respectively. For NTSC
standard and for the luminance signal, for example, this is equivalent to 13,5000,000
samples per second, 21,600 samples per frame, or 864 samples per scanned line. The
sampling ratio is 4:2:2. Of the 864 samples, only the active video signal (the part that
is actually viewed) is sampled and transmitted and this is defined to be 720 samples
per scanned line, after accounting for the retrace (horizontal and vertical) pulse periods
in every frame. The number of active lines is 486, and there are 30 frames per second.
For PAL, the number of samples per line is also 720, the number of lines is 576 and
there are 25 frames per second. Also, the sampling ratio is 4:2:2.
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6.4.2 HDTV

American High Definition Television is defined to have 720 lines, each one having 1000
samples delivered at 60 frames per second with sampling 4:4:4, that is, 245 full bits
per pixel. European HDTV uses 870 lines, each with 1000 samples, at full 24 bits per
pixel (4:4:4) and 50 frames per second.

6.4.3 Video Conferencing - GIF

ITU-TS H.261 recommendation defines a format called Common Interchange Format
(GIF), with a frame size of 325 samples per line and 288 lines per frame, for luminance.
Based on the subsampling principle, the color difference signals are defined as 176
samples per line. Unlike ITU-R 601 standard, the number of lines per frame is also
halved to 144 for chrominance signals. As a result, subsampling provides a 50% in the
bit-rate. The GIF subsampling is also referred to as 4:1:1, meaning that each color
difference signal has one-fourth of the spatial resolution of the luminance component.

6.4.4 Video Conferencing - QCIF

ITU-SF H.261 recommendation defines a lower quality format called Quarter-Common
Interchange Format (QCIF), with a frame size of 176 samples per line and 144 lines
per frame for luminance and the color difference signals,

6.4.5 Video Conferencing - Super-GIF

ITU-TS H.261 has also defined a near studio quality format called Super-Common
Interchange Format (Super-GIF), with a frame size of 704 samples per line and 576
lines per frame, for luminance and subsampling ratio of 4:1:1 for color difference signals.

6.4.6 VCR Quality - SIF

MPEG-l motion video compression standard defines a VCR quality format called Stan-
dard Interchange Format (SIF), with a frame size of 352 samples per lone and wither
240 (for NTSC) or 288 (for PAL/SECAM) lines per frame, for luminace. The color
difference signals are sampled at half the frequency of the luminance - 176 samples
per line and either 120 or 144 lines per frame. Thus the MPEG-l subsampling ratio is
4:1:1.
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6.5 Video Compression

As we have seen, different international standards have been defined for digital video.
But the ones that has reached the general audience are the ones used in common
electronic consumer house equipment, like DVD players; that is the standard MPEG-
2. In the near future, this standard will be superseded by a new standard called
MPEG-4. In this section we describe those standards.

6.5.1 The JPEG Standard

The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) standard for compressing still pictures
was developed by photographic experts working on the auspices of ITU and ISO. It
is one of the best techniques for photographic image compression, and theoretically,
if we can achieve high degree of compression on a single picture, then a compressed
video would be only a succession of compressed individual images [47]. In actual-
ity, the MPEG standard relies heavily in the JPEG standard as a means to reduce
entropy on images, plus some enhancements for intra-frame compression and motion
compensation.

The usual application of JPEG is the lossy sequential mode. The algorithm can be
summarized as follows:

1. Block preparation. Since using luminance and chrominance renders better
compression, the luminance and chrominace is first computed (using the NTSC,
PAL or SECAM standards). For 8 bits per pixel, separate matrices are con-
structed for Y, Q, each with elements in the range 0 to 255. Next, square of
four pixels are averaged in the I and Q matrices to reduce them to the 4:1:1 sub-
sampling ratio. Then the value 128 is subtracted from each element of all three
matrices to put 0 in the middle of the range. Finally, each matrix is divided up
into 8 x 8 blocks.

2. The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied to each of the 8x8 blocks
separately. The output of each DCT is a 8 x 8 matrix of DCT coefficients. The
matrix is converted to a linear function by zigzagging from the top left corner. A
Fourier transform could have been used, but since pictures are even signals, i.e.
they are strictly on the positive side of the time domain, and thus, it is assumed
that the negative part of the time domain is a mirror of the positive parts. Hence,
the sine coefficients are not necessary.

3. Quantization. In this step the less important DCT coefficients are eliminated.
This lossy transformation is done by dividing each of the coefficients in the 8
x 8 DCT matrix by a weight taken from a table. If all weights are all 1, the
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transformation does nothing. However, if the weights increase sharply from the
origin, the division yields smaller coefficients in the 8 x 8 matrix, which allows
higher spatial frequencies to be dropped quickly. The values in the quantization
table are not part of the JPEG standard. Each application must supply its own,
allowing it to control the loss-compression tradeoff.

4. DC Reduction. The value in position (0,0), the direct current component is
the average of the block (before the application of the quantization table). This
value replaced by the difference from the previous block. Since this value must
change slowly, it reduces these values to small numbers.

5. Run-Length encoding. The block is scanned again in zigzag. There should be
a lot of Os in the 8 x 8 matrix by now, so the matrix is run-length encoded.

6. Huffman encoding. The last step is to Huffman encode the coefficients to
achieve further compression.

JPEG usually achieves a compression ratio of 20:1, with negligible perceptual degra-
dation of the image. Ratios of 100:1 can be achieved, but the decoded image degrades
noticeably.

6.5.2 The MPEG Standard

MPEG-l

The Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) standard was developed in 1993 and was
called the MPEG-l (International Standard 11172) [43][45]. It can compress audio
and video, the former being the famous MP3 (MPEG Layer 3) compression algorithm,
which we will not review here, only the latter. The goal of MPEG-l was to produce
video with VHS quality output (at 352 x 240 for NTSC) using a bit rate of 1.2 Mbps, a
compression rate of 40:1, although MPEG-l can achieve compression ratios up to 300:1.
MPEG-l video can be transmitted over twisted pair for modest distances. MPEG-l is
also used for storing movies on CD-ROM.

MPEG-l video compression uses two types of redundancies, which are present on
video signals: spatial and temporal. Spatial redundancy can be utilized simply by
coding each individual frame separately with JPEG. This is called MJPEG, and it is
used when quick compression must be achieved, or when quick random access to each
individual frame is needed (for example, in editing video production). In this mode,
MPEG-l needs a bandwidth of 8 to 10 Mbps.

Additional compression can be achieved by taking advantage of the fact that con-
secutive frames are often almost identical. This redundancy can be fully exploited
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on conference type footage, where the background never changes. In motion pictures,
for artistic as well as communications factors, scenes must be changed every 3 to 5
seconds. Still, at 30 frames per second this may yield from 90 to 150 highly similar
frames that can be compressed with very little information once the fist scene has been
transmitted.

If the scene is highly static, one would need only to compute the difference between
frames and code the difference. Unfortunately, if the camera moves, or an object
with the frame moves this techniques does not yield adequate results. Even worse, the
camera may zoom, not leaving any choice but to JPEG compress all frames. To achieve
temporal compression even with varying scenes MPEG-1 uses motion compensation,
this is achieved by using 4 types of frames:

I (Intracoded) frames: Self contained JPEG-encoded still pictures

P (Predicted) frames: Block-by-block differences with the last frame

B (Bidirectional) frames: Difference between preceding and succeeding frames

D (CD-coded) frames: Block averages used for fast forward and rewind

I-frames are full-blown JPEG-encoded images. This are used as bases to compute
the values of B and P-frames, to correct transmission errors (by restarting a sequence)
and to be able to decode a video after a transmission has started and the decoder could
not receive the first frames. They are also very helpful in VCR operations since these
operations compute the current frame values based on the closest I-frame.

P-frames, in contrast, code inter-frame differences. They are based on the idea
of macroblocks (MB), which cover 16 x 16 pixels in luminance and 8 x 8 pixels in
chrominance space (see Fig. 6.5). A MB is encoded by searching the previous frame
for it or something slightly different from it. If a MB is found, it is encoded by taking
the difference with its value in the previous frame. These difference matrices are then
JPEG encoded. The value for the MB is the motion vector followed by the MB list
of numbers. Each frame is constructed MB by MB. If the MB is not located in the
previous frame, the current value is encoded with JPEG, just as in an I-frame. The
MPEG-1 standard does not specify how to search, how far to search, or how good the
match has to be to count. Several implementations may differ on all those aspects, some
of the using efficient matching algorithms which would make very fast MPEG coders,
other using very thorough searches to find MB matched making very slow encoding but
with very high compression. All those different implementations, while very different
in nature, would not require any change in the decoder.

B-frames are similar to P-frames, except that they allow the reference MB to be
either a previous frame or a succeeding frame. This additional freedom allows improved
motion compensation and is also useful when objects pass in front of, or behind other
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Figure 6.5: Inter-frame prediction and motion compensation (taken from [15])

objects. To do B-frame encoding, the encoder needs to hold three decoded frames in
memory at once.

These types of frames are arranged in a sequence similar to the following:
IBBPBBPBBPBBPBBP, which is called a group of pictures (GOP, see Fig. 6.6). This
arrangement is very important for two reasons. First, it has direct implications on the
compression ratio, since I frames are usually the largest of all, the GOP sequence IBBP
would, on the average, need as much as 100% more bandwidth than the previous one.

There is another type of frame which is very seldom used, the D-frame. This are
usually found just before an I-frame and are constructed by using the DC of every
block. These are low resolution images which achieve high compression and are used
to scan through a video at high speed with some form of visualization of the current
content of frames.

MPEG-2

The next standard in the MPEG family was MPEG-2 (International Standard 13818),
which was originally designed for compressing broadcast-quality video into 4 to 6 Mbps,
so it could fit in a NTSC or PAL broadcast channel [43] [45] [4]. Later, MPEG-2 was
expanded to support higher resolutions, including HDTV. It is very common now, as
it forms the basis for DVD and digital satellite television. It is fundamentally similar
to MPEG-1. The differences in coding are that the DCT uses a 10 x 10 block instead
of a 8 x 8 block to give 50 percent more coefficients, hence, better quality. It supports
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Figure 6.6: A group of pictures with decoding relations between I, B and P frames
(taken from [43])

both progressive and interlaced images, in contrast to MPEG-1, which supports only
progressive images.

Instead of supporting only one resolution level, MPEG-2 supports four: low (352x240),
main (720x480), high-1440 (1440x1152) and high (1920x1080). Low resolution is for
VCRs and backward compatibility with MPEG-1. Main is the normal one for NTSC
broadcasting. The other two are for HDTV. For high quality output, MPEG-2 requires
2-4 Mbps of bandwidth.

One of the most notorious improvements of MPEG-2 over MPEG-1 is the notion
of scaling. The scaling may act on the following different parameters:

Spatial scaling facilitates decompression of image sequences with different hori-
zontal and vertical resolutions. A single data stream could include, for example,
images with 352x288 pixels, 360x240 pixels, and 704 x 576 pixels. Such system
could give the consumer the option of using either a small portable receiver to
decode standard definition TV, or a larger fixed receiver to decode HDTV from
the same signal.

Scaling the data rate allows for playback at lower frame rate or for fast-forward
at a constant frame rate. In MPEG-1 this is achieved by using D-frames, which
are not allowed in MPEG-2. Hence, fast-forward can be realized using I-frames
if there is a suitable distribution of them within the data stream of the entire
video clip and not only a group of pictures.
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• Scaling in amplitude can be interpreted as a different resolution of different pixels
or a different quantization of the DCT coefficients. This leads to a layered coding
and to the possibility of progressive image presentation. Progressive coding is
not at all important for the presentation of video data. However, it should be
possible to extract certain images out of the sequence as a still image from the
data stream. Layered coding can also be used for data partitioning to transmit
more important data with better error correction than less important data. But
usually, the layers are divided into a main layer, which is used by all receiving
devices, from high capability to low capability, and several enhancement layers,
which are only sent and displayed if the device has the capacity and bandwidth
available.

MPEG-4

Initially, MPEG-4 looked at the other end of the spectrum than MPEG-2, low bit-rate
coding of audiovisual programs. But it was later extended to full multimedia standard,
even high definition video.

MPEG-4 activity began in 1993, with an expected completion data of November
1998. Initially, the near-term project was to refine H.261 at a rate from 8 to 30 Kbps
with a compression ration 10 times better than that of H.261 [53]. However, this
aggressive compression goal could not be achieved. Consequently, the focus of MPEG-
4 was shifted to development of standards for:

• Flexible bitstreams that are scalable for receivers with different capabilities, such
as resolution

• Extendable configuration for transmitters to download new applications and al-
gorithms into receivers

• Content-based interactivity for multimedia data access, manipulation and bit-
stream editing, and hybrid, natural and synthetic data

• Network independence, so that it can be used with any communication network
to provide universal accessibility

Therefore, the properties of MPEG-4 are significantly different from those of MPEG-
1 and MPEG-2, which only specify the compression standards. MPEG-4 will provide
standards for multimedia content generation, the network interface for multimedia
transport and interactivity for users. In particular, the content-based interactivity
is produced through tools that the Synthetics and Natural Hybrid Group (SNHC) is
defining for an efficient representation of synthetically generated audiovisual informa-
tion.
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MPEG-4 represents units of audiovisual objects (VO) and composes these objects
in a manner that creates compound audiovisual objects that form a audio visual scene.
MPEG-4 defines the coded representation of objects such as:

• Text

• Graphics

• Talking heads and associated text to be used at the receiver end to synthesize
the speech and animate the head

• Animated human bodies

• Audio

• Video

These objects are represented in an efficient manner for supporting the desired func-
tionalities such as extraction and editing of an object, scalability and error robustness.

As for video objects, unlike MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, which are frame based, MPEG-4
is object based [16]. And similarly to MPEG-2, MPEG-4 is a layered encoding scheme.
This means that the video data stream consists of a basic layer stream that contains
the most important video data, and one or more enhancement layers, which can be
used to improve the quality of the video sequence.

Each scene is composed of Video Objects (VOs) which are individually encoded.
The scalability layers of each VO are called Video Object Layers (VOLs). Each VOL
consists of an ordered sequence of frames, called Video Object Planes (VOPs). For each
VOP, the encoder makes the processing of shape, motion, and texture characteristics.

Shape information is encoded by bounding the VO with a rectangular box and then
dividing the bounding box into Macro Blocks (MBs). Each MB is classified as lying
inside the object, on the objects border, or outside the object but inside the bounding
box.

Transforms and entropy coding reduce spatial redundancy. Predicting future frames
based on motion vectors reduce the temporal redundancy. Motion vector prediction
means that similarities between different frames within a single shot are used to re-
duce the amount of information stored in many coded frames. Spatial and temporal
redundancies are reduced by using three types of VOPs:

The MPEG-4 visual specification is being developed to serve a wide range of ap-
plications, bit rates, resolutions, qualities and services. Furthermore, it provides a
number of modes for coding both natural and synthetic video in order to access in-
dividual objects in images or video, which are referred to as content-based accesses.
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This specification includes one or more decoding algorithms as well as a set of decoding
tools. MPEG-4 treats the audiovisual activities and associated operations, including
compression, decompression, multiplexing, and the synchronization of audiovisual ac-
tivities, as objects. Hence, MPEG-4 can be viewed as a configuration, communication
and instantiation of classes of objects.

An MPEG-4 user can interact with the decoded scene following the design of the
scene's author. Possible interactive operations include:

Changing the viewing/listening point of the scene by navigating through a scene

Dragging objects to different positions

Triggering a sequence of events by clicking on a specific object, including the
starting or stopping of a video stream

Selecting the desired language when multiple language tracks are available

6.6 Conclusions

As we have seen, although the latter part of the 90s and the beginning of the 21th

century saw the rise of the MPEG-2 encoded DVD for video playback, several factors
compel us to believe that MPEG-4 technology will succeed MPEG-2 technology in
most areas of digital video technology, from low-bandwidth wireless, to high-bandwidth
HDTV. Already Microsoft has introduced MPEG-4 codec to its Media Player product
and we have seen the appearance of broadcast quality movies coded using MPEG-4 in
CD storage media, although mostly for personal computer use. But the appearance
of consumer video reproductions systems that use any television set seem to forecast
the introduction of MPEG-4 technology in business and homes. We will use MPEG-4
encoded video traces on our study, so our conclusions will be valid and important in
the near future. We will discuss the implications of MPEG-4 video characteristics on
DVSS performance on chapter 8.



Chapter 7

Video Server Model

7.1 Introduction

In order to be able to compute operational parameters for a DVS we need to make
certain assumptions about the principal variables whose behavior we are trying to
predict. In this chapter we establish the operational frame work of the video model.
In order to achieve this, we begin by characterizing the operation of the DVS using the
time reverse of a well known model label Switched Arrival. Server. In the SAS model,
the server is the receives jobs from different clients and executes them. The time it
takes to execute those jobs is varying. The time reversal in out model consists in that
our server sends information to the clients, which in this scenario are user video buffers.
Nevertheless, the concept does not loose its generality since the video information to
be sent to the buffers, takes varying amounts of time in accordance to the variable size
of digital video which we have just described.

7.2 The Switched Arrival Server Scheme

The video server assigns a separate buffer to each user i, which is attended during a
service time ^ (it is filled with video data during this time). This service time depends
on the buffer depletion rate p,^. The mean depletion rate is given by p,^ = Rpi,iSvfj,
where RPn is the mean replay rate for user i. This depletion rate represents the video
information that is sent from a user buffer in the video server to each video display
customer through the network. We assume that the information is sent to the customer
at exactly the frame display rate (Rpi,iSVf^). In the Switched Arrival System (SAS)
scheme, each user buffer receives frames during a period of time called service time /j.
The server then switches to another buffer. It will not service the buffer again until
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it services the buffers of all the other users once. This is called a service cycle. The
service time each buffer is allocated must provide with enough video frames so that
the buffer will comply with user play-back rate requirements without frame starvation
during the entire service cycle [3], see also Fig. 7.1.

b,

xN(t)

Figure 7.1: Switch Arrival Service (SAS) scheme of buffers.

The SAS system feeds video traces to the different buffers in a round robin manner.
Therefore the data corresponding to a particular video segment is transferred to a
particular buffer until user-service time is complete or the buffer is full, then the SAS
system proceeds to the next user. No consideration is made for fairness in video frame
delivery.

In the SAS scheme with N users, each buffer i is associated with a service request
of that particular user. Let us assume that each buffer i has a capacity 6$, and £$(£) is
the state of the buffer at time t. Let us also consider that Laee.k,i and Lrotji are the seek
delay and plate rotation delay for request i. So, a, = Lseek,i + Lrotti is the switching
time for user i. This is the time needed for the disk head to be positioned in the correct
cylinder and allocation block. Similarly, Hd,i(t) is the depletion rate as a function of
time, whereas \i(t) = Ri — fJ-d,i(t) is the fill rate for buffer i in bits per second, where
Ri = Rdr fi is the disk throughput for user z, and /i is a factor which depends on the
switching delay between requests, interleaving and number of frames delivered. On
the other hand, /j(r) is the service duration in a cycle r for user i. When the Service
Scheduling Policy is periodic, we always have that /,(r) = k(r + 1). Finally, we will call
a period in which all pending service requests are serviced exactly one at the time a
Service Cycle.

The disk subsystem must attend each request by filling the designated buffer with
video frames either up to a certain level or for a fixed period of time. The order and
manner in which these requests are attended is called a service scheduling policy. In
general, a service scheduling policy $(r, x) is a function which returns a permutation
of the order in which the buffers will be serviced depending on cycle r and the state
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x = x(£) of all the buffers. The policy is called open loop if the permutation yielded by
it depends on time or service cycle k, and it is called closed loop when the permutation
depends on the state x of the buffers. If 4>(i] is a buffer which will be serviced at time
t, then the service scheduling policy is called periodic when <p(i) = 4>(t + S), where 5"
is a constant service cycle time.

In this dissertation, we will consider the Periodic Open Loop (POL) [54] scheduling
policy which serves each user i during a constant predefined time /j, as opposed to the
Periodic Closed Loop (PCL) scheduling policy which serves each client until Xi(t) = 6j.

In this SAS scheme the time delay that a particular data packet experiences in the
buffer is not relevant, since as long as there are frames on the buffer ready to be sent,
there will be a steady supply of frames exiting the buffer according to the play-back
rate. The main focus, however, is the empty state of the buffer. This means we are
mainly concerned with characterizing the state in which the disk subsystem did not
provide sufficient video frames for all buffers, that is, that the probability that one or
some of the buffers will reach the empty state.

7.3 The Global Time Balance Relations

The main parameters for the performance of the video server are: The service-rate
constant ki, the maximum number of simultaneous subscribers Nmax and the user
buffer size bi.

Since all buffers are depleted in parallel, then the reading time of data blocks needed
for the disk storage subsystem to replenish all buffers must be less than or equal to the
minimum buffer emptying time. One buffer will empty faster than the others because
either its size is smaller or its playback rate is faster. Assume that buffer i is filled
with exactly kinvj frames of size S v / j j , where j = 1, 2,..., kiUv^. We may also assume
that buffer i is filled with ki blocks of video and that each block contains nVji frames.
To comply with the playback-rate demands, relation (7.1) must hold. We shall call the
following inequality (7.1) the Global Time Balance Relation

/ „ . \
a(N) + v(N, k) + r(N, k) < min fc-^ (7.1)

V RpitJ

where N is the number of concurrent users in a given time, k = [A;i, fo,..., fcjv], «T =
a(N) = ]Ci=i ai ig the service cycle switching delay, v(N, k) = ^i=1 Vi(ki) is the service
cycle interleaving time (the time the disk head spends over interleaving gaps) and
r(N, k) = ^2i=1

 ri(ki) is the time spent by the disk fetching frames for all subscribers
in a service cycle. In our system, this translates to (see [50])
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N(L seek

The total time is the addition of video frames fetching time, plus the time spent by
the disk head over the interleaving space, plus the switching time. The disk throughput
for user i can be written as

Ri — Rdrfi —
+ Ti(ki

as we mention above, factor /* is the proportion of time that the disk spends fetching
video frames for user i divided by the total time it spends servicing request i.

We also define the service cycle disk throughput as l

Rf,r — Rfi

where fac is the proportion of time within a complete cycle that the disk needs to
transfer video frames.

Notice though, that Rsc is not equal to ]T)i=i -^ where Ri is the disk throughput
when user i is being serviced. Actually, we would expect that Ri ~ Rsc, i — 1, 2 , . . . , N.

In Fig. 7.2 we establish the relationship among disk transfer rate, user disk through-
put, service cycle disk throughput and buffer state. In Fig. 7.2a) we illustrate the fact
that the disk transfers information only when the disk head is over a granularity sec-
tion for user i (Mi). On the other hand, the disk subsystem will not transfer any
information when the disk head is over a interleaving disk section for user i (Gj). Even
though this section contains information for another user, such information will not
be read. Also, the disk will not transfer information whenever it is performing seek or
rotation operations, (otj). Thus, the sum of all the times the disk head is over user i
in M sectors is called TJ. We should notice that TJ is a function of fcj since it depends
on the number of (Mj,Gj) pairs that will be in the disk head path to finish a user i
turn. Consequently, the sum of all the times the disk head is over G sectors is called
Vi which is also a function of fcj. The sum of switching, interleaving and granularity
times for user i is called (j = Ci(^i) = ai + Ti + vi- This constitutes a user i service
cycle time, see Fig. 7.2b. We should remember that Rdr is the maximum disk data
transfer rate. However, for each disk head switching time from user to user (seek and

JOn the rest of this paper, Rsc will be referred just as R.
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rotation operations) and each time that the disk head is over interleaving sections we
waste disk bandwidth and therefore the disk throughput Ri < Rdr-

The dotted-lines in Figs. 7.2b) and 7.2c) show the disk throughput Ri. To compute
this throughput for an individual user turn, we add the amount of information in bytes
that has been transferred to user-video buffer and then divided by the duration of the
turn, Ci (Fig. 7.2b). To compute the service cycle disk throughput Rsc, the information
transferred to all users is added and then divide it by the duration S of the service
cycle (Fig. 7.2c).

The behavior of the buffers £*(£) is shown in Fig. 7.2d). We should observe that
when the disk subsystem is servicing a user then its buffer is not filled at rate Ri, rather
the buffer is filled at rate A, = Ri — Hd,i- This is so because the buffer is emptied at
rate p,^ bytes per second at the same time. At any given moment only one user buffer
is been filled, and all other buffers are depleted.

We can define the system load p as the ratio between the accumulated video data
demand and the disk throughput (R). Namely,

1 N

P=-ft^Vd,i- (7.5)
1=1

Another important parameter is Nmax, which is the maximum number of subscribers
that a scheduling policy $ can service simultaneously.

These operational parameters can be related as it is stated on the three propositions
explained in the rest of this Section.

Proposition I. There exist values fc$ = 1, 2 , . . . , ./V such that inequality (7.1) holds
if and only if p < 1.

The global time balance relation is in fact equivalent to the system load. Let us
invert inequality (7.1),

a(N)+v(N,k) + T(N,k) '

Now, multiplying inequality (7.6) by Ti(ki), we obtain
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and buffer state for N=2 users
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since r,(A;;) = ^2i=i'' Svf,ij/Rdr it can be closely approximated by k^r
Taking summation from 1 to TV on both sides of inequality (7.7), we find

TV

TV

£1=1 TV

v(N, k) + r(N, k) a(N) + v(N, k) + r(/V, k)
*,i (7-8)

i=l

since /^ = Si=i RpijSvfj- The ratio on the left hand side of the inequality is fsc and
since R = Rdrfsc, we show the equivalence.

Proposition II. Nmax is found by computing TV when the service-rate parameters
tj, become infinite.

In a switching system, if the disk data rate cannot be increased thus the net disk
throughput can be increased either by reducing the switching delay or by increasing
the user service time. However, it is not possible to reduce the switching time in a SAS
system because the physical limitations of disk seek and rotation operations, and it is
only possible to increase the user service time up to a certain level to keep the fairness
level for all users. So we should ask: How much should we increase user service time
in order to service the largest number of concurrent users?. For instance, decreasing
the switching delay to zero is equivalent to having only one user in the system. It is
a somewhat surprising result that we can use the service rate achieved by having only
one user on the system to compute the maximum number of concurrent subscribers
that can be serviced, as it will be shown below. We must remember that service time
for user i is represented by ki.

When a new user enters the system, the server must increase the service rate to
adequately service all current users. Since we consider the disk transfer rate R^ as
a constant, then the disk can only do this by reducing switching time between users.
This implies a higher ki for each user. As it has already mentioned in [55], increasing
the switching time decreases the user service-rate, whereas decreasing the switching
time increases the user service-rate. This can be appreciated if we look at Eq. (7.3) in
the following manner

Ri Rdr

Cti
Rdr

= Rdr = R,•dr

(7.9)

In Eq. (7.9) we can observe that as the system increases ki for each user i, then
the disk throughput asymptotically approaches Rdr[Mi/(Gi + Mi)] which we define as
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R°, i.e. the maximum data transfer rate allowed by the merged storage scheme, which
is achieved when there is a single user in the system. As the number of users increases
then the values of RI increases as well. However, it will never be equal to R° no matter
how large kj can be.

Since having ki = oo, i = 1, 2 , . . . , N is equivalent to having no switching delay.
Then from Fig. 7.2 we have

lim p(N, k) = lim
k—too k—>oo

R.•dr

N

£,t=i
N

RdrOtt+k^Gi+Mi)

N°

£/^,t
z=l

Rdr

N°
£M;
i=l

N°
E (Mi+Gl)

.i=l

Now, by setting p° = 1, we can find Nmax. If A''0 is an integer number, then
Nmax = N° — 1, and if N° is a real number, then Nmax = [A7'0], which allows us to
confirm the proposition.

Proposition III. For a periodic open loop scheduling policy, there exist buffer
capacity values called bmin^ — C*Aj, which are the steady long-term values of the buffer
level X(tm) = [xi(tm), x2(tm),..., xN(tm)} at the beginning of cycle tm.

We can compute the buffer capacity of each video stream when the scheduling
policy is periodic. For our purposes, we have used the Round Robin periodic policy.
By computing the data coming in and out of the buffers, the buffer level x, at time
tm+i can be found by the following recursive equation ([55], Section 5.1):

N

'&i
(7.11)

where \u\ + = max {u, 0}.

Assume that the sequence Xi(tm} converges to a limit point called a^. Let (* be
the unique user service cycle in which such limit is obtained. In order to avoid buffer
starvation or overflow, the data coming in and out of user buffers must be balanced.
Thus from Eq. (7.11) we find that the necessary and sufficient condition for a non-
starving and non-overflowing cycle which can attain such a limit point is (again [55],
section 5.1)

(7.12)
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which can only mean that

= 0.

127

(7.13)

Since the limit point in each service cycle remains the same, we need the buffer
to be able to hold the video data delivered in the convergence service cycle, that is
bmin,i = Q^i- Furthermore, let us call (/?; the size of video frames fetched from disk
for user i at such service cycle. Then, £* = <pi/Ri. Since A; = R^ — //d)i, by having
Ri 3> P-d,i, we get bminti ~ </jj. Thus the proposition is proved.

7.4 Mean Service Rate Parameters

In the Quality Proportional (QP) model the number of blocks transferred to a cus-
tomer is proportional to the playback rate kj = kRpi^ [50]. We call the parameter k
the proportional constant or more specifically the Proportional Service-Rate Constant.
This parameter specifies the disk throughput for each video strand, meaning that on
the average kRpinvSvf bytes will be transferred to the user buffer in each service cycle.

We call R the mean disk thoughput (as a function of k)

= R.•dr
kRn

Rdr

(7.14)

By balancing out the average disk throughput R with the average depletion rate
of all buffers /^ = NRpiSvf and taking into consideration the stability condition p =
p,d/R < 1 (see Proposition I), we can find k, as follows (which is basically the same
found in [50]),

k>
nv - NRpi

(7.15)

Using Proposition II we can find a mean value for the maximum number of concur-
rent subscribers as follows (which was also found using another method in [50])

-* * max —
Rdrnv

Rpi + nvSvf)
(7.16)
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And using Proposition III, the buffer size for video strand i is given by (which is
equivalent to the expressions found in [50] and [55])

bi > k Rpi<inv<iSvfti. (7.17)

7.5 Conclusions

The SAS scheme establishes a conceptual server model that identifies the basic opera-
tions of video server and thus, provides a framework by which we can establish rules
and algorithms according to video data behavior. It is a simple but powerful model
which can be used determine actual video server parameters by making assumptions
about the model components. For example, we could assume the fill rate A to be con-
stant or variable, or to originate from constant or variable blocks on disk. The same
can be said about the depletion rate p,^. On the other hand, the switching operation
can be assumed to be carried out with different types of service scheduling policies,
while the switching time depends on the disk scheduling policy.

In this dissertation, for the sake of understanding video data behavior, we simplify
somewhat the possibilities by assuming a constant switching delay a and a periodic
open loop, round robin service scheduling policy. We also assume that rather than
reading individual disk blocks, the server always returns complete frames, even if they
are differently compressed according to the MPEG-4 standard and accordingly, data is
withdrawn from user buffers as complete frames.

On the context of stochastic behavior, the mean values for service rate, proportional
service-rate constant, maximum number of subscribers, and user buffer size (the main
server design parameters considered on this dissertation) would seem at first as trivial.
Quite the contrary, they are actually very important both as approximations whenever
we cannot find closed form formulas for those values and as initial values whenever
iterative algorithms are needed to numerically find them.

Arguably, the most important contributions of this chapter are first, the definition
of the several types of disk throughput, which as will be shown in the following chap-
ters, simplify the computation of main server design parameters. This is because the
assumption of complete frames disk-delivery to user buffers implies a variable bit-rate
characteristic for disk throughput, which complicates parameter computation given
that buffer depletion rates are also variable bit-rate. Secondly, propositions I, II and
III provide an analytic basis with which the stochastic models to be derived in chap-
ters 9 and 10 stand. Proposition I allows the development of models to determine the
proportional service-rate constant, proposition II allows the development of models
to determine the maximum number of simultaneous subscribers, while proposition III
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allows the development of models to determine user buffers.



Chapter 8

The Chernoff Bound and
Self-Similarity

8.1 Introduction

One of the main problems of designing systems which work with variable data and
burstiness is that the models for such data rely on probability distributions that are
not easy to manipulate. Those that best describe the behavior of the data, at least
under some range of all the possible conditions, do not have easy to compute inverses,
like Gamma and Normal (Gaussian). This is important since in QoS-based systems
one must set the operational parameters in such way that the level of service complies
with QoS requirements. For example, if we must deliver video frames in a timely
manner, we must determine the seize of the video buffer, as has already discussed at
length in the preceding chapters. Hence, we must attempt to determine what should
be the size of the buffer such that the set of video frames that will be withdrawn by
the client in a service round will not be greater than the contents of the buffer with
certain probability. For that matter, we must invert the probability distribution, which
is not easy with those previously mentioned probability distributions functions (pdf).
Other probability distributions, such as Pareto which has been largely used to describe
video traffic, are easy to invert but have the disadvantage that they do not describe
well all the range of video sizes that will be present, perhaps those pdfs describe only
the largest 5%. Pareto also has another disadvantage; it does not have higher order
statistics, like variance, skewness (symmetry of the curve) and kurtosis (heaviness of
the Tail). Therefore, it does not provide a good fit to the population data statistics
which are measurable and thus exist.

Another problem is the characterization of the internal relationships of the data
itself. For example, how does the present size of video frames correlates to future sizes
of the data? If a large frame size is detected in the present set of video sizes, what can
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we assume about the future behavior of the data? Also, would it be possible to smooth
unpredictable bursts of data by averaging the data through the use of a large buffer?

To obtain reasonable estimates of operational parameters under QoS restrains, we
will use the Chernoff bound, which can make reasonable predictions of data behavior
as the work load increases, i.e., as the number of video frames that the server has
to fetch from disk and deliver to user buffers increases. This is called asymptotic
behavior because the prediction is only absolutely correct when user load is infinite.
Nevertheless, under heavy load we can make predictions with controllable degrees of
uncertainty.

To address the problem of inter-data correlation, we will use the theory of self-
similarity. This theory can help construct data models that address long-range depen-
dence and the lack of smoothing under aggregation. We will cover those theories in
this chapter.

8.2 Probability Asymptotics

Large Deviations theory concerns itself with the study of very rare events that may
have significant impact on the process we study. Think of it like the probability that
you actually won a lottery and the impact it would have on you and every body around
you. The main reference on the topic is [9]. Another good reference is [41].

Formally, the Large Deviations Principle (LDP) characterizes the limiting behavior,
as t —» oo, of a family of probability measures (see [41, Apendix A] and [17, Section
A 1.3] for a more thorough explanation). It is based on the principle of the largest term,
which means that if a rare event occurs, it will occur in only one overwhelmingly likely
way that will dominate for a long period of time. If we calculate which is the most
likely way, we know the typical behavior of the system. For example, imagine that we
know that in a quality control system for a product, there is a 1% of widely erroneous
instances out of the production line, measured out of a population of 1,000,000 obser-
vations. What is the most likely way that this erroneous product instances presented
themselves at measure time? They could all have been present in one single instance
rendering 10,000 consecutive erroneous measurements. Nevertheless, most likely the er-
roneous measurements presented themselves in every batch of 1,000, 10,000 or 100,000
observations as 10, 100 and 1,000 erroneous observations. Now consider, what if the
presence of even a single defective product renders the entire batch unusable? This not
only suggests that the phenomena is pervasive, but that the effect can be long- lasting
and that the way this phenomena presents itself must also be measured.

This computation is done in terms of a exponential probability decay rate function.
LDP establishes asymptotic upper and lower exponential bounds on the values of the
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measurable subsets of the probability measure. Since we will be using LDP to establish
probabilities that a certain random variable reaches certain values in 12, or A/", the formal
definitions of closed and open subsets will not be of great concern to us.

We start with the random variable X and a real valued function / in 7£ which is
called a "good rate function" if it satisfies the following three requirements:

i) I(X] > 0.

ii) / is lower semicontinuos. That is, if X^ X % , . . . is a sequence so that Xn —> X in
71 as n —> oo, then liminfn^x, I(Xn] > I(X] (see [1, sections 9.2 and 9.3] for a
full insight into continuity and compactness).

iii) If in addition the set {X : I ( X ) < a} is compact for every real a (in short - /
has compact level sets), then I is called a "good rate function".

Remarks

1. i) means that the tail probability always decays exponentially.

2. ii) is equivalente to the requirenment that the set {X : I(X] < a} is closed for
every real a. It means that the values can only jump down, so that / will reach
a minimum in any compact set.

3. iii) means that the limiting behaviour described in ii) will converge to the value
X and / will attain its minimum in any closed set.

We say that Z\, Z2 , . . . satisfies the LDP with rate function / if, for every closed set
(7, we have

:i c '<*> i8-1'
and for every open set G, we have

liminf 1 ,_D^ ^^ ^ ™f
n —> oo
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8.2.1 Chernoff Bound

The Chernoff bound is useful to find an approximate tail probability bound. This
computation is expressed in terms of an exponential probability decay function, which
is called the rate function in the large deviations theory.

Let M(0) = E [eeXl] with M(9] < oo, for 0 in some neighborhood of 0. Then
Zi, Z2,..., where Zn = n~l(X\ + ... + Xn) satisfies a LDP with rate function

^(a) = -log(infA(a)) (8.3)

l(a) = - log ( ̂  e-eaM(9]j = S*P (Oa - log M(0)), (8.4)

for a > E[Xi\. So (8.2) becomes

limsup 1 fXi + ... + Xn \ inf ,, , , ,
-logP > a } < - £(a) (8.5)
n V n J an —>• oo

where we get

P(Xi + . . . + Xn > v = no] < e~ne(a) (8.6)

furthermore,

E(a) = - In (inf e^aM(fl)) = sup (Oa - In M(0)), (8.7)
\ fl / g

and M(0) - E [e9Xl] < oo.

We define 0 = P(X\ + ... + Xn > <p = na). For instance, (f> can be the probability
that the time required to deliver n frames (Xi,..., Xn) from disk will be equal to or
greater than the allocated time if>. We can also formulate the problem as follows: "Find
a suitable disk fetch time ip such that the disk subsystem will be saturated, and hence
it will fail to deliver the required information with probability (j) (very small) at most".

Now suppose that the video files are stored in such a way that the units of informa-
tion (video frames) to be retrieved from the disk have a Gaussian pdf (in accordance
with the Central Limit Theorem) with mean //# and variance a^. The rate function
for such a random variable is
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2 V aN
(8.8)

Hence,

— UN + n
(8.9)

a/v can be thought of as the individual contribution of each random variable to the
accumulated service time.

On the other hand, if we assume a two parameter Gamma pdf for the random
variable X to model the units of information (as suggested in [4], [12], [35] and [37]),
with scale parameter A and shape parameter a, where by matching moments we find
the estimators ~E[X] = a/A and VarfX] = a/A2.

i(ag] — ag\ — a — a In

where ag has the same meaning as a/v.

After some algebra we find that (p,g =

(8.10)

ag = 1 + ln(±
n\

(8.11)

which is analytical to ag. A very close approximation (numerically verified) can be
obtained if we redefine equation (8.11) as

ag —
Vg n\

(8.12)

where a' can be obtained with the Gaussian approximation of Eq. (8.9). Now, by
matching the moment estimators for the mean and variance we can assume that ag —
crN = o, fjLg = //TV = P", arid by letting ag = a we obtain the following approximated
explicit solution for a

a = //
V j nX

(8.13)
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8.3 Self-Similarity

8.3.1 Mathematical Description of Self-Similarity

There are several, not equivalent, definitions of self-similarity. The standard one states
that a continuous-time process Y — {Y(t), t > 0} is self-similar (with self-similarity or
Hurst parameter H) if it satisfies the condition [2]:

Y(t) = a~HY(at}, t > 0, a > 0, 0.5 < H < I (8.14)

where the equality is in the sense of finite-dimensional distributions. It is important
to note that taking t = 1 and a = t, Eq. (8.14) also means that

Y(t] ± tHY(l] (8.15)

and

|z), (8.16)

where fY(t)(%) is the pdfot Y(t).

A typical self-similar process is Fractional Brownian Motion [28], that has been
widely used to model different types of systems, including ATM traffic, Ethernet traffic,
Internet WWW traffic, etc.

A processes satisfying (8.14) can never really be stationary, as stationarity requires
that Y(t) = Y(at). Note that stationarity means that time scaling does not have any
effect on the probabilities of the process we are measuring. On the other hand, in a
self-similar process, an event that occurs at time t will have an effect, and the effect is
a~H. How big is this effect? Well, that is why we also call self-similar processes long-
range dependent. In fact the effect is so large, that if we were to average the measures
taken form a self-similar stochastic process, instead of finding that the averages tend
to look the same over large periods of time, we would find that they would look just
as spiked as if we had measure over very short periods of time. Stationarity means
that after measuring over a large periods of time, we tend to get the same result.
Long-range dependence means that the measures look the same over wide ranges of
averaging times. This fact ties self-similarity with large deviations theory.

That is Y is typically assumed to have stationary increments (or rather the distri-
bution of {Y(t + s) — Y(t)} does not depend on t). Stationary increments mean that
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the distribution of the data which is measured in any interval of time depends only
in the length of the time interval. This assumption is only reasonable if there are no
periods of time at which the probability of obtaining certain measure does not increase,
like in rush hours, or decrease, like in slow hours.

8.3.2 The Hurst Parameter

8.3.3 Variance Structure

Let us assume that E[Xt] = 0 to satisfy the stationarity increment property. Let us
remember that

Yt^tHY1 (8.17)

Let s < t and denote cr2 ~ E[(F4 — Yt-i)
2] = EjYj2] the variance of the increment

process Xt = Yt — Yt-\. Then by stationarity,

E[(Yt - n)2] = E[(Yt_s - F0)
2] (8.18)

by self-similarity,

= E[((t - s)2HY?] = (t- s?HE(Y?} = a\t - s)2H (8.19)

thus,

E[Yt
2} = a2t2H (8.20)

Translating the continuous time to a discreet aggregation of random variables
(which we will do in chapter 10), we can see that a fractal flow of data will not add the
variance of a series of n observations neither by a multiplication by n nor its square
root (as assumed by normal random variable algebra). Rather,

on = naa, 0.5 < H < 1 (8.21)
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8.4 Conclusions

The LDP is an important development because it allows us to make probability and
inverse probability computations that would not be possible under normal conditions.
Although the asymptotic nature of the LDP might be at first sight a disadvantage,
it is not. The LDP becomes accurate, depending whether the system is characterized
as continuous or discreet, as either time increases or data aggregation increases. The
latter case means that the LDP can render accurate computation of data behavior at
heavy user loads. On the other hand, the fact that the LDP does not produce accurate
computations at low user loads is not all that important, since its asymptotic nature
also insures that whatever values for resources are calculated using LDP models, they
are lower bounds. This means that resources allocated using LDP models at low user
loads are higher than what is actually needed. If we remember that those resources
are already on the system, as long as those resources can be reassigned dynamically
to ensure QoS at higher user loads, the systems will work correctly. For example,
what if the system has only one user? We could allocate it as much buffer memory
and disk bandwidth as indicated by whatever model is available, LDP based or not,
or we could allocate all memory and all disk bandwidth. Since there are no other
users on the system, as long as memory space and disk bandwidth can be allocated
whenever other users arrive to the system, allocation of effective lower bounds on system
resources guarantees quality of service. For economic feasibility, the most important
factor, since it determines the total cost on memory, CPU and disk is the maximum
number of subscribers. In theory, a LDP based model should render better results for
this parameter and with easier to compute equations. This is something that will be
proven true in chapters 9 and 10.

Self-similarity, on the other hand, is indispensable for the correct computation of
user buffers. As has already discussed, self-similarity implies that data behavior will
not smooth out as more and more data is averaged (that is, larger and larger buffers
are used). Self-similarity allow us to understand the impact of time scaling and sample
aggregation (that is, random variable addition) on the probabilities functions which
determine the size of the buffers to be used. In particular, self-similarity determines
how variance behaves under such addition, which is essential for user buffer design.

Finally, the Gamma random variable has always been considered as a good model
for video data, but as video and other types of network traffic have been determined to
be modelled correctly by heavy tailed probability functions, like Pareto, Log-Normal
and Weibull, it has not been widely used. Another characteristic that has hampered
the use of the Gamma random variable is that the mathematical representation is
not easy to manipulate. As we have seen, the LDP allows the creation of "almost"
closed form equations (which can be easily substituted by simple numeric algorithms)
to compute inverse probability distributions which are necessary for video server de-
sign. Furthermore, the addition of self-similar characteristics to the stochastic process
improves the power of prediction of the Gamma based model even if it is not heavy
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tailed. Because of this, Gamma based self-similar models should be able to render
better prediction at both low and high quality of service requirements, unlike heavy
tailed models which by necessity can only render good result at very strict quality of
service requirements (that is, when the very last of the right tail of the probability dis-
tribution is used). Unfortunately, equivalent heavy-tailed models were not developed
for this dissertation and thus this last assertion will not be tested, although there are
some similar assertions on the literature already referenced.



Chapter 9

Stochastic Models for Operational
Parameters

9.1 Introduction

The models that we will develop in the following sections will assume that all stored
video files have the same mean frame size and playback rate however, not necessarily
the same variance, and that the DVS follows a Quality Proportional service policy.
Let us recall that this means that for service rate parameters, we aim to find a global
service rate proportionality constant k. We will also consider that the switching delay
a is constant for all users and service rounds and deterministic interleaving-

9.2 Framework

In section 7.4, the equations used to compute service rate parameters and maximum
numbers of subscribers use mean values for the stored video strands characteristics:
Iv, Rpi, nv, Svf and a. To provide deterministic quality of service, values which vary
from service cycle to service cycle, as in the case of a, and from fetched frame to
fetched frame as in the case of Sv/, should be set to the maximum values for each
video strand. However, compression technologies such as MPEG encoding can yield
quite smaller values for individual video frames and consequently. The switching delay
which is unrelated to these parameters varies form service cycle to service cycle since
it is a function of the placement of the individual frames in disk. Consequently, we
may increase the number of subscribers being serviced if we consider statistical service
guarantees, or inversely, the service parameters should be adjusted for a certain number
of simultaneous subscribers to comply with their service requirements.
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At this time, we introduce two propositions:

Proposition 1: The offering of statistical service guarantees will increase the
amount of users that the DVSS will be able to service simultaneously as compared
to providing deterministic service guarantees.

Proposition 2: Stochastic models will enable the correct determination of quality
of service given a certain configuration of server parameters for a certain number of
simultaneous subscribers.

9.3 Saturation Probability

In order to be able to define stochastic models for service rate parameters (mainly k ) ,
we begin by reformulating relation (7.1)

a(N) + v(N, k) + r(N, k) < kn(
v
min} (9.1)

Where a(N) is the switching delay, v(N,k) is the interleaving time and r(N, k) is
the time spent by the disk fetching frames for all subscribers.

The Disk Throughput is now

D _ O ' V-"' '"> (Q <)}

~~ dr [a(N) + v(N, k) + r(N, k)\ ( }

We also define, in accordance to Proposition II, the maximum number of subscribers
as

where /J,d is the buffer depletion rate caused by user video frame withdrawal.

While the disk subsystem fills each client buffer one by one, those are emptied in
parallel according to the depletion rate /^. Let X denote the total user demand bit
rate, which we will call the aggregate bit rate. When that bit rate exceeds disk capacity
R, then starvation occurs.

The Success Probability is the probability that all required video frames for all users
in a service round will be read and placed on their respective buffers on time. The
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Saturation Probability is the probability that the disk bit rate capacity will be exceeded
by the aggregate bit rate. The success and saturation Probabilities are defined as

PSUCC = P[X < R] = FX(R) ,Q .^

Paat = P [ X > R ] = l-Fx(R) (*A)

Since bit rate is defined as the amount of information processed over time, given a
certain amount of user demanded information, the success and saturation probabilities
can be defined as a function of the times involved in disk frame fetching operations. In
accordance to Proposition I, the saturation probability can also be defined as:

Psat = P [a(N] + v(N, k) + r(N, k} > kn(
v
min} ] (9.5)

By Proposition III and the Chernoff bound of the video frames size, b^ = na —
kRpinva.

We characterize r(N, k} in the following manner. Let Y$ = {Yi(t), t > 0, i = 1 , . . . , n}
be the continuous-time random process where Yj(t) is the amount of video information
inserted in user buffer i at time t by the disk. Let X i ( t ) = Yi(t) — Yt(t — 1) be its
strictly positive increment process. We will assume that Yi(t) has stationary incre-
ments. Also E[.Xt(£)] = Svfti and Var[Xj(t)] = of. The process of filling user buffers
conforms to the discrete accumulated time series X, = V? , X;(t} = Yi(n] -

9.4 Gamma Service Cycle Mean Model (GCM)

In this model we shall consider only the characteristics of individual strands within a
service cycle, then we will consider the video stream as a flow of constant-size video
frames. The typical number of frames delivered to each user in a service cycle is close
to the service rate (i.e. kRpinvs frames per second). These considerations are close to
modeling the video stream at the GOP level (again see [4], [35] and [37]). Video frame
disk-fetching time is now

TV

f,fc) =
Rdr Rdr

where (p is the minimum number of video frames that must be fetched from disk to
avoid buffer starvation and that complies with the global time balance relation, whereas
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a is the contribution of each user video stream according to the Chernoff bound. We
can see from the histograms in Fig. 9.1 that most video traces are not symmetric and
they can be fitted by a Gamma pdf. Then, by using the Chernoff bound presented
in subsection 8.2.1, Eq. 8.13, we can now obtain explicit expressions for k, Nmax and
6,. For instance, by using Proposition I, the value of the service-rate proportionality
constant is given by

k>
Na

(min) ;UD T
nv — 1\ Kpilv —

(9.7)

and form equation (8.9)

k>
Na

(min) 7VP? 7nv — i\ Hpiiv —

(9.8)

Similarly, by using Proposition II, we can express the maximum number of sub-
scribers as

•^'max lim
fc—+00

kRptnvif
Rdr (9.9)

or rather

^ »mav — lim
fc—»oo

(9.10)

where by taking the limit,

nv
(9.11)

where N' is actually Nmax as defined as in Eq. (7.16).
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Unfortunately, the expression for Nmax contains the value N (called TV') inside the
square root. Although an implicit solution can be found in the form of a quadratic
equation, it is deem not necessary to do such complicated computation. The necessary
value for TV can be either estimated using the formula for Nmax (equation 7.16), or it
can be computed using an iterative algorithm (which converges very quickly), or both,
as follows:

A Numerical Refinement Algorithm for the estimate of Nmax

1 !u(°) _ Rdrnv1. ^vmax - Rpi(jvRdr+Jlv-Svf}

2. i = 0

( i
nv( 1+-

RdrSyf

4. i = i + l

5. Repeat 3 and 4 until convergence

6 A T I Kj-ilast) I
• Wmax = [^max 'J

For most applications, it will suffice to use and approximation for Nmax inside
equation (9.11) using equation (7.16).

According to Proposition III, the buffer size for each video strand is just bt =
kRpinv(p/N. That is

= kRpinv
NSV f

(9.12)

It is well known that we obtain a Gamma random variable after adding an arbitrary
number of Gamma random variables with the same scale parameter. We assume that
video streams for different users have the same frame size mean and different variance,
so the correct distribution of the sum is not necessarily a Gamma random variable.
However, we can obtain an approximate Gamma random variable after considering the
same variance for the video streams of different users. The common variance that we
consider is the largest variance of all the video streams.
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Figure 9.1: Histogram for the video frame size of four video traces.

9.5 Strand Gamma Frame Size Distribution Model
(GFS)

In this model, we assume that for a single strand, the frames that read on a single
service cycle will have different size. We justify the use of the Gamma pdf because it it
is able to model the skewed nature of video frame size (see Fig. 9.1, [12], [4], [35] and
[37]). This means that for each user, the size of all the video frames read is the sum of
kRpinv Gamma random variables. The global time balance inequality can now simply
be written as

Na + NkRpiIv < fcn?
(min),

Idr
(9.13)

and from the Chernoff bound and Proposition I, the service rate proportionality
constant can be expressed as

k>
(min)
V N R ,T1 • flpl J-v

N \n(4>)a

* Q RtrS

NRplnvSvf [,

«dr I1 '

2
max

vf

'"{i + ̂ V^SJJ
(9.14)

where k may be obtained by Eq. (7.15). Just as we showed in the GMC model for
computing NmBX, in the GFS model we can derive a fast iterative algorithm to refine
k. It is important to note, that the use of the mean value as suggested in equation
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9.14 does provide close enough values for k. The following algorithm is presented for
completeness.

Na

4. i = i + I

5. Repeat 3 and 4 until convergence

6. k =

By using Proposition II, the maximum number of subscribers is given by

-^'ma.x —
nv

Rdr

(9.15)

And by using Proposition III, the buffer size for each video strand is just v?/AT, or
equivalently

(9.16)

9.6 Model Discussion

In Fig. 9.2 we show the computed values of k for each model and data as a function of
the number of simultaneous users at different saturation probability requirements. In
Fig. 9.2a we use a fairly high saturation probability of 1 x 10~2, in Fig. 9.2b we show
results for a slightly smaller saturation probability equal to 1 x 10~3 and in Figures
9.2c and d we show results for a saturation probabilities of 1 x 10~5 and 1 x 10~6

respectively. The last saturation probability might be typical in practice.

As expected, the service-rate proportionality constant A; increases hyperbolically as
the number of simultaneous subscribers increases. We can also see that simulation data
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Figure 9.2: Proportionality constant k as a function of the number of active subscribers.
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results tend to have a less steep hyperbolic bend around 12 to 18 users compared to all
models. It seems that this set of models is not able to provide accurate estimates for
the proportionality constant. However, somehow they do bound the maximum number
of simultaneous subscribers. For instance, at Psat = 1 x 10~2 the GCM model indicates
Nmax = 19, simulation data indicates 22, whereas the GFS model indicates 22. At
Psat = 1 x 10~3 the GCM model indicates Nmax = 19, simulation data indicates 19,
and the GFS model indicates again 22 users. At Psat = 1 x 10~5 the GCM model
indicates Nmax = 18, simulation data requires Nmax = 20, and GFS model indicates
22. Finally, at Psat — 1 x 10~6, the GCM model shows Nmax = 17, simulation data
shows Nmax = 20, and GFS model shows again Nmax = 22.

9.7 Conclusions

From these results we can elaborate several conclusions. First, stochastic models can
give higher and lower bounds for the service-rate proportionality constant k only at
low and high ranges of simultaneous subscribers, failing to do so at middle user ranges.
Furthermore, these values are better than those obtained by mean value models. Sec-
ondly, compared to simulation results, the Service Cycle model is better than the Frame
Size model. Last, the models are able to give upper and lower bounds on maximum
number of simultaneous users that can be serviced.

We can also observe that the Service Cycle model is usually too restrictive, while
the Frame Size model is too loose. We are now faced with the "Goldie Locks" problem:
The Service Cycle Mean model is too hot, while the Strand Frame Size model is too
cold. Is there any way to find a model which is just right?



Chapter 10

Gamma Fractal Noise

10.1 Introduction

Upon close examination of the models developed en the previous chapter, we find that
the main difference between GCM and GFS models is the way in which the models
characterize the variation of frame size under user and time aggregation (user aggre-
gation is N, time aggregation is n = kRpinv}. We find that the Service Cycle model
says that the aggregated variance depends directly upon the number of variables being
read a^ = K,\kRpinvij, while the Strand Frame Size model says, more convention-
ally, that the variance depends on the aggregation of frames by a square root law

It appears clear that the model we seek for would characterize variability under
accumulation in the Fractal or Self-Similarity manner, by considering the following
increment variance aggregation structure: cr(n) = nHa, 0.5 < H < 1. The Gamma
Fractal Noise model is a self-similar, and it seems to be able to model variance of video
data and other characteristics, such as long-range dependance and fractal behavior.
We will develop this model in this chapter.

10.2 Gamma Fractal Noise

We assume that for a single video stream, the frames that read on a single service cycle
will have different size. This means that for each user, the size of all the video frames
read is the sum of kRpinv random variables. We can see from the histograms in Fig.
9.1 that most video traces are not symmetric and they can be fitted by a Gamma pdf
as it has been noted by several authors as well, see [4], [35] and [37].
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It is well known that we obtain a Gamma random variable after adding an arbitrary
number of Gamma random variables with the same scale parameter. We assume that
video streams for different users have the same frame size mean and different variance,
so the correct distribution of the sum is not necessarily a Gamma random variable.
However, we can obtain an approximate Gamma random variable after considering the
same variance for the video streams of different users. The common variance that we
will consider is the largest variance of all the video streams.

The global time balance inequality can now simply be written as

Na + NkRpi7v + ~ < kn(
v
min\ (10.1)

Rdr

where </? is the sum of the sizes of all the videos that must be read and delivered in
order to comply with the saturation probability, and the inequality (10.1) is achieved
with probability 0.

In this model, which is closely related to the one found in [28], we compute </? using
a continuous-time process, say Y(t), and later tie it to the discrete-time increment
process X(n). Let Y(t) = pi + Z ( t ) , with E[Y]=p,t. The stochastic process Z(t) is
self-similar with E[Z(t)] = 0 and E[Z2(t)] = cr2t2H. The accumulation process can be
written as [29]

E[LiX(i) = r(n)-y(n-l) + y(n-l) . . .-F(0) = n/x + Z(n) = n^ + nHZ(l). (10.2)

The discrete-time random process {X(n)} is a collection of random variables
), X(2),..., } and it will be denoted as {Xi,X2, • • • , } • Thus, the Chernoff limit

for the saturation probability is

+ • . . . + Xn > tp = no) < e~nl(a) (10.3)

Also, from self-similarity, the video frame accumulation probability is

Xn > y>) = P(ntjL + nHZ(l) >^ = P( Z ( l ) > ̂ ^ = a ) . (10.4)

We will denote Z(l) as the random variable Z. The marginal distribution of Z ( t ) is
characterized by a three parameter Gamma pd/vfitb. parameters: shape a, scale \t~H,
and location —a/\tH. It is important to note that by making t = 1 in Z(t) and from
the self-similarity property we have E[A"j]=//c = a/A and Var[^Tj]=cr^ = a/A2. In
Appendix A we show that under these conditions, Z(t) is self-similar.
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The moment generating function of such a three-parameter Gamma random variable
is the same as the one of a two-parameter Gamma random variable shifted by A

(10.5)

Then according to the Chernoff bound we have

a
6AP[Z > a] < mm e~Ba ( -^-^ } e0A = e~e(a\ (10.6)

where

a) = sup{#a-lnM(#)}. (10.7)

Since Z is a zero mean random variable, A = — /L*G. We find that 0* = min0>0 =
A - -£- and

C

thus

i(a) = \(a + VG) - a - a\n jl + — 1 (10.8)
I VG j

Prom Eqs. (10.3) and (10.8), after some algebra we find that

a l n < j l + — J> -A(a + //G) (10.9)

which does not yield an implicit solution for a. However, we can find an approximate
solution by considering that "a" in the term A(a + ^G) is more important than "a" in
the term log(l + a/^c)- Thus we can redefine Eq. (10.9) as

where a' can be approximated with the Gaussian case in Eq. (8.9). Let us denote by
the subscript N the parameters for this Gaussian case, thus

(10.11)
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We should remember that E[Z(t)] = 0. Now, by substituting a' given in (10.11)
into the inequality (10.10) we obtain

7.
Now, by matching the moment estimators for the mean and variance we can assume

that OQ = UN = &-, VG = VN = A4, and by letting a^ = a we obtain the following
approximated explicit solution for a

a = ̂ —-^ < „ ( In < 1 + v - ) - - .̂ (10.13)
^ } :

Also, by taking into account that n — NkRpinv, and [i = Svf we find that a
reasonable approximation for if> is given by

= na < NkRpinvSvf \l + (NkRpinv)
H 1 An

(10.14)
^max

10.3 DVSS Operational Parameters

Substituting Eq. (10.14) in Eq. (10.1) we find

Na + NkRplIv + NkRp^l [i + (NkRplnvf-
1 (in

(10.15)
\n(4>)(NkRplnv}

H a^ (m;n)

SvfRdT ~ KUv

As it is the case for a en Eq. (10.9), it is not possible to find an explicit expression
for A; in Eq. (10.15). So we must use Eq. (7.15) for all the instances of k with H as its
power (and call them k), and optionally use the numerical refinement procedure shown
below. Then, using simple algebra and Proposition I we find
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Na-

(min] A r r-> T N RvinvSv f \ -, . / A T r> — 7 \ " A in\, - NRvtIv "' lf \ 1 + (NRnin^k) In

(10.16)

Using Proposition III, the buffer size for each video strand is simply (p/N. We also
use each individual O{ to gain further accuracy on individual buffer capacity determi-
nation

(NkRpinv}
H~l In

V. ~ vj J /

(10.17)

svf

With the GCM and GFS models we were able to show that using Proposition III it
is possible to find the maximum number of concurrent subscribers. But at this time,
the solution for the Gamma Fractal Noise models has not been found.

As shown in Appendix B, the FGN model is not only self-similar, but also long-
range dependant

In Fig. 10.1 we show several plots of the k parameter versus TV for the models
GFN and GCM, which was the best of the models described in the last chapter, in
comparison with the simulation data results for Psat = 1 x 10~2 and Psat = 1 x 10~6.
In both figures we clearly see that the GFN model renders an improvement on the
prediction for the value of k around the middle ranges of simultaneous subscribers.
But more importantly, in Fig. 10. Ib we are able to see that the GFN model follows the
simulation data curve in most of the cases, although it still underestimates k within
the middle range.

Although equation (10.16) provides a very good approximation for the service-rate
proportionality constant, it can be made even better by using the simple numerical
refinement algorithm that follows:

Na

2. i = 0

Rdrsvf
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8-
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N

(a) Saturation probability =
1 x 1(T2

10 12 14 16 18 20 22
N

(b) Saturation probability
1 x 1CT6

Figure 10.1: Proportionality constant k as a function of the number of active sub-
scribers. This figure compares the GFN model and the earlier GCM model versus
simulation data results.

4. i = i + l

5. Repeat 3 and 4 until convergence

6. k =

As k(0> is already a good approximation, the algorithm converges in just a few steps.

10.4 Appendix A. Self-Similarity Using a Three-
Parameter Gamma Probability Density Func-
tion

A random variable Z characterized by a three-parameter Gamma pdfhas the following
form

(10.18)

where A is the location parameter, B is the scale parameter and C is the shape
parameter. For such a random variable, the moments are defined as follows:

Mean = A-\
Variance —
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Skewness = -4=
Kurtosis = A + B(C - 1)

It can be seen that a two parameter Gamma and a three parameter Gamma differ
only on the first moment. In our case, B = ^-, C = a and by setting A = ^-tH

we achieve a zero mean three parameter Gamma random variable, with E[Z] — 0 and
E[Z2] = -^t2H. Also, by matching moments with the random process Y(t] = /
which must be E[X] = /j,dt, and Var[X] = a2t2H, we find /^ = ^ and a2 = j^.

According to [21], pp. 122, if Y = aX, then

f v ( t ) = ̂ fx ( - ) (10.19)
\LL \ LL I

A fractal random variable scales in time following the law

Z(t] = tHZ(l) (10.20)

then

f z ( i ] ( z } = t H f z ( t ] ( t H z } (10.21)

since t is always positive. Simple algrebra shows that

) (10.22)

which proves the fractal scaling behavior of the three-parameter Gamma random
variable.

10.5 Appendix B. Correlation Structure of the GFN
Model

As we mentioned before, the random variable Z(i) is self-similar Gamma. Although
self-similarity should imply long-range dependence in most of the cases, there are some
self-similar models that are not long-range dependent. One example is Brownian mo-
tion which is |-sssi with white Gaussian noise as its increment process. The latter is
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not long-range dependent. There are also some long-range dependent models which
are not self-similar, fractional ARIMA being one of them. We must now answer the
question: is the model Gamma Fractal Noise long-range dependent? We shall show
that the stationary increments assumption guarantees long-range dependence for the
increment process, as it has been noted in [49] without proof.

Remembering that Y(t] = p,t + Z(t) and that E[Z(t)] = 0 and that E[Z2(t)] =
a2t2H, we can see that

E[Y (*)] = E[/rf] + E[Z(*)] =

E[K2(t)] = E[(/it + Z ( t ) ) 2 ] = J

E[F(t2) - = E[//|t2-t1 +Z(« 2 ) -

1,1Hff't

(10.23)

(10.24)

(10.25)

Also, by the stationary increments property

|2 , Jl\

(10.26)

(10.27)

But

- yfa))2] = E[y2(^2)] + E[F2(^)] - 2E[Y(t2)Y(tl)} (10.28)

Thus

= ^(E[F2(*2)] - E[(y(t2) - F^))2] + E[y2(tO]) (10.29)

= ̂ t2ti + —( (10.30)

Also since

•E[Z(t2)Z(tO]

(10.31)

(10.32)

we gather that
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2
l _ ° iAH I- + \2H , .2H\ f-,n oo\
J — —(t2 - 1^2 " I I I +tl ) (10.66)

We now proceed to find the covariance between the sizes of the video frames fetched
from disk, characterized by the increment process of the Gamma Fractal Noise. Re-
membering that X ( t ) = Y(t)-Y(t-l), we have that E[X(t)] = E[Y(t)-Y(t-l)] = n

Cav[X(i),X(i + k)} = Cov[X(l), X(k + 1)] (10.34)

Cov[X(l), X(k + 1)] = E[(X(1) - E[X(l)])(X(fc + 1) - E[X(k + 1)])] (10.35)

= E [ X ( l ) , X ( k + l ) } - / j 2 (10.36)

= E[F(1), Y(k + 1)] - E[Y(1), Y(k)] - ^ (10.37)

= E[Z(1), Z(k + 1)] - E[Z(1), Z(fc)] (10.38)

= ^((fc + 1)2H - 2A:2// + (fc - 1)2//) (10.39)

Due to the equivalence between the second difference operator and the derivative
it holds

Cav[X(i),X(i + k}} = —A2k2H (10.40)
J-2 (10.41)

If \ < H < 1 the autocorrelation coefficient r(k) = CovF(y(i+fc)J decays hyperbol-
ically, thus is not summable. This proves that the Gamma Fractal Noise is long-range
dependent.
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Conclusions and Further Work

As we have shown, the gamma probability distribution is a good descriptor for the
behavior of video data. It enables the creation of simple models that take into account
the short-range dependencies inherent in a non heavy-tailed probability distribution,
but also the long-range dependencies that often arise in self-similar traffic. It also has
the advantage of easy estimation of statistical parameters.

Since the models we have been using rely on the Chernoff bound, which tries to
approximate the tail of a probability distribution, it is not surprising that we should
obtain better results at low saturation probability requirements and higher user loads.
Also, we can see that incorporating the self-similarity characteristics attributed to video
data along with the usage of a skewed probability distribution such as Gamma, renders
a good improvement on the prediction of digital video server behavior over models that
do not take into account these characteristics.

Self-similarity in video data implies a long-range dependence characteristic that has
important implications on the development of video data models, such as absence of
the Markov memory less property and the inability to expect smooth behavior under
periodic averaging. The simplicity of the GFN model we developed enables easy com-
putation of important operational parameters, such as user service-rate (though the
proportionality constant) and buffer size. This computation can be easily extended
for admission control, network link bandwidth estimation, network buffer-delay and
others. Also, maximum number of clients can be bounded using the GCM and GFS
models.

Also, we have shown that the correct estimation of user buffer allows an impor-
tant simplification of scheduling policies. For example, we have used Round Robin,
which by nature ensures fairness, and by reducing scheduling over-head, ensures high
performance.

157
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It is also worth noting, that the models which we have developed can be applied to
a wide range of problems, from digital video design to network design and even other
non-IT related areas such as economics, whether and stock exchange forcasting.

Specifically, the GFN model can be used to design admission control algorithms and
to model user VCR control behavior. We have already proved that the GFN model can
be used for QoS resource reservation. It is a not-so-difficult step to extend the resource
reservation to a correct estimation of server parameters under transient conditions,
which is the main task of an admission control algorithm. As for VCR controls, they
present interesting problems regarding what to do with user resources once the user
has paused a video reproduction. Should the user resources be returned to the general
resource pool and make the user go through a reservation process once it decides to
continue? Self-similar theory tells us that this user behavior will have chaotic, much
like video data it self, thus the FGN model can help determine the amount of resources
that can be returned to the general pool and the amount that should be kept for user
play-back continuation.

Also, the FGN model can be used to improve real-time scheduling of disk I/O
requests and user requests. If a DVS can determine the self-similar characteristics of
video streams, it can assign a higher priority to those which exhibit a higher value of
the Hurst parameter, since they are more likely to be in need of instantaneous higher
bandwidth.

Another interesting area of research is to work on the improvement of the model
to cover several characteristics that are bound to be common in a DVSS. First would
be the need to incorporate the assumption of a fixed-block disk structure. The current
model assumes that the disk subsystem fetches stored video frames complete. Natu-
rally, some video servers will store video frames in fixed blocks and this has to be taken
into consideration correctly determine user resource allocation. Another improvement
would be the incorporation of a clear support for different classes of video streams.
In the models we developed, we assumed that the video streams had the same mean
frame size. It is more likely that in an actual implantation of a video server, the movies
stored on disk will have a wide range of mean video sizes, depending on the dynamics
of the video shots. This could be easily achieved, since the Chernoff bound does have
solutions for different classes of traffic.

The research can also be further enhanced if we do take into consideration real-time
scheduling of user requests by implementing a closed loop scheduling policy. So authors
have stated that such modification can lead to large reductions in buffer space and thus,
large economic savings. Real-time scheduling can reduce user buffer needs to one frame,
and even less. Since memory is actually one of the most expensive components of a
DVS, reduced memory is something to be desired. On the other hand, further resource
savings can be achieved if user VCR operations, specially "pause" commands are taken
into consideration. When a user pauses a video, resource consumption for such user
becomes nil. But, and this is a big but, users will expect to be able to restart video
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playback the moment they indicate resume. This means that correct modelling of such
operations can translate in more users been serviced without noticeable reduction of
user service.

Bandwidth reduction can be achieved by user video start up request, something
called near video on demand (NVOD). With NVOD, user video playback request that
are sufficiently close together in time can be grouped. The requested video is then
transmitted using multicast. If the video is popular enough, very large bandwidth
savings can be achieved. This improves server performance because first, one video is
fetched from disk to be transmitted to several users, which improves disk throughput
for those users, and secondly, because the local link will use one transmission for several
destinations. Often times, server capacity is not the main bottleneck, but rather the
saturation of the network local link (last mile).

Finally, further use of the Large-deviations theory can enhance the prediction results
of the models. Large-deviations theory can determine the maximum span of time (or
in this case, video frames), in which the long-range relations become relevant. Under
this theory, user service rate would be set to the mean rate, but user buffers could
be determined as to what would be the maximum value of the size of the aggregation
of frames in a given service cycle. Thus the design of a video server becomes an
optimization problem: determine the least amount of user buffer that would allow the
least amount of disk-bandwidth saturation.ch as absence of the Markov memoryless
property and the inability to expect smooth behavior under periodic averaging.

The considerations above, when taken into account for the development of models
of many kind of network data delivery, not only video, will enable much better design
of the data services that must be understood and produced in the near future.e.
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Glossary

ADPCM. Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation. ADPCM produces a lower bit rate
than PCM by recording only the difference between samples and adjusting the
coding scale dynamically to accommodate large and small differences. Some
applications use ADPCM to digitize a voice signal so voice and data can be
transmitted simultaneously over a digital facility normally used only for one or the
other.

AVI. Advanced Video Interface. The file format for Microsoft's Video for Windows
standard.

Bandwidth. The amount of data that can be transmitted in a fixed amount of time. For
digital devices, the bandwidth is usually expressed in bits per second (bps) or bytes
per second. For analog devices, the bandwidth is expressed in cycles per second, or
Hertz (Hz).

Buffer Starvation. A moment in time when a data buffer must deliver data to a network
link but it is empty.

CD. Compact Disc. A compact disk is a polycarbonate with one or more metal layers
capable of storing digital information. The most prevalent types of compact discs are
those used by the music industry to store digital recordings and CD-ROMs used to
store computer data

Chernoff Bound. A mathematical technique that provides asymptotic approximations to
probability measures.

Chrominance. Color. Signals that convey color information for video pictures. Usually,
color is decomposed in three components such as RGB or YUV.

Coding. A step of the digitalization process where a discreet value rounded by quantization
is converted to a binary pattern (number).

Digitalization. Process of converting analog signals to discreet binary signals. This process
goes through three stages: sampling, quantization and coding.

Display Rate. The amount of images per second that are shown when reproducing video.
DPCM. Differential Pulse Code Modulation. DPCM produces a lower bit rate than PCM

by recording only the difference between.
DSL. Digital Subscriber Line. DSL technologies use sophisticated modulation schemes to

pack data onto copper wires. They are sometimes referred to as last-mile
technologies because they are used only for connections from a telephone switching
station to a home or office, not between switching stations.

DVB. Digital Video Broadcast. The transmission of digital video to multiple receivers
using broadcast technologies and protocols.

DVD. Digital Video Disk. A type of optical disk technology similar to the CD-ROM. A
DVD holds a minimum of 4.7GB of data, enough for a full-length movie. DVDs are
commonly used as a medium for digital representation of movies and other
multimedia presentations that combine sound with graphics.

DVSS. Digital Video Service System. A high performance network server that specializes
in digital video delivery through network links.

EDF. Earliest Deadline First. An scheduling algorithm where the task with the earliest
deadline is executed with highest priority.



Entropy Coding. A compression technique that does not loose any information.
Ethernet. A local-area network (LAN) architecture developed by Xerox Corporation in

cooperation with DEC and Intel in 1976. Ethernet uses a bus or star topology and
supports data transfer rates of 10 Mbps. The Ethernet specification served as the
basis for the IEEE 802.3 standard, which specifies the physical and lower software
layers. Ethernet uses the CSMA/CD access method to handle simultaneous demands.
It is one of the most widely implemented LAN standards.

Fractal. A word coined by Benoit Mandelbrot in 1975 to describe shapes that are "self-
similar" — that is, shapes that look the same at different magnifications. To create a
fractal, you start with a simple shape and duplicate it successively according to a set
of fixed rules. Oddly enough, such a simple formula for creating shapes can produce
very complex structures, some of which have a striking resemblance to objects that
appear in the real world.

Frame. In graphics and desktop publishing applications, a rectangular area in which text or
graphics can appear. In video, is an image displayed according to the display rate.

FTTC. Fiber to the Curb. The installation of optical fiber from a telephone switch to within
1,000 feet of a home or enterprise. Typically, coaxial cable is used to establish the
connection from curb to building.

FTTH. Fiber to the Home. The installation of optical fiber from a telephone switch directly
into the subscriber's home. Fiber optic cable is an alternative to coaxial cable.

Gamma Random Variable. A random variable that conforms to the Gamma probability
distribution. The shape of the histogram is not bell shaped with respect to the mean.

Gaussian Random Variable. A random variable that has a bell shape probability
distribution. It is also called Normal random variable.

GOP. Group of Pictures. A collection of digital video frames that are interdependent for
video reproduction. The patter has a shape such as IBBP. Where I frames are JPEG
compressed, B frames are interpolated using I or P frames, and P frames are
predicted from I frames using motion vectors.

GSS. Group Sweeping Schedule. A disk scheduling algorithm that partitions each round of
disk request servicing into a number of groups. Each request is assigned to a group
and groups are serviced in a fixed order in each round.

HD. Hard Disk. A magnetic disk on which you can store computer data. The term hard is
used to distinguish it from a soft, or floppy, disk. Hard disks hold more data and are
faster than floppy disks. A hard disk, for example, can store anywhere from 10 to
more than 100 gigabytes, whereas most floppies have a maximum storage capacity of
1.4 megabytes.

HDTV. High Definition Television. A new type of television that provides much better
resolution than current televisions based on the NTSC standard. There are a number
of competing HDTV standards, which is one reason that the new technology has not
been widely implemented. All of the standards support a wider screen than NTSC
and roughly twice the resolution. To pump this additional data through the narrow
TV channels, images are digitized and then compressed before they are transmitted
and then decompressed when they reach the TV.

HFC. Hybrid Fiber Coaxial. A way of delivering video, voice telephony, data, and other
interactive services over coaxial and fiber optic cables. An HFC network works



consists of a headend office, distribution center, fiber nodes, and network interface
units.

HRM. Hybrid Rate Monotonic. A real-time scheduling algorithm in which tasks are
classified as isochronous, real-time and guaranteed service. Isochronous tasks are
serviced until completed. Real-time tasks are serviced then and if there is still enough
time, guaranteed service tasks are serviced.

HTML. Hyper Text Markup Language. The authoring language used to create documents
on the World Wide Web.

HS. Hierarchical Scheduling. A real-time scheduling algorithm that groups tasks and then
partitions the server CPU time among those groups.

Hypermedia. An extension to hypertext that supports linking graphics, sound, and video
elements in addition to text elements. The World Wide Web is a partial hypermedia
system since is supports graphical hyperlinks and links to sound and video files. New
hypermedia systems under development will allow objects in computer videos to be
hyperlinked.

Hurst Parameter. Discovered by H. E. Hurst in 1965 while studying the behavior of the
Nile river, this parameter shows how the aggregated variance (the variance of regular
segments) of a time series decays in relation to the population variance.

IETF. Internet Engineering Task Force. The main standards organization for the Internet.
The IETF is a large open international community of network designers, operators,
vendors, and researchers concerned with the evolution of the Internet architecture
and the smooth operation of the Internet. It is open to any interested individual.

Jitter. Random variation in the timing of a signal.
JPEG. Joint Photographic Expert Group. The original name of the committee that designed

the standard image compression algorithm. JPEG is designed for compressing either
full-colour or grey-scale digital images of "natural", real-world scenes. It does not
work so well on non-realistic images, such as cartoons or line drawings. JPEG does
not handle compression of black-and-white (1 bit-per-pixel) images or moving
pictures. It is a lossy compression technique for color images. Although it can reduce
files sizes to about 5% of their normal size, some detail is lost in the compression.

LDP. Large Deviations Principle. A mathematical theory that defines "good rate functions"
the help find asymptotic approximations to probability measures by giving more
weight to rare but widely deviant probability events.

LSA. Level of Service Agreement. A compromise between a computer and its network
service provider about tolerable bounds on network delay, jitter, bandwidth, etc.

Luminance. Brightness. The coordinate in the HSB color model that determines the total
amount of light in the color. Zero brightness is black and 100% is white, intermediate
values are "light" or "dark" colors.

MBone. Muticast Backbone. MBone is an extension to the Internet to support IP
multicasting — two-way transmission of data between multiple sites. The TCP/IP
protocol used by the Internet divides messages into packets and sends each packet
independently. Packets can travel different routes to their destination, which means
that they can arrive in any order and with sizable delays between the first and last
packets. In addition, each recipient of the data requires that separate packets be sent
from the source to the destination. This works fine for static information, such as text
and graphics, but it doesn't work well for real-time audio and video.



Mirroring. Writing duplicate data to more than one device (usually two hard disks), in
order to protect against loss of data in the event of device failure. This technique may
be implemented in either hardware (sharing a disk controller and cables) or in
software. It is a common feature of RAID systems.

Motion Compensation. A compression technique for moving pictures that reduces
bandwidth by specifying, through a vector, the motion of square blocks of the video
frame.

MPEG. Motion Picture Expert Group, working group of ISO. The term also refers to the
family of digital video compression standards and file formats developed by the
group. MPEG generally produces better-quality video than competing formats, such
as Video for Windows, Indeo and QuickTime. MPEG files can be decoded by special
hardware or by software.

MPLS. Multiprotocol Label Switching. An IETF initiative that integrates Layer 2
information about network links (bandwidth, latency, utilization) into Layer 3 (IP)
within a particular autonomous system—or ISP—in order to simplify and improve IP-
packet exchange.

NTSC. National Television Systems Committee. The NTSC is responsible for setting
television and video standards in the United States (in Europe and the rest of the
world, the dominant television standards are PAL and SECAM). The NTSC standard
for television defines a composite video signal with a refresh rate of 60 half-frames
(interlaced) per second. Each frame contains 525 lines and can contain 16 million
different colors.

OSI. Open Systems Interconnection. An ISO standard for worldwide communications that
defines a networking framework for implementing protocols in seven layers. Control
is passed from one layer to the next, starting at the application layer in one station,
proceeding to the bottom layer, over the channel to the next station and back up the
hierarchy. A model of network architecture and a suite of protocols (a protocol stack)
to implement it, developed by ISO in 1978 as a framework for international standards
in heterogeneous computer network architecture.

PAL. Phase Alternation Line. The dominant television standard in Europe. The United
States uses a different standard, NTSC. Whereas NTSC delivers 525 lines of
resolution at 60 half-frames per second, PAL delivers 625 lines at 50 half-frames per
second. Many video adapters that enable computer monitors to be used as television
screens support both NTSC and PAL signals.

PCM. Pulse Code Modulation. A sampling technique for digitizing analog signals,
especially audio signals. PCM samples the signal 8000 times a second; each sample
is represented by 8 bits for a total of 64 Kbps. There are two standards for coding the
sample level.

PCL. Periodic Closed Loop. A type of scheduling policy where the state of the data buffer
is monitored in order to determine the next data request that will be serviced.

POL. Periodic Open Loop. A type of scheduling policy where the order of user request
service is predetermined regardless of the state of data queues.

QP. Quality Proportional. A video buffer service policy that delivers video information to
data buffers proportionally to the display rate of the video stream requested by a user.

QOS. Quality of Service. A networking term that specifies a guaranteed throughput level.
One of the biggest advantages of ATM over competing technologies such as Frame



Relay and Fast Ethernet, is that it supports QoS levels. This allows ATM providers to
guarantee to their customers that end-to-end latency will not exceed a specified level.

QT. Quick Time. A video and animation system developed by Apple Computer.
QuickTime is built into the Macintosh operating system and is used by most Mac
applications that include video or animation. PCs can also run files in QuickTime
format, but they require a special QuickTime driver. QuickTime supports most
encoding formats, including Cinepak, JPEG, and MPEG.

Quantization. A step in the digitalization process where the sampled values are adjusted to
the nearest predefined accepted value.

RAID. Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks. A category of disk drives that employ two
or more drives in combination for fault tolerance and performance. RAID disk drives
are used frequently on servers but aren't generally necessary for personal computers.

Rate Function. A mathematic equation which is computed by performing a Laplace
transform on a characteristic equation of a random variable that provides with
asymptotic approximations to the long-range behavior of a random variable.

Real-Time Systems. Describes an application which requires a program to respond to
stimuli within some small upper limit of response time (typically milli- or
microseconds).

RFC. Request for Comments. A series of notes about the Internet, started in 1969 (when
the Internet was the ARPANET). An Internet Document can be submitted to the
IETF by anyone, but the IETF decides if the document becomes an RFC. Eventually,
if it gains enough interest, it may evolve into an Internet standard.

RGB. Red, Green, Blue. The three colors of light which can be mixed to produce any other
color. Colored images are often stored as a sequence of RGB triplets or as separate
red, green and blue overlays though this is not the only possible representation. These
colors correspond to the three "guns" in a color cathode ray tube and to the color
receptors in the human eye.

Rotaion Time. See RPM.
RPM. Revolutions per Minute. This hard disk parameter determines the rotation time.
RR. Round Robin. A scheduling algorithm where each service request is serviced exactly

once in each round. Tasks are serviced in the same order in each service round.
RSVP. Resource Reservation Protocol. A new Internet protocol being developed to enable

the Internet to support specified Qualities-of-Service (QoS). Using RSVP, an
application will be able to reserve resources along a route from source to destination.
RSVP-enabled routers will then schedule and prioritize packets to fulfill the QoS.

RTCP. Real-Time Control Protocol. An ancillary protocol for RTP that sends status and
coordination information. Its main purpose is to provide with quality of service
information and to convey multimedia session participant information.

RTSP. Real-Time Streaming Protocol. An application layer protocol for controlling
delivery of a stream of real-time multimedia content. RTSP allows users to start
playing from a certain position. It does not actually deliver the data, but works
alongside existing delivery channels such as UDP, TCP, or IP multicast.

RTP. Real-Time Protocol. An Internet protocol for transmitting real-time data such as
audio and video. RTP itself does not guarantee real-time delivery of data, but it does
provide mechanisms for the sending and receiving applications to support streaming



data. Typically, RTF runs on top of the UDP protocol, although the specification is
general enough to support other transport protocols.

Sampling. A step in the digitalization process where a signal is measured periodically and
this value is recorded.

Saturation Probability. The probability that the user demand of video information will
exceed, and thus saturate, the capabilities of the disk server. This is reflected by
buffer starvation.

SCSI. Small Computer System Interface. A parallel interface standard used by Apple
Macintosh computers, PCs, and many UNIX systems for attaching peripheral devices
to computers. Nearly all Apple Macintosh computers, excluding only the earliest
Macs and the recent iMac, come with a SCSI port for attaching devices such as disk
drives and printers.

SECAM. System Electronique Color Avec Memoire. An analog video format used in
France, Russia and eastern Europe.

Self-Similar. A series of values whose shapes look the same at different aggregation or
averaging levels.

Seek Time. Refers to the time a program or device takes to locate a particular piece of data.
For disk drives, the terms seek time and access time are often used interchangeably.
Technically speaking, however, the access time is often longer the seek time because
it includes a brief latency period.

Service Rate. The video information demanded by a user per unit of time. It is mostly
related to the video frame display rate and the size of the video frames.

Service Cycle. A constant time within which each user buffer is serviced exactly once.
SMIL. Structured Multimedia Integration Language. A new markup language being

developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) that would enable Web
developers to divide multimedia content into separate files and streams (audio, video,
text, and images), send them to a user's computer individually, and then have them
displayed together as if they were a single multimedia stream. The ability to separate
out the static text and images should make the multimedia content much smaller so
that it doesn't take as long to travel over the Internet.

Source Coding. A compression technique that may loose some information. It usually
relies on transformations and power series to achieve compression.

Striping. Segmentation of logically sequential data, such as a single file, so that segments
can be written to multiple physical devices (usually disk drives) in a round-robin
fashion. This technique is useful if the processor is capable of reading or writing data
faster than a single disk can supply or accept it. While data is being transferred from
the first disk, the second disk can locate the next segment.

Subsampling. A compression technique for video that samples color information less
frequently than brightness information.

VBR. Variable Bit Rate. Class B quality of service, an ATM bandwidth-allocation service
that allows users to specify a throughput capacity (i.e., a peak rate) and a sustained
rate but data is not sent evenly. VBR is often used when transmitting compressed
packetized voice and video data, such as videoconferencing.

VCR. Video Cassette Recorder.
Vector Quantization. A data compression technique where square sections of a picture are

identified as binary patterns and used to detect motion on digital video frames.



VHS. Video Home System. JVC's video cassette format.
VOD. Video-on-Demand. An umbrella term for a wide set of technologies and companies

whose common goal is to enable individuals to select videos from a central server for
viewing on a television or computer screen. VoD can be used for entertainment
(ordering movies transmitted digitally), education (viewing training videos), and
videoconferencing (enhancing presentations with video clips). Although VoD is
being used somewhat in all these areas, it is not yet widely implemented. VoD's
biggest obstacle is the lack of a network infrastructure that can handle the large
amounts of data required by video.

VRML. Virtual Reality Modeling Language, a specification for displaying 3-dimensional
objects on the World Wide Web. You can think of it as the 3-D equivalent of HTML.
Files written in VRML have a.wrl extension (short for world). To view these files,
you need a VRML browser or a VRML plug-in to a Web browser.

WFQ. Weighted Fair Queuing. A real-time scheduling algorithm where tasks with higher
priority are given more CPU time proportionally than tasks with lower priority,

WMV. Windows Media Video. A file format for MPEG-4 encoded digital video.
YUV. A transformation of the RGB color space where the Y signal carries luminance

information and the U and V signals carry transformed chrominance information.
ZIP. A popular data compression format Files that have been compressed with the ZIP

format are called ZIP files and usually end with a.ZIP extension






